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2Abstract
The Bondi-Metzner-Sachs-van der Burg (BMS) group is the asymptotic symmetry
group of radiating asymptotically flat spacetimes. It has recently received renewed
interest in the context of the flat holography and the infrared structure of grav-
ity. In this thesis, we investigate the consequences of considering extensions of the
BMS group in four dimensions with superrotations. In particular, we apply the
covariant phase space methods on a class of first order gauge theories that includes
the Cartan formulation of general relativity and specify this analysis to gravity in
asymptotically flat spacetime. Furthermore, we renormalize the symplectic struc-
ture at null infinity to obtain the generalized BMS charge algebra associated with
smooth superrotations. We then study the vacuum structure of the gravitational
field, which allows us to relate the so-called superboost transformations to the ve-
locity kick/refraction memory effect. Afterward, we propose a new set of boundary
conditions in asymptotically locally (A)dS spacetime that leads to a version of the
BMS group in the presence of a non-vanishing cosmological constant, called the Λ-
BMS asymptotic symmetry group. Using the holographic renormalization procedure
and a diffeomorphism between Bondi and Fefferman-Graham gauges, we construct
the phase space of Λ-BMS and show that it reduces to the one of the generalized
BMS group in the flat limit.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To specify most of the physical theories, one has to consider two ingredients: the
kinematics which defines the allowed states and observables of the system, and the
dynamics which dictates the evolution of the state through some equations of motion.
An essential piece to define the kinematics is the set of boundary conditions that
selects, using the equations of motion, the allowed solutions of the theory. Depending
on the context, this set of boundary conditions should enable one to determine the
exact initial conditions/characteristic initial value problem that one has to provide to
select a particular solution in the allowed space. The choice of boundary conditions
is dictated by the physical situation one wants to describe. As broadly illustrated
in this thesis, several sets of boundary conditions may be relevant to specify the
kinematics for the same dynamical part of the theory.
In this work, we are mainly interested by the study of boundary conditions in
gauge theories, and especially in general relativity. Indeed, gauge theories are of
major importance in physics since they are involved in the description of the four
fundamental interactions through the standard model of particle physics and the
general relativity theory. Furthermore, as their name suggests, gauge theories ex-
hibit some symmetries of the dynamics called gauge symmetries. Among the gauge
symmetries preserving the chosen boundary conditions, several will be trivial and
seen as redundancies of the theory, while others will change the physical state of the
system by their actions. The latter are called asymptotic symmetries and form a
group (or, more generally, a groupoid) known as the asymptotic symmetry group.
In particular, different sets of boundary conditions lead to different asymptotic sym-
metry groups.
In a series of seminal papers [1–3], Bondi, Metzner, Sachs and van der Burg have
shown that the asymptotic symmetry group of four-dimensional general relativity
in asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity is an infinite-dimensional group
enhancing the Poincaré group and is called the (global) BMS group. It is given by
the the semi-direct product between the Lorentz group and an infinite-dimensional
9
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enhancement of the translations, called the supertranslations. This result was very
surprising since one could have naively expected to find the symmetry group of flat
space by studying the behaviour of the gravitational field in asymptotic regions.
However, this infinite-dimensional enhancement was necessary to allow for some
radiative spacetime solutions. Furthermore, this analysis led to the Bondi mass
loss formula, which states that the the flux of energy-momentum at null infinity is
positive. This argument served to resolve the then-controversial debate of whether
gravitational waves are physical or a pure gauge artifact of the linearized theory [4].
An extension of the global BMS algebra has recently been proposed, called the
extended BMS algebra [5–7]. More precisely, the Lorentz part of the semi-direct sum
defining the BMS algebra has been enhanced into the infinite-dimensional algebra
of conformal transformations in two dimensions. These new symmetries are called
superrotations (or super-Lorentz transformations [8]). At the level of the group,
these superrotations are singular when considering the topology of the sphere as
sections of null infinity. Therefore, only the global subgroup of the extended BMS
group is globally well defined, which justifies the epithet “global”. As discussed in
the following, this singular extension has been shown to be of major importance
when considered as symmetries of the S-matrix of quantum gravity [9–11]. Even
more recently, an alternative extension of the BMS group has been considered by
replacing the singular superrotations with smooth DiffpS2q superrotations [12, 13].
This new extension, called the generalized BMS group, is made possible by relaxing
the definition of asymptotic flatness and allowing a fluctuating induced boundary
metric.
It should be noted that the analysis of asymptotic symmetries in general rela-
tivity has been purused for other types of asymptotics and other spacetime dimen-
sions, including three- and four-dimensional asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS)
and asymptotically de Sitter (dS) spacetimes (see e.g. [14–19]). Furthermore, it has
been performed on other types of gauge theories including Maxwell, Yang-Mills and
Chern-Simons theories (see e.g. [20–26]). The interests of these investigations are
various and depend on the main research question. In section 1.1, following [27],
we relate the study of asymptotic symmetries in gauge theories with major research
directions in theoretical physics.
1.1 Use of asymptotic symmetries
The study of asymptotic symmetries in gauge theories is an old subject that has
recently received renewed interest. A first direction is motivated by the AdS/CFT
correspondence where the asymptotic symmetries of the gravity theory in the bulk
spacetime correspond to the global symmetries of the dual quantum field theory
through the holographic dictionary [28–32]. A strong control of asymptotic symme-
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tries allows us to investigate new holographic dualities. A second direction is driven
by the recently-established connections among asymptotic symmetries, soft theo-
rems and memory effects [10]. These connections furnish crucial information about
the infrared structure of quantized gauge theories. In gravity, they may be relevant
to solve the long-standing problem of black hole information paradox [33–37].
1.1.1 Holography
The holographic principle states that quantum gravity can be described in terms
of lower-dimensional dual quantum field theories [28, 29]. A concrete realization
of the holographic principle asserts that the type IIB string theory living in the
bulk spacetime AdS5 ˆ S5 is dual to the N “ 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
living on the four-dimensional spacetime boundary [30]. The gravitational theory is
effectively living in the five-dimensional spacetime AdS5, the five dimensions of the
factor S5 being compactified. A first extension of this original holographic duality
is the AdS/CFT correspondence, which tells us that the gravitational theory living
in the pd ` 1q-dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetime is dual to a CFT living
on the d-dimensional boundary. Other holographic dualities with different types
of asymptotics have also been studied. A holographic dictionary enables one to
interpret properties of the bulk theory in terms of the dual boundary theory. For
example, the dictionary poses the following relationship between the symmetries of
the two theories: »– Gauge symmetries in the bulk theoryðñ
Global symmetries in the boundary theory.
fifl (1.1.1)
More specifically for us, consider a given bulk solution space with asymptotic sym-
metries. The correspondence tells us that a set of quantum field theories exist that
are associated with the bulk solutions, such that in the UV regime, the global sym-
metries of these theories are exactly the asymptotic symmetries of the bulk solution
space. Even if the AdS/CFT correspondence has not been proven yet, it has been
verified in a number of situations and extended in various directions.
We now mention a famous hint in favour of this correspondence using the relation
(1.1.1). Brown and Henneaux have shown that the asymptotic symmetry group for
asymptotically AdS3 spacetime with Dirichlet boundary conditions is given by the
infinite-dimensional group of conformal transformations in two dimensions. Further-
more, they have revealed that the associated surface charges are finite, are integrable,
and exhibit a non-trivial central extension in their algebra. This Brown-Henneaux
central charge is given by
c “ 3`
2G
, (1.1.2)
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where ` is the AdS3 radius (Λ “ ´1{`2) and G is the gravitational constant. The
AdS/CFT correspondence indicates that there is a set of two-dimensional dual con-
formal field theories. The remarkable fact is that, when inserting the central charge
(1.1.2) into the Cardy entropy formula valid for 2d CFT [38], this reproduces exactly
the entropy of three-dimensional BTZ black hole solutions [39,40].
The holographic principle is believed to hold in all types of asymptotics. In
particular, in asymptotically flat spacetimes, from the correspondence (1.1.1), the
dual theory would have BMS as the global symmetry. Important steps have been
taken in this direction in three and four dimensions (see e.g. [41–48] and references
therein). Furthermore, in four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes, traces of
two-dimensional CFT seem to appear, enabling the use of well-known techniques of
the AdS/CFT correspondence [6,49–57]. The global BMS symmetry can be seen as
a conformal Carroll symmetry [58–60], which is especially relevant in the context of
the fluid/gravity correspondence [61–66].
1.1.2 Infrared structure of gauge theories
A connection has recently been established among various areas of gauge theories
that are a priori unrelated, namely asymptotic symmetries, soft theorems and mem-
ory effects (see [10] for a review). These fields of research are often referred to as
the three corners of the infrared triangle of gauge theories (see figure 1.1).
Soft
theorems
Memory
effects
Asymptotic
symmetries
Figure 1.1: Infrared sector of gauge theories.
The first corner is the area of asymptotic symmetries, which is extensively stud-
ied in this thesis. The second corner is the topic of soft theorems [67–71]. These
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theorems state that any pn` 1q-particles scattering amplitude involving a massless
soft particle, namely a particle with momentum q Ñ 0 (that may be a photon, a
gluon or a graviton), is equal to the n-particles scattering amplitude without the
soft particle, multiplied by the soft factor, plus corrections of order q0. We have
Mn`1pq, p1, . . . pnq “ Sp0qMnpp1, . . . pnq `Opq0q, (1.1.3)
where Sp0q „ q´1 is the soft factor whose precise form depends on the nature of
the soft particle involved. Taking as soft particle a photon, gluon or graviton will
respectively lead to the soft photon theorem, soft gluon theorem and soft graviton
theorem. A remarkable property is that the soft factor is independent of the spin
of the n particles involved in the process. Furthermore, some so-called subleading
soft theorems have been established for the different types of soft particles and they
provide some information about the subleading terms in q [72–76]. They take the
form
Mn`1pq, p1, . . . pnq “ pSp0q ` Sp1qqMnpp1, . . . pnq `Opqq, (1.1.4)
where Sp1q „ q0 is the subleading soft factor. Proposals for sub-subleading soft
theorems can also be found [77–79].
The third corner of the triangle is the topic of memory effects [80–89]. In gravity,
the displacement memory effect occurs, for example, in the passage of gravitational
waves. It can be shown that this produces a permanent shift in the relative positions
of a pair of inertial detectors. This shift is controlled by a field in the metric,
called the memory field, that is turned on when the gravitational wave is passing
through the spacetime region of interest. The analogous memory effects can also
be established in electrodynamics (electromagnetic memory effect) [90, 91] and in
Yang-Mills theory (color memory effect) [89], where a field is turned on as a result
of a burst of energy passing through the region of interest, leading to an observable
phenomenon. Notice that other memory effects have been identified in gravity [8,
92,93,93–98], including the spin memory effect and the refraction memory effect.
We now briefly discuss the relation between these different topics. It has been
shown that if the quantum gravity S-matrix is invariant under the BMS symme-
try [99], then the Ward identity associated with the supertranslations is equivalent
to the soft graviton theorem [100]. Furthermore, the displacement memory effect
is equivalent to performing a supertranslation [101]. More precisely, the action of
the supertranslation on the memory field has the same effect as a burst of gravi-
tational waves passing through the region of interest. This can be understood as
a vacuum transition process [102–106]. Finally, a Fourier transform enables us to
relate the soft theorem with the memory effect, which closes the triangle. This tri-
angle controlling the infrared structure of the theory has also been constructed for
other gauge theories [89,107,108]. Moreover, subleading infrared triangles have been
uncovered and discussed [8,9,11,93,107,109,110]. In particular, the Ward identities
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of superrotations have been shown to be equivalent to the subleading soft graviton
theorem. Furthermore, the spin memory effect and the center-of-mass memory effect
have been related to the superrotations.
Finally, let us mention that this understanding of the infrared structure of quan-
tum gravity is relevant to address the black hole information paradox [33]. Indeed,
an infinite number of soft gravitons are produced in the process of black hole evap-
oration. Through the above correspondence, these soft gravitons are related with
surface charges, called soft hairs, that have to be taken into account in the informa-
tion storage [34–37,111,112].
1.2 Original results
The aim of this thesis is to investigate some aspects of the BMS group and its
various extensions, including the associated phase spaces, vacuum structures and
memory effects. In doing so, we elaborate on the covariant phase space methods
for first order gauge theories. In addition, a new version of the BMS symmetry for
asymptotically (A)dS4 will be presented. The original results discussed in this thesis
are based on the following works:
• [A] Conserved currents in the Cartan formulation of general relativity
Glenn Barnich, Pujian Mao, Romain Ruzziconi
Proceedings of the workshop "About various kinds of interactions" (2016)
arXiv:1611.01777
• [B] Superboost transitions, refraction memory and super-Lorentz charge alge-
bra
Geoffrey Compère, Adrien Fiorucci, Romain Ruzziconi
Journal of High Energy Physics (2018)
arXiv:1810.00377
• [C] The Λ-BMS4 group of dS4 and new boundary conditions for AdS4
Geoffrey Compère, Adrien Fiorucci, Romain Ruzziconi
Classical and Quantum Gravity (2019)
arXiv:1905.00971
• [D] Asymptotic symmetries in the gauge fixing approach and the BMS group
Romain Ruzziconi
Proceedings of Science (2020)
arXiv:1910.08367
• [E] BMS current algebra in the context of the Newman-Penrose formalism
Glenn Barnich, Pujian Mao, Romain Ruzziconi
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Classical and Quantum Gravity (2020)
arXiv:1910.14588
• [F] The Λ-BMS4 charge algebra
Geoffrey Compère, Adrien Fiorucci, Romain Ruzziconi
Journal of High Energy Physics (2020)
arXiv:2004.10769
• [G] Conserved currents in the Palatini formulation of general relativity
Glenn Barnich, Pujian Mao, Romain Ruzziconi
Proceedings of Science (2020)
arXiv:2004.15002
• [H] Gauges in three-dimensional gravity and holographic fluids
Luca Ciambelli, Charles Marteau, Marios Petropoulos, Romain Ruzziconi
Journal of High Energy Physics (2020)
arXiv:2006.10082
• [I] Fefferman–Graham and Bondi gauges in the fluid/gravity correspondence
Luca Ciambelli, Charles Marteau, Marios Petropoulos, Romain Ruzziconi
Proceedings of Science (2020)
arXiv:2006.10083
The next subsection briefly summarizes some of the main results and research guide-
lines of this thesis.
1.2.1 First order program
The covariant phase space methods allowing for constructing meaningful surface
charges in gauge theories are based on jet bundles and homotopy operators. This
powerful machinery can quickly become complicated for theories of second order
derivative or higher. However, for first order theories, namely theories involving at
most first order derivatives in the equations of motion and in the transformation
of the fields, the computations simplify drastically and do not even require the
technology of homotopy operators. Furthermore, for first order theories, the different
procedures to construct surface charges, namely Barnich-Brandt [113–115] and Iyer-
Wald [116–118] procedures, give the same results.
Another interesting feature is that most of the known gauge theories, including
Maxwell, Yang-Mills, general relativity and Chern-Simons, are first order gauge the-
ories, or own a formulation that is of first order using auxiliary fields. For example,
Maxwell theory can be formulated as a first order gauge theory by considering the
field strength as an auxiliary field (see e.g. [119]). Similarly, the Cartan formulation
of general relativity is a first order theory.
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In this thesis, we discuss covariant phase space formalism in the context of first
order gauge theories. More specifically, we consider a class of theories that we call
covariantized Hamiltonian theories, which includes all the examples cited above.
In particular, we investigate the breaking in the conservation of the charges for
these theories. We then specify the general results obtained in this context to write
the expressions of the surface charges in different first order formulations of gravity,
including Cartan formulation and a new Newman-Penrose-type formulation. Finally,
we apply these results to the case of four-dimensional gravity in asymptotically flat
spacetimes at null infinity and obtain the currents associated with extended BMS.
The results of [120] are reproduced in a self-consistent way, and enlarged to allow for
an arbitrary time-dependent conformal factor for the transverse boundary metric.
This discussion is based on the works [A], [E] and [G].
1.2.2 Extended and generalized BMS
As discussed in the introduction, two extensions of the global BMS group have
been considered. The first is called the extended BMS group and involves singu-
lar superrotations (and, consequently, singular supertranslations) on the celestial
sphere [5–7]. The second one is called the generalized BMS group and involves
smooth superrotations on the celestial sphere [12, 13]. In this thesis, we investi-
gate both the phase spaces of the first and second extensions, using covariant phase
space methods. A common feature between these analyses is that the associated
charges are non-integrable but still satisfy an algebra, provided one modifies the
Dirac bracket following the prescription of [121]. As reviewed in section 2.3, the
non-integrability of the charges is related to their non-conservation due to the radi-
ation at null infinity.
As explained in subsection 1.1.2, the BMS symmetries are related to gravita-
tional memory effects. This relation shows up by investigating the vacuum orbit of
the theory. Indeed, the vacuum structure of gravity in asymptotically flat spacetime
is degenerate. The fields in the metric parametrizing the different vacua, which
are turned on when acting with BMS transformations on the Minkowski space, are
precisely the memory fields discussed above. In this thesis, we extend the work
of [102–104] by studying the orbit of Minkowski under generalized BMS transforma-
tions. Furthermore, we relate a field that is turned on in the metric under superboost
transformations, to the so-called refraction memory/velocity kick [95, 96, 122]. We
show that this superboost field satisfies a Liouville equation. These results are based
on [B]
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1.2.3 BMS in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes
The BMS symmetry and its extensions are symmetries of asymptotically flat space-
times. A legitimate question to ask is if the analogue symmetry also exists in
asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes. Such a generalization would be relevant
for the two research guidelines discussed in subsection 1.1. Indeed, studying the
BMS symmetry in AdS spacetimes, where holography is well controlled, would shed
some light on holography in flat space. Furthermore, if the BMS symmetry exists in
spacetimes with non-vanishing cosmological constant, it may be related to memory
effects and soft theorems in this context [123–130].
In this thesis, we propose a version of the BMS symmetry in presence of a non-
vanishing cosmological constant. This new asymptotic symmetry group, called the
Λ-BMS4 group, is obtained by imposing some partial Dirichlet boundary conditions
in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes. We show that this proposal reduces
to the generalized BMS group in the flat limit. Furthermore, we prove that the
flat limit also works at the level of the associated phase spaces. This analysis is
based on a diffeomorphism between Bondi and Fefferman-Graham gauges that we
have explicitly constructed. In particular, the charge algebra of the most general
asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime is worked out in the Fefferman-Graham
gauge using the covariant phase space methods and the holographic renormalization
procedure. Then, imposing the boundary conditions that lead to Λ-BMS4 symmetry,
we translate the symplectic structure into the Bondi gauge, where the flat limit is
well defined. Taking the flat limit leads to the symplectic structure of generalized
BMS discussed above. This presentation is based on [C], [D] and [F].
1.3 Plan
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present in a self-
consistent way some methods to study asymptotic symmetries in gauge theories and
how to construct meaningful surface charges. This chapter is essentially a review
of the existing literature, with an attempt to present the different concepts in both
a unified and more abstract way. Examples illustrating the general definitions are
provided. Some of those are based on results obtained in the framework of this
thesis and explained in more detail in the subsequent chapters.
In chapter 3, we restrict our study to a particular class of first order gauge the-
ories that we call covariantized Hamiltonian theories. We show that the covariant
phase space methods simply drastically in this framework and do not require the
technology of jet bundles and homotopy operators discussed in Chapter 2 (see also
appendix A). Furthermore, we provide a discussion on vielbeins and connection by
including torsion and non-metricity into the standard discussion. Then we investi-
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gate the Cartan formulation of general relativity and its different avatars and derive
the expressions of the surface charges. These are particular examples of covariantized
Hamiltonian theories. Starting from a Newman-Penrose-adapted variational prin-
ciple, we derive the BMS current algebra in a self-consistent way for an arbitrary
u-dependent conformal factor.
In chapter 4, we study the phase space associated with the generalized BMS
symmetry. In particular, we show that a renormalization procedure using Iyer-Wald
ambiguity is needed to obtain finite symplectic structure. The associated charges are
finite, but non-integrable. They satisfy an algebra when using the modified Dirac
bracket.
In chapter 5, we act on the Minkowski space with (both extended and gener-
alized) BMS transformations and obtain the orbit of vacua. We then relate the
superboosts transformations, which are part of the BMS symmetries, to the veloc-
ity kick/refraction memory. Finally, we propose a Wald-Zoupas-like prescription to
isolate meaningful finite charges from the infinitesimal non-integrable expressions.
Applying this prescription to the generalized BMS charges leads to the finite charges
that are used in the Ward identities to establish the equivalence with soft theorems.
In chapter 6, we study the most general solution spaces and the residual gauge
diffeomorphisms of Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges in three and four dimen-
sions. We relate the results obtained in the two gauges by constructing a diffeomor-
phism that maps one gauge to the other. We then focus on the four-dimensional
case and propose new boundary conditions in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 space-
times. We show that the associated asymptotic symmetry group, called the Λ-BMS4
group, is infinite-dimensional and reduces to the generalized BMS group in the flat
limit. Then, using the holographic renormalization procedure, we construct the
phase space associated with the most general asymptotically locally AdS4 space-
times in Fefferman-Graham gauge. That allows us to derive the associated charge
algebra that we specify for Λ-BMS4 symmetry. Transforming the Λ-BMS4 symplec-
tic structure through the diffeomorphism between Fefferman-Graham and Bondi
gauges, and taking the flat limit, we prove that it reduces to the generalized BMS
symplectic structure. Finally, we study new mixed boundary conditions in asymp-
totically locally AdS4 spacetime that allow us to have a well-defined Cauchy problem.
The associated asymptotic symmetry group is an infinite-dimensional subgroup of
Λ-BMS4 consisting of the area preserving diffeomorphisms and the time translations.
This thesis also contains several appendices that are referenced in the core of the
text.
Chapter 2
Asymptotic symmetries and surface
charges
This chapter is an introduction to asymptotic symmetries in gauge theories, with
a focus on general relativity in four dimensions. We explain how to impose consis-
tent sets of boundary conditions in the gauge fixing approach and how to derive the
asymptotic symmetry parameters. The different procedures to obtain the associated
charges are presented. As an illustration of these general concepts, the examples of
four-dimensional general relativity in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 and asymptoti-
cally flat spacetimes are covered. This enables us to discuss the different extensions
of the BMS group that will be investigated with more details in the subsequent
chapters.
This chapter essentially reproduces the lecture notes [27].
2.1 Definitions of asymptotics
Several frameworks exist to impose boundary conditions in gauge theories. Some of
them are mentioned next.
2.1.1 Geometric approach
The geometric approach of boundary conditions was initiated by Penrose, who in-
troduced the techniques of conformal compactification to study general relativity in
asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity [131,132]. According to this perspec-
tive, the boundary conditions are defined by requiring that certain data on a fixed
boundary be preserved. The asymptotic symmetry group G is then defined as the
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quotient:
G “ Gauge transformation preserving the boundary conditions
Trivial gauge transformations
, (2.1.1)
where the trivial gauge transformations are the gauge transformations that reduce
to the identity on the boundary. In other words, the asymptotic symmetry group is
isomorphic to the group of gauge transformations induced on the boundary which
preserve the given data. This is the weak definition of the asymptotic symmetry
group. A stronger definition of the asymptotic symmetry group is given by the
quotient (2.1.1), where the trivial gauge transformations are now the gauge trans-
formations that have associated vanishing charges.
The geometric approach was essentially used in gravity theory and led to much
progress in the study of symmetries and symplectic structures for asymptotically
flat spacetimes at null infinity [4,133–136] and spatial infinity [137,138]. It was also
considered to study asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes [19, 139–141]. Moreover, this
framework was recently applied to study boundary conditions and associated phase
spaces on null hypersurfaces [142].
The advantage of this approach is that it is manifestly gauge invariant, since we
do not refer to any particular coordinate system to impose the boundary conditions.
Furthermore, the geometric interpretation of the symmetries is transparent. The
weak point is that the definition of boundary conditions is rigid. It is a non-trivial
task to modify a given set of boundary conditions in this framework to highlight
new asymptotic symmetries. It is often a posteriori that boundary conditions are
defined in this framework, after having obtained the results in coordinates.
2.1.2 Gauge fixing approach
A gauge theory has redundant degrees of freedom. The gauge fixing approach con-
sists in using the gauge freedom of the theory to impose some constraints on the
fields. This enables one to quotient the field space to eliminate some of the un-
physical or pure gauge redundancies in the theory. For a given gauge theory, an
appropriate gauge fixing (where appropriate will be defined below) still allows some
redundancy. For example, in electrodynamics, the gauge field Aµ transforms as
Aµ Ñ Aµ`Bµα (α is a function of the spacetime coordinates) under a gauge transfor-
mation. The Lorenz gauge is defined by setting BµAµ “ 0. This gauge can always be
reached using the gauge redundancy, since BµBµα “ ´BνAν always admits a solution
for α, regardless of the exact form of Aµ. However, residual gauge transformations
remain that preserve the Lorenz gauge. These are given by Aµ Ñ Aµ ` Bµβ, where
β is a function of the spacetime coordinates satisfying BµBµβ “ 0 (see, e.g., [143]).
The same phenomenon occurs in general relativity where spacetime diffeomorphisms
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can be performed to reach a particular gauge defined by some conditions imposed
on the metric gµν . Some explicit examples are discussed below.
Then, the boundary conditions are imposed on the fields of the theory written
in the chosen gauge. The weak version of the definition of the asymptotic symmetry
group is given by
Gweak “
„
Residual gauge transformations
preserving the boundary conditions.

(2.1.2)
Intuitively, the gauge fixing procedure eliminates part of the pure gauge degrees of
freedom, namely, the trivial gauge transformations defined under (2.1.1). Therefore,
fixing the gauge is similar to taking the quotient as in equation (2.1.1), and the
two definitions of asymptotic symmetry groups coincide in most of the practical
situations. As in the geometric approach, a stronger version of the asymptotic
symmetry group exists and is given by
Gstrong “
„
Residual gauge transformations preserving the boundary
conditions with associated non-vanishing charges.

(2.1.3)
Notice that Gstrong Ď Gweak1.
The advantage of the gauge fixing approach is that it is highly flexible to impose
boundary conditions, since we are working with explicit expressions in coordinates.
For example, the BMS group in four dimensions was first discovered in this frame-
work [1–3]. Furthermore, a gauge fixing is a local consideration (i.e. it holds in a
coordinate patch of the spacetime). Therefore, the global considerations related to
the topology are not directly relevant in this analysis, thereby allowing further flex-
ibility. For example, as we will discuss in subsection 2.2.4, this allowed to consider
singular extensions of the BMS group: the Witt ˆWitt superrotations [5,7]. These
new asymptotic symmetries are well-defined locally; however, they have poles on the
celestial sphere. In the geometric approach, one would have to modify the topol-
ogy of the spacetime boundary to allow these superrotations by considering some
punctured celestial sphere [145,146]. The weakness of this approach is that it is not
manifestly gauge invariant. Hence, even if the gauge fixing approach is often pre-
ferred to unveil new boundary conditions and symmetries, the geometric approach
is complementary and necessary to make the gauge invariance of the results mani-
fest. In section 2.2, we study the gauge fixing approach and provide some examples
related to gravity in asymptotically flat and asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes.
1One of the most striking examples of the difference between the weak and the strong definitions
of the asymptotic symmetry group is given in gravity by considering Neumann boundary conditions
in asymptotically AdSd`1 spacetimes. Indeed, in this situation, we have Gweak “ Diff(Rˆ Sd´1),
and Gstrong is trivial [144].
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2.1.3 Hamiltonian approach
Some alternative approaches exist that are also powerful in practice. For example,
in the Hamiltonian formalism, asymptotically flat [147] and AdS [14,15] spacetimes
have been studied at spatial infinity. Furthermore, the global BMS group was re-
cently identified at spatial infinity using twisted parity conditions [148–150]. In
this framework, the computations are done in a coordinate system making the split
between space and time explicit, without performing any gauge fixing. Then, the
asymptotic symmetry group is defined as the quotient between the gauge transfor-
mations preserving the boundary conditions and the trivial gauge transformations,
where trivial means that the associated charges are identically vanishing on the
phase space. This definition of the asymptotic symmetry group corresponds to the
strong definition in the two first approaches.
2.2 Asymptotic symmetries in the gauge fixing ap-
proach
We now focus on the aforementioned gauge fixing approach of asymptotic symme-
tries in gauge theories. We illustrate the different definitions and concepts using
examples, with a specific focus on asymptotically flat and asymptotically (A)dS
spacetimes in four-dimensional general relativity.
2.2.1 Gauge fixing procedure
Definition [Gauge symmetry] Let us start with a Lagrangian theory in a n-
dimensional spacetime M
Srφs “
ż
M
Lrφ, Bµφ, BµBνφ, . . .s, (2.2.1)
where L “ Ldnx is the Lagrangian and φ “ pφiq are the fields of the theory. A
gauge transformation is a transformation acting on the fields, and which depends
on parameters f “ pfαq that are taken to be arbitrary functions of the spacetime
coordinates. We write
δfφ
i “ Rirf s
“ Riαfα `Riµα Bµfα `Ripµνqα BµBνfα ` . . .
“
ÿ
kě0
Ripµ1...µkqα Bµ1 . . . Bµkfα
(2.2.2)
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the infinitesimal gauge transformation of the fields. In this expression, Ripµ1...µkqα
are local functions, namely functions of the coordinates, the fields, and their deriva-
tives. The gauge transformation is a symmetry of the theory if, under (2.2.2), the
Lagrangian transforms as
δfL “ dBf , (2.2.3)
where Bf “ Bµf pdn´1xqµ.
Examples We illustrate this definition by providing some examples. First, con-
sider classical vacuum electrodynamics
SrAs “
ż
M
F^ ‹F, (2.2.4)
where F “ dA and A is a 1-form. It is straightforward to check that the gauge
transformation δαA “ dα, where α is an arbitrary function of the coordinates, is a
symmetry of the theory.
Now, consider the general relativity theory
Srgs “ 1
16piG
ż
M
pR ´ 2Λq?´gdnx, (2.2.5)
where R and
?´g are the scalar curvature and the square root of minus the
determinant associated with the metric gµν respectively, and Λ is the cosmologi-
cal constant. It can be checked that the gauge transformation δξgµν “ Lξgµν “
ξρBρgµν ` gµρBνξρ ` gρνBµξρ, where ξµ is a vector field generating a diffeomorphism,
is a symmetry of the theory.
Notice that in these examples, the transformation of the fields (2.2.2) is of the
form
δfφ
i “ Riαfα `Riµα Bµfα, (2.2.6)
namely they involve at most first order derivatives of the parameters.
Definition [Gauge fixing] Starting from a Lagrangian theory (2.2.1) with gauge
symmetry (2.2.2), the gauge fixing procedure involves imposing some algebraic or
differential constraints on the fields in order to eliminate (part of) the redundancy
in the description of the theory. We write
Grφs “ 0 (2.2.7)
a generic gauge fixing condition. This gauge has to satisfy two conditions:
• It has to be reachable by a gauge transformation, which means that the num-
ber of independent conditions in (2.2.7) is inferior or equal to the number of
independent parameters f “ pfαq generating the gauge transformation.
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• It has to use all of the available freedom of the arbitrary functions parametriz-
ing the gauge transformations to reach the gauge2, which means that the num-
ber of independent conditions in (2.2.7) is superior or equal to the number of
independent parameters f “ pfαq generating the gauge transformations.
Considering these two requirements together tells us that the number of independent
gauge fixing conditions in (2.2.7) has to be equal to the number of independent gauge
parameters f “ pfαq involved in the fields transformation (2.2.2).
Examples In electrodynamics, several gauge fixings are commonly used. Let us
mention the Lorenz gauge BµAµ “ 0, the Coulomb gauge BiAi “ 0, the temporal
gauge A0 “ 0, and the axial gauge A3 “ 0. As previously discussed, the Lorenz
gauge can always be reached by performing a gauge transformation. We can check
that the same statement holds for all the other gauge fixings. Notice that these gauge
fixing conditions involve only one constraint, as there is only one free parameter α
in the gauge transformation.
In gravity, many gauge fixings are also used in practice. For example, the De
Donder (or harmonic) gauge requires that the coordinates xµ be harmonic functions,
namely, 2xµ “ 1?´gBνp?´gBνxµq “ 0. Notice that the number of constraints, n, is
equal to the number of independent gauge parameters ξµ. This gauge condition is
suitable for studying gravitational waves in perturbation theory (see, e.g., [151]).
Another important gauge fixing in configurations where Λ ‰ 0 is the Fefferman-
Graham gauge [152–156]. We write the coordinates as xµ “ pρ, xaq, where a “
1, . . . , n ´ 1 and ρ is an expansion parameter (ρ “ 0 is at the spacetime boundary,
and ρ ą 0 is in the bulk). It is defined by the following conditions:
gρρ “ ´pn´ 1qpn´ 2q
2Λρ2
, gρa “ 0 (2.2.8)
(n conditions). The coordinate ρ is spacelike for Λ ă 0 and timelike for Λ ą 0. The
most general metric takes the form
ds2 “ ´pn´ 1qpn´ 2q
2Λ
dρ2
ρ2
` γabpρ, xcqdxadxb. (2.2.9)
Finally, the Bondi gauge will be relevant for us in the following [1–3]. This gauge
fixing is valid for both Λ “ 0 and Λ ‰ 0 configurations. Writing the coordinates as
pu, r, xAq, where xA “ pθ1, . . . , θn´2q are the transverse angular coordinates on the
2If the available freedom is not used, we talk about partial gauge fixing. In this configuration,
there are still some arbitrary functions of the coordinates in the parameters of the residual gauge
transformations.
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pn´ 2q-celestial sphere, the Bondi gauge is defined by the following conditions3:
grr “ 0, grA “ 0, Br
ˆ
det gAB
r2pn´2q
˙
“ 0 (2.2.10)
(n conditions). These conditions tell us that, geometrically, u labels null hypersur-
faces in the spacetime, xA labels null geodesics inside a null hypersurface, and r is
the luminosity distance along the null geodesics. The most general metric takes the
form
ds2 “ e2β V
r
du2 ´ 2e2βdudr ` gABpdxA ´ UAduqpdxB ´ UBduq (2.2.11)
where β, UA and V
r
are arbitrary functions of the coordinates, and the pn ´ 2q-
dimensional metric gAB satisfies the determinant condition in the third equation of
(2.2.10). Let us mention that the Bondi gauge is closely related to the Newman-Unti
gauge [157,158] involving only algebraic conditions:
grr “ 0, grA “ 0, gru “ ´1 (2.2.12)
(n conditions).
Definition [Residual gauge transformation] After having imposed a gauge fixing
as in equation (2.2.7), there usually remain some residual gauge transformations,
namely gauge transformations preserving the gauge fixing condition. Formally, the
residual gauge transformations with generators F have to satisfy δfGrφs “ 0. They
are local functions parametrized as f “ fpaq, where the parameters a are arbitrary
functions of pn´ 1q coordinates.
Examples Consider the Lorenz gauge BµAµ “ 0 in electrodynamics. As we dis-
cussed earlier, the residual gauge transformations for the Lorenz gauge are the gauge
transformations δαAµ “ Bµα, where BµBµα “ 0.
Similarly, consider the Fefferman-Graham gauge (2.2.8) in general relativity with
Λ ‰ 0. The residual gauge transformations generated by ξµ have to satisfy Lξgρρ “ 0
and Lξgρa “ 0. The solutions to these equations are given by
ξρ “ σpxaqρ, ξa “ ξa0pxbq ` pn´ 1qpn´ 2q2Λ Bbσ
ż ρ
0
dρ1
ρ1
γabpρ1, xcq. (2.2.13)
These solutions are parametrized by n arbitrary functions σ and ξa0 of pn´ 1q coor-
dinates xa.
3Notice that the determinant condition in (2.2.10) is weaker than the historical one considered
in [1–3]. We refer to appendix B for more details on this condition.
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In the Bondi gauge (2.2.10), the residual gauge transformations generated by ξµ
have to satisfy Lξgrr “ 0, LξgrA “ 0 and gABLξgAB “ 2pn ´ 2qω, where ω is an
arbitrary function of pu, xAq (see appendix B). The solutions to these equations are
given by
ξu “ f,
ξA “ Y A ` IA, IA “ ´BBf
ż 8
r
dr1pe2βgABq,
ξr “ ´ r
n´ 2pDAY
A ´ pn´ 2qω `DAIA ´ BBfUB ` 1
2
fg´1Bugq,
(2.2.14)
where Brf “ 0 “ BrY A, and g “ detpgABq [24]. The covariant derivative DA is asso-
ciated with the pn´2q-dimensional metric gAB. The residual gauge transformations
are parametrized by the n functions ω, f and Y A of pn´ 1q coordinates pu, xAq.
2.2.2 Boundary conditions
Definition [Boundary conditions] Once a gauge condition (2.2.7) has been fixed,
we can impose boundary conditions for the theory by requiering some constraints on
the fields in a neighbourhood of a given spacetime region. Most of those boundary
conditions are fall-off conditions on the fields in the considered asymptotic region4,
or conditions on the leading functions in the expansion. This choice of boundary
conditions is motivated by the physical model that we want to consider. A set of
boundary conditions is usually considered to be interesting if it provides non-trivial
asymptotic symmetry group and solution space, exhibiting interesting properties for
the associated charges (finite, generically non-vanishing, integrable and conserved;
see below). If the boundary conditions are too strong, the asymptotic symmetry
group will be trivial, with vanishing surface charges. Furthermore, the solution
space will not contain any solution of interest. If they are too weak, the associated
surface charges will be divergent. Consistent and interesting boundary conditions
should therefore be located between these two extreme situations.
Examples Let us give some examples of boundary conditions in general relativity
theory. Many examples of boundary conditions for other gauge theories can be found
in the literature (see e.g. [20–26]).
Let us consider the Bondi gauge defined in equation (2.2.10) in dimension n ě 3.
There exist several definitions of asymptotic flatness at null infinity (r Ñ 8) in the
literature. For all of them, we require the following preliminary boundary conditions
4Notice that the asymptotic region could be taken not only at (spacelike, null or timelike)
infinity, but also in other spacetime regions, such as near a black hole horizon [34–37,159–163].
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on the functions of the metric (2.2.11) in the asymptotic region r Ñ 8:
β “ op1q, V
r
“ opr2q, UA “ op1q, gAB “ r2qAB ` rCAB `DAB `Opr´1q,
(2.2.15)
where qAB, CAB and DAB are pn ´ 2q-dimensional symmetric tensors, which are
functions of pu, xAq. Notice in particular that qAB is kept free at this stage.
A first definition of asymptotic flatness at null infinity (AF1) is a sub-case of
(2.2.15). In addition to all these fall-off conditions, we require the transverse bound-
ary metric qAB to have a fixed determinant, namely,
?
q “ ?q¯, (2.2.16)
where q¯ is a fixed volume element (which may possibly depend on time) on the
pn´ 2q-dimensional transverse space [8, 12,13,164].
A second definition of asymptotic flatness at null infinity (AF2) is another sub-
case of the definition (2.2.15). All the conditions are the same, except that we
require that the transverse boundary metric qAB be conformally related to the unit
pn´ 2q-sphere metric, namely,
qAB “ e2ϕq˚AB, (2.2.17)
where q˚AB is the unit pn´ 2q-sphere metric [6]. Note that for n “ 4, this condition
can always be reached by a coordinate transformation, since every metric on a two
dimensional surface is conformally flat (but even in this case, as we will see below,
this restricts the form of the symmetries).
A third definition of asymptotic flatness at null infinity (AF3), which is the
historical one [1–3], is a sub-case of the second definition (2.2.17). We require (2.2.15)
and we demand that the transverse boundary metric qAB be the unit pn´ 2q-sphere
metric, namely,
qAB “ q˚AB. (2.2.18)
Note that this definition of asymptotic flatness is the only one that has the property
to be asymptotically Minkowskian, that is, for r Ñ 8, the leading orders of the
spacetime metric (2.2.11) tend to the Minkowski line element ds2 “ ´du2´2dudr`
r2q˚ABdx
AdxB.
Let us now present several definitions of asymptotically (A)dS spacetimes in
both the Fefferman Graham gauge (2.2.8) and Bondi gauge (2.2.10). A prelimi-
nary boundary condition, usually called the asymptotically locally (A)dS condition,
requires the following conditions on the functions of the Fefferman-Graham metric
(2.2.9):
γab “ Opρ´2q (2.2.19)
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or, equivalently, γab “ ρ´2gp0qab `opρ´2q. Notice that the pn´1q-dimensional boundary
metric gp0qab is kept free in this preliminary set of boundary conditions, thus justifying
the adjective “locally” [165]. In the Bondi gauge, as we will see below, these fall-off
conditions are (on-shell) equivalent to demand that
gAB “ Opr2q (2.2.20)
or, equivalently, gAB “ r2qAB ` opr2q.
A first definition of asymptotically (A)dS spacetime (AAdS1) is a sub-case of the
definition (2.2.19). In addition to these fall-off conditions, we demand the following
constraints on the pn´ 1q-dimensional boundary metric gp0qab :
g
p0q
tt “ 2Λpn´ 1qpn´ 2q , g
p0q
tA “ 0, detpgp0qab q “
2Λ
pn´ 1qpn´ 2q q¯, (2.2.21)
where q¯ is a fixed volume form for the transverse pn´ 2q-dimensional space (which
may possibly depend on t) [166]. In the Bondi gauge, the boundary conditions
(2.2.21) translate into
β “ op1q, V
r
“ 2r
2Λ
pn´ 1qpn´ 2q ` opr
2q, UA “ op1q, ?q “ ?q¯. (2.2.22)
Notice the similarity of these conditions to the definition (AF1) (equations (2.2.15)
and (2.2.16)) of asymptotically flat spacetime.
A second definition of asymptotically AdS spacetime5 (AAdS2) is a sub-case
of the definition (2.2.19). We require the same conditions as in the preliminary
boundary condition (2.2.19), except that we demand that the pn ´ 1q-dimensional
boundary metric gp0qab be fixed [15]. These conditions are called Dirichlet boundary
conditions. One usually chooses the cylinder metric as the boundary metric, namely,
g
p0q
ab dx
adxb “ 2Λpn´ 1qpn´ 2qdt
2 ` q˚ABdxAdxB, (2.2.23)
where q˚AB are the components of the unit pn ´ 2q-sphere metric (as in the Bondi
gauge, the upper case indices A,B, . . . run from 3 to n, and xa “ pt, xAq). In the
Bondi gauge, the boundary conditions (2.2.23) translate into
β “ op1q, V
r
“ 2r
2Λ
pn´ 1qpn´ 2q ` opr
2q, UA “ op1q, qAB “ q˚AB. (2.2.24)
Notice the similarity of these conditions to the definition (AF3) (equations (2.2.15)
and (2.2.18)) of asymptotically flat spacetime.
As we see it, the Bondi gauge is well-adapted for each type of asymptotics (see
figure 2.1), while the Fefferman-Graham gauge is only defined in asymptotically
(A)dS spacetimes.
5This choice is less relevant for asymptotically dS spacetimes, since it strongly restricts the
Cauchy problem and the bulk spacetime dynamics [19,139].
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Figure 2.1: Bondi gauge for any Λ.
2.2.3 Solution space
Definition [Solution space] Given a gauge fixing (2.2.7) and boundary conditions,
a solution of the theory is a field configuration φ˜ satisfying Grφ˜s “ 0, the boundary
conditions, and the Euler Lagrange-equations
δL
δφi
ˇˇˇˇ
φ˜
“ 0, (2.2.25)
where the Euler-Lagrange derivative is defined in equation (A.2.1). The set of all
solutions of the theory is called the solution space. It is parametrized as φ˜ “ φ˜pbq,
where the parameters b are arbitrary functions of pn´ 1q coordinates.
Examples We now provide some examples of solution spaces of four-dimensional
general relativity in different gauge fixings. These examples will be re-discussed in
details in the remaining of the text (see e.g. subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). We first
consider the Fefferman-Graham gauge in asymptotically (A)dS4 spacetimes with
preliminary boundary conditions (2.2.19). Solving the Einstein equations
Gµν ` Λgµν “ 0, (2.2.26)
we obtain the following analytic fall-offs:
γab “ ρ´2gp0qab ` ρ´1gp1qab ` gp2qab ` ρgp3qab `Opρ2q, (2.2.27)
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where gpiqab are functions of x
a [152–156]. The only free data in this expansion are
g
p0q
ab and g
p3q
ab . All the other coefficients are determined in terms of these free data.
Following the holographic dictionary, we call gp0qab the boundary metric and we define
Tab “
a
3|Λ|
16piG
g
p3q
ab (2.2.28)
as the stress energy tensor. From the Einstein equations, we have
g
p0q
ab T
ab “ 0, Dp0qa T ab “ 0, (2.2.29)
where Dp0qa is the covariant derivative with respect to gp0qab . In summary, the solution
space of general relativity in the Fefferman-Graham gauge with the preliminary
boundary condition (2.2.19) is parametrized by the set of functions
tgp0qab , TabuΛ‰0, (2.2.30)
where Tab satisfies (2.2.29) (11 functions).
Now, for the restricted set of boundary conditions (2.2.21), that is, (AAdS1), the
solution space reduces to
tgp0qAB, TabuΛ‰0, (2.2.31)
where gp0qAB has a fixed determinant and Tab satisfies (2.2.29) (7 functions). Finally,
for Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.2.23) (AAdS2), the solution space reduces to
tTabuΛ‰0, (2.2.32)
where Tab satisfies (2.2.29) (5 functions).
Let us now consider the Bondi gauge in asymptotically (A)dS4 spacetimes with
preliminary boundary condition (2.2.20). From the Fefferman-Graham theorem and
the gauge matching between Bondi and Fefferman-Graham that is described in ap-
pendix D (see also [166, 167]), we know that the functions appearing in the metric
admit an analytic expansion in powers of r. In particular, we can write
gAB “ r2qAB ` rCAB `DAB ` 1
r
EAB ` 1
r2
FAB `Opr´3q, (2.2.33)
where qAB, CAB, DAB, EAB, FAB, . . . are functions of pu, xAq. The determinant
condition defining the Bondi gauge and appearing in the third equation of (2.2.10)
implies gABBrgAB “ 4{r, which imposes successively that detpgABq “ r4 detpqABq,
qABCAB “ 0 and
DAB “ 1
4
qABC
CDCCD `DABpu, xCq,
EAB “ 1
2
qABDCDCCD ` EABpu, xCq,
FAB “ 1
2
qAB
”
CCDECD ` 1
2
DCDDCD ´ 1
32
pCCDCCDq2
ı
` FABpu, xCq,
(2.2.34)
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with qABDAB “ qABEAB “ qABFAB “ 0 (indices are lowered and raised with the
metric qAB and its inverse). We now sketch the results obtained by solving the
Einstein equations
Gµν ` Λgµν “ 0 (2.2.35)
for Λ ‰ 0 (we follow [166,167]; see also [168] for the Newman-Penrose version). The
component prrq gives the following radial constraints on the Bondi functions:
βpu, r, xAq “ β0pu, xAq ` 1
r2
”
´ 1
32
CABCAB
ı
` 1
r3
”
´ 1
12
CABDAB
ı
(2.2.36)
` 1
r4
”
´ 3
32
CABEAB ´ 1
16
DABDAB ` 1
128
pCABCABq2
ı
`Opr´5q.
where β0pu, xAq is an arbitrary function. The component prAq yields
UA “ UA0 pu, xBq `
p1q
UApu, xBq1
r
`
p2q
UApu, xBq 1
r2
`
p3q
UApu, xBq 1
r3
`
pL3q
UApu, xBq ln r
r3
` opr´3q
(2.2.37)
with
p1q
UApu, xBq “ 2e2β0BAβ0,
p2q
UApu, xBq “ ´e2β0
”
CABBBβ0 ` 1
2
DBC
AB
ı
,
p3q
UApu, xBq “ ´2
3
e2β0
”
NA ´ 1
2
CABDCCBC ` pBBβ0 ´ 1
3
DBqDAB ´ 3
16
CCDC
CDBAβ0
ı
,
pL3q
UApu, xBq “ ´2
3
e2β0DBDAB. (2.2.38)
In these expressions, UA0 pu, xBq and NApu, xBq are arbitrary functions. We call NA
the angular momentum aspect. Notice that, at this stage, logarithmic terms are
appearing in the expansion (2.2.37). However, we will see below that these terms
vanish for Λ ‰ 0. The component pruq leads to
V
r
“Λ
3
e2β0r2 ´ rpl `DAUA0 q (2.2.39)
´ e2β0
”1
2
´
Rrqs ` Λ
8
CABC
AB
¯
` 2DABAβ0 ` 4BAβ0BAβ0
ı
´ 2M
r
` opr´1q,
where l “ Bu ln?q, Rrqs is the scalar curvature associated with the metric qAB and
Mpu, xAq is an arbitrary function called the Bondi mass aspect. Afterwards, we solve
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the components pABq of the Einstein equations order by order, thereby providing
us with the constraints imposed on each order of gAB. The leading order Opr´1q of
that equation yields to
Λ
3
CAB “ e´2β0
”
pBu ´ lqqAB ` 2DpAU0Bq ´DCU0CqAB
ı
. (2.2.40)
Going to Opr´2q, we get
Λ
3
DAB “ 0, (2.2.41)
which removes the logarithmic term in (2.2.37) for Λ ‰ 0 (but not for Λ “ 0). The
condition at the next order Opr´3q
BuDAB ` UC0 DCDAB ` 2DCpADBqUC0 “ 0 (2.2.42)
is trivial for Λ ‰ 0. Using an iterative argument as in [167], we now make the
following observation. If we decompose gAB “ r2 řně0 gpnqABr´n, we see that the
iterative solution of the components pABq of the Einstein equations organizes itself
as ΛgpnqAB “ Bugpn´1qAB ` p...q at order Opr´nq, n P N0. Accordingly, the form of EAB
should have been fixed by the equation found at Opr´3q; however, this is not the
case, since both contributions of EAB cancel between GAB and ΛgAB. Moreover, the
equation Λgp4qAB “ Bugp3qAB ` p...q at the next order turns out to be a constraint for
g
p4q
AB „ FAB, determined with other subleading data such as CAB or Bugp3qAB „ BuEAB.
It shows that EAB is a set of two free data on the boundary, built up from two
arbitrary functions of pu, xAq. Morover, it indicates that no more data exist to
be uncovered for Λ ‰ 0. Finally, the components puuq and puAq of the Einstein
equations give some evolution constraints with respect to the u coordinate for the
Bondi mass aspect M and the angular momentum aspect NA. We will not describe
these equations explicitly here (see [166,167] or subsection 6.2.2).
In summary, the solution space for general relativity in the Bondi gauge with
the preliminary boundary condition (2.2.33) and Λ ‰ 0 is parametrized by the set
of functions
tβ0, UA0 , qAB, EAB,M,NAuΛ‰0 (2.2.43)
(11 functions), where M and NA have constrained evolutions with respect to the
u coordinate. Therefore, the characteristic initial value problem is well-defined
when the following data are given: β0pu, xCq, UA0 pu, xCq, EABpu, xCq, qABpu, xCq,
Mpu0, xCq and NApu0, xCq, where u0 is a fixed value of u.
Notice that for the boundary conditions (2.2.22) (AAdS1), the solution space
reduces to
tqAB, EAB,M,NAuΛ‰0, (2.2.44)
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where M and NA have constrained evolutions with respect to the u coordinate, and
qAB has a fixed determinant [166] (7 functions). Finally, for the Dirichlet boundary
conditions (2.2.24) (AAdS2), the solution space finally reduces to
tEAB,M,NAuΛ‰0, (2.2.45)
where M and NA have constrained evolutions with respect to the u coordinate (5
functions).
Let us finally discuss the Bondi gauge in asymptotically flat spacetimes [1–3,6,8,
166,169]. We first consider the preliminary boundary conditions (2.2.15). From the
previous analysis of solution space with Λ ‰ 0, we can readily obtain the solution
space with Λ “ 0, that is, the solution of
Gµν “ 0, (2.2.46)
by taking the flat limit Λ Ñ 0. The radial constraints (2.2.36), (2.2.38) and (2.2.39)
are still valid by setting to zero β0, UA0 (see equation (2.2.15)) and all the terms
proportional to Λ. Furthermore, by the same procedure, the constraint equation
(2.2.40) becomes
pBu ´ lqqAB “ 0. (2.2.47)
Therefore, the asymptotic shear CAB becomes unconstrained, and the metric qAB
gets a time evolution constraint. Similarly, the equation (2.2.41) becomes trivial and
DAB is not constrained at this order. In particular, this allows for the existence of
logarithmic terms in the Bondi expansion (see equation (2.2.37)). One has to impose
the additional condition DADAB “ 0 to make these logarithmic terms disappear.
Finally, one can see that for Λ “ 0, the subleading orders of the components pABq
of the Einstein equations impose time evolution constraints on DAB, EAB, . . . , but
this infinite tower of functions is otherwise unconstrained and they become free
parameters of the solution space. Finally, as for the case Λ ‰ 0, the components
puuq and puAq of the Einstein equations yield time evolution constraints for the
Bondi mass aspect M and the angular momentum aspect NA.
In summary, the solution space for general relativity in the Bondi gauge with
the preliminary boundary condition (2.2.15) is parametrized by the set of functions
tqAB, CAB,M,NA,DAB, EAB,FAB, . . .uΛ“0, (2.2.48)
where qAB, M , NA, DAB, EAB, FAB, . . . have constrained time evolutions (infinite
tower of independent functions). Therefore, the characteristic initial value problem is
well-defined when the following data are given: CABpu, cCq, qABpu0, xCq, Mpu0, xCq,
NApu0, xCq, DABpu0, xCq, EABpu0, xCq, FABpu0, xCq, . . . where u0 is a fixed value of
u. Notice a subtle point here: by taking the flat limit of the solution space with
Λ ‰ 0, we assumed that gAB is analytic in r and can be expanded as (2.2.33) (this
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condition was not restrictive for Λ ‰ 0). This condition is slightly more restrictive
than (2.2.15) where analyticity is assumed only up to order r´1. Therefore, by this
flat limit procedure, we only obtain a subsector of the most general solution space.
Writing gABpu, r, xCq “ r2qABpu, xCq ` rCABpu, xCq ` DABpu, xCq ` E˜ABpu, r, xCq,
where E˜AB is a function of all the coordinates of order Opr´1q in r, the most general
solution space can be written as
tqAB, CAB,M,NA,DAB, E˜ABuΛ“0, (2.2.49)
where E˜AB is the trace-free part of E˜AB, and qAB, M , NA, DAB, E˜AB obey time
evolution constraints. Now, the characteristic initial value problem is well-defined
when the following data are given: CABpu, cCq, qABpu0, xCq, Mpu0, xCq, NApu0, xCq,
DABpu0, xCq and E˜ABpu0, r, xCq.
We complete this set of examples by mentioning the restricted solution spaces
in the different definitions of asymptotic flatness introduced above. For boundary
conditions (AF1) (equations (2.2.15) with (2.2.16)), we obtain
tqAB, CAB,M,NA,DAB, E˜ABuΛ“0, (2.2.50)
where qAB, M , NA, DAB and E˜AB obey time evolution constraints, and ?q is fixed.
In particular, if we choose a branch where ?q is time-independent, from (2.2.47), we
immediately see that BuqAB “ 0. For boundary conditions (AF2) (equations (2.2.15)
with (2.2.17)), the solution space reduces to
tϕ,CAB,M,NA,DAB, E˜ABuΛ“0, (2.2.51)
where M , NA, DAB and E˜AB obey time evolution equations. Notice that the metric
qAB of the form (2.2.17) automatically satisfies (2.2.47). This agrees with results of
[6]. Finally, taking the boundary conditions (AF3) (equations (2.2.15) with (2.2.18))
yields the solution space
tCAB,M,NA,DAB, E˜ABuΛ“0, (2.2.52)
where M , NA, DAB and E˜AB obey time evolution equations. This agrees with the
historical results of [1–3].
2.2.4 Asymptotic symmetry algebra
Definition [Asymptotic symmetry] Given boundary conditions imposed in a cho-
sen gauge, the asymptotic symmetries are defined as the residual gauge transforma-
tions preserving the boundary conditions6. In other words, the asymptotic symme-
tries considered on-shell are the gauge transformations Rrf s tangent to the solution
6This is the weak definition of asymptotic symmetry, in the sense of (2.1.2).
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space. In practice, the requirement to preserve the boundary conditions gives some
constraints on the functions parametrizing the residual gauge transformations. In
gravity, the generators of asymptotic symmetries are often called asymptotic Killing
vectors.
Definition [Asymptotic symmetry algebra] Once the asymptotic symmetries are
known, we have
rRrf1s, Rrf2ss “ δf1Rrf2s ´ δf2Rrf1s
« Rrrf1, f2sAs, (2.2.53)
where « means that this equality holds on-shell, i.e. on the solution space. In this
expression, the bracket rf1, f2sA of gauge symmetry generators is given by
rf1, f2sA “ Cpf1, f2q ´ δf1f2 ` δf2f1, (2.2.54)
where Cpf1, f2q is a skew-symmetric bi-differential operator [170,171]
Cpf1, f2q “
ÿ
k,lě0
C
pµ1¨¨¨µkqpν1¨¨¨νlq
rαβs Bµ1 . . . Bµkfα1 Bν1 . . . Bνlfβ2 . (2.2.55)
The presence of the terms ´δf1f2 ` δf2f1 in (2.2.53) is due to the possible field-
dependence of the asymptotic symmetry generators. We can verify that (2.2.54)
satisfies the Jacobi identity, i.e. the asymptotic symmetry generators form a (so-
lution space-dependent) Lie algebra for this bracket. It is called the asymptotic
symmetry algebra. The statement (2.2.53) means that the infinitesimal action of
the gauge symmetries on the fields forms a representation of the Lie algebra of
asymptotic symmetry generators: rδf1 , δf2sφ “ δrf1,f2sAφ. Let us mention that a Lie
algebroid structure is showing up at this stage [146, 170, 172]. The base manifold
is given by the solution space, the field-dependent Lie algebra is the Lie algebra
of asymptotic symmetry generators introduced above and the anchor is the map
f Ñ Rrf s.
Examples The examples that we present here will be re-discussed in much de-
tails in the remaining of the text. Let us start by considering asymptotically AdS4
spacetimes in the Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauge. The preliminary boundary
condition (2.2.19) does not impose any constraint on the generators of the residual
gauge diffeomorphisms of the Fefferman-Graham gauge given in (2.2.13). Similarly,
the generators of the residual gauge diffeomorphisms in Bondi gauge given in (2.2.14)
do not get further constraints with (2.2.20).
Now, let us consider the boundary conditions (AAdS1) (equation (2.2.19) to-
gether with (2.2.21)) in the Fefferman-Graham gauge. The asymptotic symmetries
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are generated by the vectors fields ξµ given in (2.2.13) preserving the boundary con-
ditions, namely, satisfying Lξgp0qtt “ 0, Lξgp0qtA “ 0 and gabp0qLξgp0qab “ 0. This leads to
the following constraints on the parameters:ˆ
Bu ´ 1
2
l
˙
ξt0 “ 12D
p0q
A ξ
A
0 , BuY A “ ´Λ3 g
AB
p0q BBξt0, σ “ 12pD
p0q
A ξ
A
0 ` ξt0lq, (2.2.56)
where l “ Bu ln?q¯. In this case, the Lie bracket (2.2.54) is given by
rξ1, ξ2sA “ Lξ1ξ2 ´ δξ1ξ2 ` δξ2ξ1 (2.2.57)
and is referred as the modified Lie bracket [6]. Therefore, the asymptotic symmetry
algebra can be worked out and is given explicitly by rξpξt0,1, ξA0,1q, ξpξt0,2, ξA0,2qsA “
ξpξˆt0, ξˆA0 q, where7
ξˆt0 “ ξA0,1BAξt0,2 ` 12ξ
t
0,1D
p0q
A ξ
A
0,2 ´ δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξt0,2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
ξˆA0 “ ξB0,1BBξA0,2 ´ Λ3 ξ
t
0,1g
AB
p0q BBξt0,2 ´ δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξA0,2 ´ p1 Ø 2q.
(2.2.58)
In the Bondi gauge with corresponding boundary conditions (2.2.22), the constraints
on the parameters are given byˆ
Bu ´ 1
2
l
˙
f “ 1
2
DAY
A, BuY A “ ´Λ
3
qABBBf, ω “ 0 (2.2.59)
and the asymptotic symmetry algebra is written as rξpf1, Y A1 q, ξpf2, Y A2 qsA “ ξpfˆ , Yˆ Aq,
where
fˆ “ Y A1 BAf2 ` 12f1DAY
A
2 ´ δξpf1,Y A1 qf2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
Yˆ A “ Y B1 BBY A2 ´ Λ3 f1q
ABBBf2 ´ δξpf1,Y A1 qY A2 ´ p1 Ø 2q.
(2.2.60)
This asymptotic symmetry algebra is infinite-dimensional (in particular, it contains
the area-preserving diffeomorphisms as a subgroup) and field-dependent. It is called
the Λ-BMS4 algebra [166] and is denoted as bmsΛ4 . The parameters f are called the
supertranslation generators, while the parameters Y A are called the superrotation
generators. These names will be justified below when studying the flat limit of this
asymptotic symmetry algebra bmsΛ4 . The computation of the modified Lie bracket
(2.2.57) in the Bondi gauge for these boundary conditions8 follows closely [6].
7The terms δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξ
t
0,2 and δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξ
A
0,2 in (2.2.58) take into account the possible field-
dependence of the parameters pξt0,2, ξA0,2q.
8This completes the results obtained in [166] where the asymptotic symmetry algebra was
obtained by pullback methods.
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Let us consider the Fefferman-Graham gauge with Dirichlet boundary conditions
(AAdS2), that is, (2.2.19) together with (2.2.23). Compared to the above situation,
the equations (2.2.56) reduce to
Buξt0 “ 12D
p0q
A ξ
A
0 , BuY A “ ´Λ3 q˚
AB
p0q BBξt0, σ “ 12D
p0q
A ξ
A
0 , (2.2.61)
where Dp0qA is the covariant derivative associated with the fixed unit sphere met-
ric q˚AB. Furthermore, there is an additional constraint: Lξgp0qAB “ opρ´2q, which
indicates that ξA0 is a conformal Killing vector of q˚AB, namely,
D
p0q
A ξ
0
B `Dp0qB ξ0A “ Dp0qC ξC0 q˚AB. (2.2.62)
The asymptotic symmetry algebra remains of the same form as (2.2.58), with δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξ
t
0,2 “
0 “ δξpξt0,1,ξA0,1qξA0,2. In the Bondi gauge, Dirichlet boundary conditions are given by
(2.2.20) together with (2.2.24). The equations (2.2.59) become
Buf “ 1
2
DAY
A, BuY A “ ´Λ
3
q˚ABBBξt0, ω “ 0, (2.2.63)
where DA is the covariant derivative with respect to q˚AB, while the additional con-
straint LξgAB “ opr2q gives
DAYB `DBYA “ DCY C q˚AB. (2.2.64)
This means that Y A is a conformal Killing vector of q˚AB. The asymptotic symmetry
algebra (2.2.60) remains of the same form, with δξpf1,Y A1 qf2 “ 0 “ δξpf1,Y A1 qY A2 . It can
be shown that the asymptotic symmetry algebra corresponds to sop3, 2q algebra for
Λ ă 0 and sop1, 4q algebra for Λ ą 0 [24] (see also appendix A of [166]). Therefore,
we see how the infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry algebra bmsΛ4 reduces to
these finite-dimensional algebras, which are the symmetry algebras of global AdS4
and global dS4, respectively.
Let us now consider four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes in the Bondi
gauge. The asymptotic Killing vectors can be derived in a similar way to that in
the previous examples. Another way in which to proceed is to take the flat limit
of the previous results obtained in the Bondi gauge. We sketch the expressions ob-
tained by following these two equivalent procedures. First, consider the preliminary
boundary conditions (2.2.15). The asymptotic Killing vectors ξµ are the residual
gauge diffeomorphisms (2.2.14) with the following constraints on the parameters:ˆ
Bu ´ 1
2
l
˙
f “ 1
2
DAY
A ´ ω, BuY A “ 0, (2.2.65)
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where l “ Bu ln?q. These equations can be readily solved and the solutions are
given by
f “ q 14
„
T pxAq ` 1
2
ż u
0
du1rq´ 14 pDAY A ´ 2ωqs

, Y A “ Y ApxBq, (2.2.66)
where T are called supertranslation generators and Y A superrotation generators.
Notice that there is no additional constraint on Y A at this stage. Computing the
modified Lie bracket (2.2.57), we obtain rξpf1, Y A1 , ω1q, ξpf2, Y A2 , ω2qsA “ ξpfˆ , Yˆ A, ωˆq
where
fˆ “ Y A1 BAf2 ` 12f1DAY
A
2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
Yˆ A “ Y B1 BBY A2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
ωˆ “ 0.
(2.2.67)
Now, we discuss the two relevant sub-cases of boundary conditions in asymptot-
ically flat spacetimes. Adding the condition (2.2.16) to the preliminary condition
(2.2.15), i.e. considering (AF1), gives the additional constraint
ω “ 0 (2.2.68)
Note that this case corresponds exactly to the flat limit of the (AAdS1) case (equa-
tions (2.2.19) and (2.2.21)). The asymptotic symmetry algebra reduces to the semi-
direct product
bmsgen4 “ diffpS2q ` s, (2.2.69)
where diffpS2q are the smooth superrotations generated by Y A and s are the smooth
supertranslations generated by T . This extension of the original global BMS4 algebra
(see below) is called the generalized BMS4 algebra [8, 12, 13, 164]. Therefore, the Λ-
BMS4 algebra reduces in the flat limit to the smooth extension (2.2.69) of the BMS4
algebra.
The other sub-case of boundary conditions for asymptotically flat spacetimes
(AF2) is given by adding condition (2.2.17) to the preliminary boundary condition
(2.2.15). The additional constraint on the parameters is now given by
DAYB `DBYA “ DCY C q˚AB, (2.2.70)
i.e. Y A is a conformal Killing vector of the unit round sphere metric q˚AB. If we allow
Y A to not be globally well-defined on the 2-sphere, then the asymptotic symmetry
algebra has the structure
rpdiffpS1q ‘ diffpS1qq ` s˚s ‘ R. (2.2.71)
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Here, diffpS1q ‘ diffpS1q is the direct product of two copies of the Witt algebra,
parametrized by Y A. Furthermore, s˚ are the supertranslations, parametrized by
T , and R are the abelian Weyl rescalings of q˚AB, parametrized by ω. Note that the
supetranslations also contain singular elements since they are related to the singular
superrotations through the algebra (2.2.67). This extension of the global BMS4
algebra is called the extended BMS4 algebra [6] and is denoted as bmsext4 ‘R. Finally,
as a sub-case of this one, considering the more restrictive constraints (2.2.18), i.e.
(AF3), and allowing only globally well-defined Y A, we recover the global BMS4
algebra [1–3], which is given by
bmsglob4 “ sop3, 1q ` s, (2.2.72)
where s are the supertranslations and sop3, 1q is the algebra of the globally well-
defined conformal Killing vectors of the unit 2-sphere metric, which is isomorphic
to the proper orthocronous Lorentz group in four dimensions.
Definition [Action on the solution space] Given boundary conditions imposed in
a chosen gauge, there is a natural action of the asymptotic symmetry algebra, with
generators f “ fpaq, on the solution space φ˜ “ φ˜pbq. The form of this action can
be deduced from (2.2.2) by inserting the solution space and the explicit form of the
asymptotic symmetry generators9.
Examples Again, the examples given here will be discussed in more details in
the text. In the Fefferman-Graham gauge with Dirichlet boundary conditions for
asymptotically AdS4 spacetimes (AAdS2) ((2.2.19) with (2.2.23)), the asymptotic
symmetry algebra sop3, 2q acts on the solution space (2.2.32) as
δξc0Tab “
ˆ
Lξc0 `
1
3
Dp0qc ξ
c
0
˙
Tab. (2.2.73)
In the Bondi gauge with definition (AF3) ((2.2.15) with (2.2.18)) of asymptotically
flat spacetime, the global BMS4 algebra bmsglob4 acts on the leading functions of the
9This action is usually not linear. However, in three-dimensional general relativity, this action
is precisely the coadjoint representation of the asymptotic symmetry algebra [173–177].
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solution space (2.2.52) as
δpf,Y qCAB “ rfBu ` LY ´ 1
2
DCY
CsCAB ´ 2DADBf ` q˚ABDCDCf,
δpf,Y qM “ rfBu ` LY ` 3
2
DCY
CsM ` 1
4
NABDADBf
` 1
2
DAfDBN
AB ` 1
8
DCDBDAY
ACBC ,
δpf,Y qNA “ rfBu ` LY `DCY CsNA ` 3MDAf ´ 3
16
DAfNBCC
BC
´ 1
32
DADBY
BCCDC
CD ` 1
4
p2DBf `DBDCDCfqCAB
´ 3
4
DBfpDBDCCAC ´DADCCBCq ` 3
8
DApDCDBfCBCq
` 1
2
pDADBf ´ 1
2
DCD
Cf q˚ABqDCCBC ` 1
2
DBfN
BCCAC ,
(2.2.74)
where NAB “ BuCAB [6]. For the action of the associated asymptotic symmetry
group on these solution spaces, see [178].
2.3 Surface charges
In this section, we review how to construct the surface charges associated with gauge
symmetries. After recalling some results about global symmetries and Noether cur-
rents, the Barnich-Brandt prescription to obtain the surface charges in the context of
asymptotic symmetries is discussed. We illustrate this construction with the exam-
ple of general relativity in asymptotically (A)dS and asymptotically flat spacetimes.
The relation between this prescription and the Iyer-Wald construction is established.
2.3.1 Global symmetries and Noether’s first theorem
Definition [Global symmetry] Let us consider a Lagrangian theory with Lagrangian
density Lrφ, Bµφ, . . .s and a transformation δQφ “ Q of the fields, where Q is a local
function. In agreement with the above definition (2.2.3), this transformation is said
to be a symmetry of the theory if
δQL “ dBQ, (2.3.1)
where BQ “ BµQpdn´1xqµ. Then, as defined in (2.2.2), a gauge symmetry is just a
symmetry that depends on arbitrary spacetime functions f “ pfαq, i.e. Q “ Rrf s.
We define an on-shell equivalence relation „ between the symmetries of the theory
as
Q „ Q`Rrf s, (2.3.2)
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i.e. two symmetries are equivalent if they differ, on-shell, by a gauge transformation
Rrf s. The equivalence classes rQs for this equivalence relation are called the global
symmetries. In particular, a gauge symmetry is a trivial global symmetry.
Definition [Noether current] A conserved current j is an on-shell closed pn ´ 1q-
form, i.e. dj « 0. We define an on-shell equivalence relation „ between the currents
as
j „ j` dK, (2.3.3)
where K is a pn ´ 2q-form. A Noether current is an equivalence class rjs for this
equivalence relation.
Theorem [Noether’s first theorem] A one-to-one correspondence exists between
global symmetries Q and Noether currents rjs, which can be written as
rQs 1-1ÐÑ rjs. (2.3.4)
In particular, Noether currents associated with gauge symmetries are trivial. Recent
demonstrations of this theorem can for example be found in [113,171].
Remark This theorem also enables us to construct explicit representatives of the
Noether current for a given global symmetry. We have
δQL “ dBQ “ pBµBµQqdnx. (2.3.5)
Furthermore, writing L “ Ldnx, we obtain
δQL “ δQφi BLBφi ` δQBµφ
i BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
“ Qi BLBφi ` BµQ
i BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
“ Qi
ˆ BL
Bφi ´ Bµ
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
` Bµ
ˆ
Qi
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
“ Qi δL
δφi
` Bµ
ˆ
Qi
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
,
(2.3.6)
where, in the second line, we used
rδQ, Bµs “ 0 (2.3.7)
and, in the last equality, we used (A.2.1). Putting (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) together, we
obtain
Qi
δL
δφi
“ Bµ
ˆ
BµQ ´Qi
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
” BµjµQ (2.3.8)
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or, equivalently
Qi
δL
δφi
“ djQ, (2.3.9)
where jQ “ jµQpdn´1xqµ. In particular, djQ « 0 holds on-shell. Hence, we have ob-
tained a representative of the Noether current associated with the global symmetry
Q through the correspondence (2.3.4).
Theorem [Noether representation theorem] Defining the bracket as
tjQ1 , jQ2u “ δQ1jQ2 , (2.3.10)
we have
tjQ1 , jQ2u « jrQ1,Q2s (2.3.11)
(n ą 1), where rQ1, Q2s “ δQ1Q2 ´ δQ2Q1. In other words, the Noether currents
form a representation of the symmetries.
To prove this theorem, we apply δQ1 on the left-hand side and the right-hand
side of (2.3.9), where Q is replaced by Q2. On the right-hand side, using the first
equation of (A.2.4), we obtain
δQ1djQ2 « dδQ1jQ2 . (2.3.12)
On the left-hand side, we have
δQ1
ˆ
Qi2
δL
δφi
˙
“ δQ1Qi2 δLδφi `Q
i
2δQ1
δL
δφi
“ δQ1Qi2 δLδφi `Q
i
2
δ
δφi
pδQ1Lq ´Qi2
ÿ
kě0
p´1qkBµ1 . . . Bµk
˜
BQj1
Bφiµ1...µk
δL
δΦj
¸
“ δQ1Qi2 δLδφi ´Q
i
2
ÿ
kě0
p´1qkBµ1 . . . Bµk
˜
BQj1
Bφiµ1...µk
δL
δφj
¸
,
(2.3.13)
where, to obtain the second equality, we used (A.2.5). In the last equality, we used
(2.3.1) together with (A.2.2). Now, using Leibniz rules in the second term of the
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right-hand side, we get
δQ1
ˆ
Qi2
δL
δφi
˙
“ δQ1Qi2 δLδφi ´
ÿ
kě0
Bµ1 . . . BµkQj2
ˆ BQi1
Bφjµ1...µk
δL
δφi
˙
` BµT µQ1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
dnx
“ pδQ1Qi2 ´ δQ2Qi1q δLδφi ` BµT
µ
Q1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
dnx
“ rQ1, Q2si δL
δφi
` BµT µQ1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
dnx
“ djrQ1,Q2s ` dTQ1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
,
(2.3.14)
where T µQ1
´
Q2,
δL
δφ
¯
is an expression vanishing on-shell. In the second equality, we
used (A.2.3), and in the last equality, we used (2.3.9). Putting (2.3.12) and (2.3.14)
together results in
d
„
δQ1jQ2 ´ jrQ1,Q2s ´TQ1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
“ 0. (2.3.15)
We know from Poincaré lemma that locally, every closed form is exact10. However,
this cannot be the case in Lagrangian field theories. In fact, this would imply
that every n-form is exact, and therefore, there would not be any possibility of
non-trivial dynamics. Let us remark that the operator d that we are using is not
the standard exterior derivative, but a horizontal derivative in the jet bundle (see
definition (A.1.3)) that takes into account the field-dependence. In this context, we
have to use the algebraic Poincaré lemma.
Lemma [Algebraic Poincaré lemma] The cohomology class Hppdq for the operator
d defined in (A.1.3) is given by
Hppdq “
$&% rα
ns if p “ n
0 if 0 ă p ă n
R if p “ 0
(2.3.16)
where rαns designates the equivalence classes of n-forms for the equivalence relation
αn „ α1n if αn “ α1n ` dβn´1 [171].
10The Poincaré lemma states that in a star-shaped open subset, the de Rham cohomology class
HpdR is given by
HpdR “
"
0 if 0 ă p ď n
R if p “ 0 .
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Le us go back to the proof of (2.3.11). Applying the algebraic Poincaré lemma
to (2.3.15) yields
δQ1jQ2 “ jrQ1,Q2s `TQ1
ˆ
Q2,
δL
δφ
˙
` dη, (2.3.17)
where η is a pn´ 2q-form. Therefore, on-shell, since TQ1
´
Q2,
δL
δφ
¯
« 0 and because
Noether currents are defined up to exact pn´1q-forms, we obtain the result (2.3.11).
Notice that in classical mechanics (i.e. n “ 1), from (2.3.16), constant central
extensions may appear in the current algebra.
Definition [Noether charge] Given a Noether current rjs, we can construct a
Noether charge by integrating it on a pn´ 1q-dimensional spacelike surface Σ, with
boundary BΣ, as
HQrφs “
ż
Σ
j. (2.3.18)
If we assume that the currents and their ambiguities vanish at infinity, this definition
does not depend on the representative of the Noether current. Indeed,
H 1Qrφs “
ż
Σ
pj` dKq “ HQrφs `
ż
BΣ
K, (2.3.19)
where we used the Stokes theorem. Since
ş
BΣ K “ 0, we have H 1Qrφs “ HQrφs.
Remark [Conservation and algebra of Noether charges] The Noether charge (2.3.18)
is conserved in time, that is,
d
dt
HQrφs « 0. (2.3.20)
In fact, consider two spacelike hypersurfaces Σ1 ” t1 “ 0 and Σ2 ” t2 “ 0. We have
H t2Q rφs ´H t1Q rφs “
ż
Σ2
jQ ´
ż
Σ1
jQ “
ż
Σ2´Σ1
djQ « 0, (2.3.21)
where Σ2 ´ Σ1 is the spacetime volume encompassed between Σ1 and Σ2. In the
second equality, we used the hypothesis that currents vanish at infinity and the
Stokes theorem.
The Noether charges (2.3.18) form a representation of the algebra of global sym-
metries, i.e.
tHQ1 , HQ2u « HrQ1,Q2s, (2.3.22)
where the bracket of Noether charges is defined as
tHQ1 , HQ2u “ δQ1HQ2 “
ż
Σ
δQ1jQ2 . (2.3.23)
This is a direct consequence of (2.3.11).
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2.3.2 Gauge symmetries and lower degree conservation law
Definition [Noether identities] Consider the relation (2.3.9) for a gauge symmetry:
Rirf s δL
δφi
“ Bµjµf . (2.3.24)
The left-hand side can be worked out as
Rirf s δL
δφi
“ `Riαfα `Riµα Bµfα `Ripµνqα BµBνfα ` . . .˘ δLδφi
“fα
„
Riα
δL
δφi
´ Bµ
ˆ
Riµα
δL
δφi
˙
` BµBν
ˆ
Ripµνqα
δL
δφi
˙
` . . .

` Bµ
„
Riµα f
α δL
δφi
´ fαBν
ˆ
Ripµνqα
δL
δφi
˙
` . . .

loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
”Sµf
.
(2.3.25)
Therefore, the equation (2.3.24) can be rewritten as
fαR:α
ˆ
δL
δφ
˙
“ Bµpjµf ´ Sµf q, (2.3.26)
where R:α
´
δL
δφi
¯
“ Riα δLδφi ´ Bµ
´
Riµα
δL
δφi
¯
` BµBν
´
R
ipµνq
α
δL
δφi
¯
` . . . Since f is a set of
arbitrary functions, we can apply the Euler-Lagrange derivative (A.2.1) with respect
to fα on this equation. Since the right-hand side is a total derivative, it vanishes
under the action of the Euler-Lagrange derivative (see (A.2.2)) and we obtain
R:α
ˆ
δL
δφ
˙
“ 0. (2.3.27)
This identity is called a Noether identity. There is one identity for each independent
generator fα. Notice that these identities are satisfied off-shell.
Theorem [Noether’s second theorem] We have
Rirf s δL
δφi
“ dSf
„
δL
δφ

, (2.3.28)
where Sf “ Sµf pdn´1xqµ is the weakly vanishing Noether current (i.e. Sf « 0) that
was defined in the last line of (2.3.25). This is a direct consequence of (2.3.25),
taking the Noether identity (2.3.27) into account.
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Example Consider the theory of general relativity L “ p16piGq´1pR´2Λq?´gdnx.
The Euler-Lagrange derivative of the Lagrangian is given by
δL
δgµν
“ ´p16piGq´1pGµν ` gµνΛq?´gdnx. (2.3.29)
The Noether identity associated with the diffeomorphism generated by ξµ is obtained
by following the lines of (2.3.25):
p16piGqδξgµν δL
δgµν
“ ´2∇µξνpGµν ` gµνΛq?´gdnx
“ 2ξν∇µGµν?´gdnx´ Bµr2ξνpGµν ` gµνΛq?´gsdnx.
(2.3.30)
Therefore, the Noether identity is the Bianchi identity for the Einstein tensor
∇µGµν “ 0 (2.3.31)
and the weakly vanishing Noether current of Noether’s second theorem (2.3.28) is
given by
Sξ “ ´
?´g
8piG
ξνpGµν ` gµνΛqpdn´1xqµ. (2.3.32)
Remark From (2.3.24) and (2.3.28), we have dpjf ´Sf q “ 0, and hence, from the
algebraic Poincaré lemma (2.3.16),
jf “ Sf ` dKf , (2.3.33)
where Kf is a pn ´ 2q-form. Therefore, as already stated in Noether’s first theo-
rem (2.3.4), the Noether current associated with a gauge symmetry is trivial, i.e.
vanishing on-shell, up to an exact pn ´ 1q-form. A natural question arises at this
stage: is it possible to define a notion of conserved quantity for gauge symmetries?
Naively, following the definition (2.3.18), one may propose the following definition
for conserved charge:
Hf “
ż
Σ
jf «
ż
BΣ
Kf (2.3.34)
where, in the second equality, we used (2.3.33) and Stokes’ theorem. This charge
will be conserved on-shell since djf « 0. The problem is that the pn ´ 2q-form
Kf appearing in (2.3.34) is completely arbitrary. Indeed, the Noether currents are
equivalence classes of currents (see equation (2.3.3)). Therefore, we have to find an
appropriate procedure to isolate a particular Kf .
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Definition [Reducibility parameter] Reducibility parameters f¯ are parameters of
gauge transformations satisfying
Rrf¯ s « 0. (2.3.35)
Two reducibility parameters f¯ and f¯ 1 are said to be equivalent, i.e. f¯ „ f¯ 1, if f¯ « f¯ 1.
Note that for a large class of gauge theories (including electrodynamics, Yang-Mills
and general relativity in dimensions superior or equal to three [113, 171]), these
equivalence classes of asymptotic reducibility parameters are determined by field-
independent ordinary functions f¯pxq satisfying the off-shell condition
Rrf¯ s “ 0. (2.3.36)
We will call them exact reducibility parameters.
Theorem [Generalized Noether’s theorem] A one-to-one correspondence exists
between equivalence classes of reducibility parameters and equivalence classes of on-
shell conserved pn´ 2q-forms rKs, which can be written as
rf¯ s 1-1ÐÑ rKs. (2.3.37)
In this statement, two conserved pn´ 2q-forms K and K1 are said to be equivalent,
i.e. K „ K1, if K « K1 ` dl where l is a pn´ 3q-form [179,180].
Remark The Barnich-Brandt procedure allows for the construction of explicit
representatives of the conserved pn´2q-forms for given exact reducibility parameters
f¯ [113,114]. From Noether’s second theorem (2.3.28) and (2.3.36), we have
dSf¯ “ 0. (2.3.38)
From the algebraic Poincaré Lemma (2.3.16), we get11
´ dKf¯ “ Sf¯ « 0. (2.3.39)
Using the homotopy operator (A.2.12), we define
kf¯ rφ; δφs “ ´In´1δφ Sf¯ . (2.3.40)
This kf¯ rφ; δφs is an element of Ωn´2,1 (see appendix A) and is defined up to an
exact pn´ 2q-form. This enables us to find an explicit expression for the conserved
pn´ 2q-form Kf¯ rφs as
Kf¯ rφs “
ż
γ
kf¯ rφ; δφs, (2.3.41)
11The minus sign on the left-hand side of (2.3.39) is a matter of convention.
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where γ is a path on the solution space relating φ¯ such that Sf¯ rφ¯s “ 0 to the
solution φ of interest. Applying the operator d on (2.3.41) gives back (2.3.39),
using the property (A.2.14) of the homotopy operator. Notice that the expression
(2.3.41) of Kf¯ rφs generically depends on the chosen path γ. Therefore, in practice,
we consider the pn´2q-form kf¯ rφ; δφs defined in (2.3.40) as the fundamental object,
rather than Kf¯ rφs.
Example Let us return to our example of general relativity. The exact reducibility
parameters of the theory are the diffeomorphism generators ξ¯, which satisfy
δξ¯gµν “ Lξ¯gµν “ 0, (2.3.42)
i.e. they are the Killing vectors of gµν . Note that for a generic metric, this equation
does not admit any solution. Hence, the previous construction is irrelevant for
this general case. Now, consider linearized general relativity around a background
gµν “ g¯µν ` hµν . We can show that
δξ¯hµν “ Lξ¯g¯µν “ 0, (2.3.43)
i.e. the exact reducibility parameters of the linearized theory are the Killing vectors
of the background g¯µν . If g¯µν is taken to be the Minkowski metric, then the solutions
of (2.3.43) are the generators of the Poincaré transformations. The pn ´ 2q-form
(2.3.41) can be constructed explicitly and integrated on a pn´ 2q-sphere at infinity.
This gives the ADM charges of linearized gravity [113].
2.3.3 Asymptotic symmetries and surface charges
We now come to the case of main interest, where we are dealing with asymptotic
symmetries in the sense of the definition in subsection 2.2.4. The prescription to
construct the pn´ 2q-form kf rφ, δφs associated with generators of asymptotic sym-
metries f is essentially the same as the one introduced above for exact reducibility
parameters. However, this pn ´ 2q-form will not be conserved on-shell. Indeed,
for a generic asymptotic symmetry, (2.3.38) does not hold; therefore, the equation
(2.3.39) is not valid anymore. Nonetheless, as we will see below, we still have a
control on the breaking in the conservation law.
Definition [Barnich-Brandt pn´2q-form for asymptotic symmetries] The pn´2q-
form kf associated with asymptotic symmetries generated by f is defined as
kf rφ; δφs “ ´In´1δφ Sf , (2.3.44)
where In´1δφ is the homotopy operator (A.2.12) and Sf is the weakly vanishing
Noether current defined in the last line of (2.3.25). For a first order gauge theory,
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namely a gauge theory involving only first order derivatives of the gauge parame-
ters f “ pfαq and the fields φ “ pφiq in the gauge transformations, and first order
equations of motion for the fields, the pn´ 2q-form (2.3.44) becomes
kf rφ; δφs “ ´1
2
δφi
B
BpBµφiq
ˆ B
BdxµSf
˙
, (2.3.45)
where
Sf “ Riµα fα δLδφi pd
n´1xqµ. (2.3.46)
The simplicity of these expressions motivates the study of first order formulations
of gauge theories in this context [181–184] (see chapter 3).
Example Let us consider the theory of general relativity. Applying the homotopy
operator on the weakly vanishing Noether current Sξ obtained in equation (2.3.32),
we deduce the explicit expression
kξrg;hs “
?´g
8piG
pdn´2xqµνrξν∇µh` ξµ∇σhσν ` ξσ∇νhσµ
` 1
2
ph∇νξµ ` hµσ∇σξν ` hνσ∇µξσqs,
(2.3.47)
where hµν “ δgµν . Indices are lowered and raised by gµν and its inverse, and h “ hµµ
[113]. Notice that this expression has also been derived both in the first order Cartan
formulation and in the Palatini formulation of general relativity [181,185].
Theorem [Conservation law] Define the invariant presymplectic current as
Wrφ; δφ, δφs “ 1
2
Inδφ
ˆ
δφi
δL
δφi
˙
. (2.3.48)
We have the following conservation law
dkf rφ; δφs « Wrφ;Rrf s, δφs, (2.3.49)
where, in the equality «, it is implied that φ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions and δφ is a solution of the linearized Euler-Lagrange equations. Furthermore,
we use the notation Wrφ;Rrf s, δφs “ iRrf sWrφ; δφ, δφs.
The proof of this proposition involves the properties of the operators introduced
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in appendix A. We have
dkf rφ; δφs “ ´dIn´1δφ Sf
“ δSf ´ InδφdSf
« ´InδφdSf
« ´Inδφ
ˆ
Rirf s δL
δφi
˙
« 1
2
iRrf sInδφ
ˆ
δφi
δL
δφi
˙
« iRrf sWrφ; δφ, δφs
« Wrφ;Rrf s, δφs.
(2.3.50)
In the second equality, we used (A.2.14). In the third equality, we used the fact that
δSf « 0, since δφ is a solution of the linearized Euler-Lagrange equations. In the
fourth equality, we used Noether’s second theorem (2.3.28). In the fifth equality, we
used
iRrf sWrφ; δφ, δφs “ InRrf s
ˆ
δφi
δL
δφi
˙
“ ´Inδφ
ˆ
Rirf s δL
δφi
˙
. (2.3.51)
The proof of this statement can be found in appendix A.5 of [115]. Finally, in the
sixth equality, we used the definition (2.3.48).
Definition [Surface charges] Let Σ be a pn ´ 1q-surface and BΣ its pn ´ 2q-
dimensional boundary. We define the infinitesimal surface charge δ{Hf rφs as
δ{Hf rφs “
ż
BΣ
kf rφ; δφs «
ż
Σ
Wrφ;Rrf s, δφs. (2.3.52)
The infinitesimal surface charge δ{Hf rφs is said to be integrable if it is δ-exact, i.e. if
δ{Hf rφs “ δHf rφs. The symbol δ{ in (2.3.52) emphasizes that the infinitesimal surface
charge is not necessarily integrable. If it is actually integrable, then we can define
the integrated surface charge Hf rφs as
Hf rφs “
ż
γ
δHf rφs `N rφ¯s “
ż
γ
ż
BΣ
kf rφ; δφs `N rφ¯s, (2.3.53)
where γ is a path in the solution space, going from a reference solution φ¯ to the
solution φ. N rφ¯s is a chosen value of the charge for this reference solution, which
is not fixed by the formalism. Notice that for integrable infinitesimal charge, the
integrated charge Hf rφs is independent from the chosen path γ [186].
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Theorem [Charge representation theorem] Assuming integrability12, the integrated
surface charges satisfy the algebra
tHf1 , Hf2u « Hrf1,f2sA `Kf1;f2rφ¯s. (2.3.54)
In this expression, the integrated charges bracket is defined as
tHf1 , Hf2u “ δf2Hf1 “
ż
BΣ
kf1rφ; δf2φs. (2.3.55)
Furthermore, the central extension Kf1;f2rφ¯s, which depends only on the reference
solution φ¯, is antisymmetric with respect to f1 and f2, i.e. Kf1;f2rφ¯s “ ´Kf2;f1rφ¯s.
It satisfies the 2-cocycle condition
Krf1,f2sA;f3rφ¯s `Krf2,f3sA;f1rφ¯s `Krf3,f1sA;f2rφ¯s « 0. (2.3.56)
Therefore, the integrated charges form a representation of the asymptotic symmetry
algebra, up to a central extension [113,115].
For the proof of this theorem, see e.g. section 1.4 of [186].
Remark In the literature, there are several criteria based on properties of the
surface charges, that make a choice of boundary conditions interesting. The main
properties are the following:
• The charges are usually required to be finite. Two types of divergences may
occur: divergences in the expansion parameter defining asymptotics, say r,
and divergences when performing the integration on the pn´ 2q-surface BΣ.
• The charges have to be integrable. As explained above, this criterion enables
us to define integrated surface charges as in (2.3.53). Integrability implies that
the charges form a representation of the asymptotic symmetry algebra, up to
a central extension (see (2.3.54)).
• The charges have to be generically non-vanishing. Indeed, the asymptotic
symmetries for which associated integrated charges identically vanish are con-
sidered as trivial in the strong definition of asymptotic symmetry group (2.1.3).
• The charges have to be conserved in time when the integration is performed
on a spacelike pn´2q-dimensional surface BΣ at infinity. This statement is not
guaranteed a priori because of the breaking in the conservation law (2.3.49).
12One also has to assume Erφ; δφ, δφs “ 0, where Erφ; δφ, δφs is defined in (2.3.85).
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However, even if these requirements seem reasonable, in practice, some of them
may not be satisfied. Indeed, as we will see below, the BMS charges in four dimen-
sions are not always finite, neither integrable, nor conserved [121]. We now discuss
the violation of some of the above requirements:
• The fact that the charges may not be finite in terms of the expansion parameter
r can be expected when the asymptotic region is taken to be at infinity. Indeed,
consider r as a cut-off. It makes sense to integrate on a surface BΣ at a
constant finite value of r, encircling a finite volume. Then, taking the limit
r Ñ 8 leads to an infinite volume; therefore, it does not come as a surprise
that quantities diverge. Furthermore, it has recently been shown in [187] that
subleading orders in r in the pn ´ 2q-form kf rφ; δφs contain some interesting
physical information, such as the 10 conserved Newman-Penrose charges [188].
Therefore, it seems reasonable to think that overleading orders in r may also
contain relevant information (see e.g. [189–191]).
• The non-integrability of the charges may be circumvented by different proce-
dures to isolate an integrable part in the expression of the charges (see e.g. [118]
and [8]). However, the final integrated surface charges obtained by these pro-
cedures do not have all the properties that integrable charges would have. In
particular, the representation theorem does not generically hold. Another phi-
losophy is to keep working with non-integrable expressions, without making
any specific choice for the integrable part of the charges. In some situations,
it is still possible to define a modified bracket for the charges, leading to a
representation of the asymptotic symmetry algebra, up to a 2-cocycle which
may depend on fields [8, 121]. However, no general representation theorem
exists in this context, even if some progress has been made [192].
• Finally, the non-conservation of the charges contains some important infor-
mation on the physics. For example, in asymptotically flat spacetimes at
null infinity, the non-conservation in time of the charges associated with time
translations is known as the Bondi mass loss. This tells us that the mass
decreases in time at future null infinity because of a flux of radiation through
the boundary. Hence, the non-conservation of the charges contains important
information on the dynamics of the system.
Even if the charges have these pathologies, they still offer important insights on
the system. They could be seen as interesting combinations of the elements of the
solution space that enjoy some properties in their transformation (see e.g. [175,178]).
Examples We now provide explicit examples of surface charge constructions in
four-dimensional general relativity. First, consider asymptotically AdS4 spacetimes
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with Dirichlet boundary conditions (AAdS2) (condition (2.2.19) together with (2.2.23)),
the associated solution derived in subsection 2.2.3 (equation (2.2.32)), and the asso-
ciated asymptotic Killing vectors derived in subsection 2.2.4. Inserting this solution
space and these asymptotic Killing vectors into the pn ´ 2q-form (2.3.47) results
in an integrable expression at order ρ0. Therefore, we can construct an integrated
surface charge (2.3.53) where the 2-surface BΣ is taken to be the 2-sphere at infinity,
written S28. We have the explicit expression
Hξrgs “
ż
S28
d2Ω pξa0Tatq, (2.3.57)
where d2Ω is the integration measure on the 2-sphere (see e.g. [144]). These charges
are finite and generically non-vanishing. Furthermore, we can easily show that they
are conserved in time, i.e.
d
dt
Hξrgs « 0. (2.3.58)
Now, we consider definition (2.2.15) with (2.2.18) of asymptotically flat space-
times in four dimensions (AF3). The surface charges are obtained by inserting
the corresponding solution space derived in subsection 2.2.3 (see equation (2.2.52))
and the asymptotic Killing vectors discussed in subsection 2.2.4 into the expression
(2.3.47), and then integrating over S28. The result is given by
δ{Hξrg; δgs « δJξrgs `Θξrg; δgs, (2.3.59)
where
Jξrgs “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
4fM ` Y Ap2NA ` 1
16
BApCCBCCBqq

Θξrg; δgs “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
f
2
NABδC
AB
 (2.3.60)
and where NAB “ BuCAB [121]. As mentioned above, the infinitesimal surface
charges are not integrable. Therefore, we cannot unambiguously define an integrated
surface charge as in (2.3.53) (see, however, [8,118]). In particular, the representation
theorem (2.3.54) does not hold. Nevertheless, we can define the following modified
bracket [121]:
tJξ1 , Jξ2u˚ “ δξ2Jξ1rgs `Θξ2rg; δξ1gs. (2.3.61)
We can show that
tJξ1 , Jξ2u˚ « Jrξ1,ξ2sArgs `Kξ1;ξ2rgs, (2.3.62)
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where Kξ1;ξ2rgs is a field-dependent 2-cocycle given explicitly by13
Kξ1;ξ2rgs “ 132piG
ż
S28
d2Ω rCBCpf1DBDCDAY A2 ´ f2DBDCDAY A1 qs. (2.3.63)
It satisfies the generalized 2-cocycle condition
Krξ1,ξ2sA,ξ3 ` δξ3Kξ1,ξ2 ` cyclic (1,2,3) « 0. (2.3.64)
For the algebra (2.3.62) to make sense, its form should not depend on the particular
choice of integrable part Jξrgs in (2.3.60). In particular, defining J 1 “ J ´ N and
Θ1 “ Θ` δN for some N “ Nξrgs, we obtain
tJ 1ξ1 , J 1ξ2u˚ “ J 1rξ1,ξ2sArgs `K 1ξ1;ξ2rgs, (2.3.65)
where tJ 1ξ1 , J 1ξ2u˚ “ δξ2J 1ξ1rgs `Θ1ξ2rg; δξ1gs and
K 1ξ1;ξ2 “ Kξ1,ξ2 ´ δξ2Nξ1 ` δξ1Nξ2 `Nrξ1,ξ2sA . (2.3.66)
Notice that ´δξ2Nξ1 ` δξ1Nξ2 ` Nrξ1,ξ2sA automatically satisfies the generalized 2-
cocycle condition (2.3.64) [121]. Another property of the surface charges (2.3.59)
and (2.3.60) is that they are not conserved. Indeed,
d
du
δ{Hξrgs “
ż
S28
Wrg; δξg, δgs, (2.3.67)
where Wrg; δg, δgs was computed14 in [8]. We haveż
S28
Wrg; δg, δgs “ ´ 1
32piG
ż
S28
d2Ω rδNAB ^ δCABs. (2.3.68)
Notice that taking f “ 1 and Y A “ 0 in (2.3.67), we recover the famous Bondi
mass loss formula [1–3]. This formula indicates that the mass is decreasing in time
because of the leak of radiation through I `. This was a striking argument for the
existence of gravitational waves at the non-linear level of the theory. Finally, despite
the BMS charges (2.3.59) and (2.3.60) not being divergent in r15, we can show that
some of the supertranslation charges diverge for the Kerr solution [121].
13Notice that this 2-cocycle is zero for globally well-defined conformal transformations on the 2-
sphere. It becomes non-trivial when considering the extended BMS4 group with diffpS1q‘diffpS1q
superrotations.
14More precisely, in [8], we computed the presymplectic form ωrg; δg, δgs introduced below.
However, as we will see, this is equal to the invariant presymplectic current in the Bondi gauge.
15As explained in [8,57,193], when taking into account the contact terms due to the meromorphic
poles on the celestial sphere, divergences in r actually appear in the expressions (2.3.60).
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Remark A non-trivial relation seems to exist between conservation and integrabil-
ity of the surface charges. For example, in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions
in asymptotically AdS4 spacetimes (AAdS2) considered above, we see that the sur-
face charges are both integrable and conserved. Reciprocally, there is a relation be-
tween non-conservation and non-integrability of the surface charges. For example,
in the asymptotically flat case (AF3), we see that the source of non-integrability
is contained in the asymptotic shear CAB and the news function NAB “ BuCAB.
These are precisely the functions involved in the right-hand side of (2.3.68). We can
consider many other examples where this phenomenon appears. Therefore, non-
integrability is related to non-conservation of the charges. We will see below that
for diffeomorphism-invariant theories, the relation between non-conservation and
integrability is transparent in the covariant phase space formalism.
2.3.4 Relation between Barnich-Brandt and Iyer-Wald pro-
cedures
In this subsection, we briefly discuss the covariant phase space formalism leading
to the Iyer-Wald prescription for surface charges [116–118, 194]. Notice that this
method is valid only for diffeomorphism-invariant theories (including general rela-
tivity), and not for any gauge theories. In practice, this means that the parame-
ters of the asymptotic symmetries are diffeomorphisms generators, i.e. f ” ξ and
δfφ ” Lξφ. Finally, we relate this prescription to the Barnich-Brandt prescription
presented in detail in the previous section.
Definition [Presymplectic form] Consider a diffeomorphism-invariant theory with
Lagrangian L “ Ldnx. Let us perform an arbitrary variation of the Lagrangian.
Using a similar procedure as in (2.3.6), we obtain
δL “ δφi BLBφi ` δBµφ
i BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
“ δφi δL
δφi
` Bµ
ˆ
δφi
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
“ δφi δL
δφi
` Bµθµrφ; δφs,
(2.3.69)
where
θrφ; δφs “ θµrφ; δφspdn´1xqµ “
ˆ
δφi
BL
BpBµφiq ` . . .
˙
pdn´1xqµ “ InδφL (2.3.70)
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is the presymplectic potential. Taking into account that δ is Grassmann odd, the
equation (2.3.69) can be rewritten as
δL “ δφi δL
δφi
´ dθrφ; δφs. (2.3.71)
Now, the presymplectic form ω is defined as
ωrφ; δφ, δφs “ δθrφ, δφs. (2.3.72)
Definition [Iyer-Wald pn ´ 2q-form for asymptotic symmetries] The Iyer-Wald
pn´ 2q-form kIWξ associated with asymptotic symmetries generated by ξ is defined
as
kIWξ rφ; δφs “ ´δQξrφs ` ιξθrφ; δφs, (2.3.73)
up to an exact pn´ 2q-form16. In this expression, Qξrφs “ ´In´1ξ θrφ;Lξφs is called
the Noether-Wald surface charge.
Example For general relativity theory, the (canonical) presymplectic potential
(2.3.70) is given by
θrg;hs “
?´g
16piG
p∇νhµν ´∇µhqpdn´1xqµ, (2.3.74)
where hµν “ δgµν . Indices are lowered and raised by gµν and its inverse, and h “ hµµ.
From this expression, the Noether-Wald charge can be computed; we obtain
Qξrgs “ ´In´1ξ θrg;Lξgs “
?´g
8piG
∇µξνpdn´2xqµν (2.3.75)
and we recognize the Komar charge. Finally, inserting these expression into (2.3.73)
yields
kIWξ rg;hs “
?´g
8piG
ˆ
ξµ∇σhνσ ´ ξµ∇νh` ξσ∇νhµσ ` 1
2
h∇νξµ ´ hρν∇ρξµ
˙
pdn´2xqµν .
(2.3.76)
16 In the definition (2.3.73), we assumed that the variational operator δ in front of the Noether-
Wald charge does not see the possible field-dependence of the asymptotic Killing vectors ξµ. Strictly
speaking, one should write kIWξ rφ; δφs “ ´δQξrφs `Qδξrφs ` ιξθrφ; δφs.
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Theorem [Conservation law] We have the following conservation law :
dkIWξ rφ; δφs « ωrφ;Lξφ, δφs, (2.3.77)
where, in the equality «, it is implied that φ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions and δφ is a solution of the linearized Euler-Lagrange equations. Furthermore,
ωrφ;Lξφ, δφs “ iLξφωrφ; δφ, δφs “ ´ωrφ; δφ,Lξφs.
This can be proved using Noether’s second theorem (2.3.28) (see e.g. [186] for a
detailed proof).
Remark In the covariant phase space formalism, the relation between non-integrability
and non-conservation mentioned in the previous subsection is clear. Indeed,
δδ{Hξrφs “
ż
BΣ
δkIWξ rφ, δφs
“
ż
BΣ
`διξθrg, δgs
“ ´
ż
BΣ
ιξδθrg, δgs
“ ´
ż
BΣ
ιξωrg; δg, δgs,
(2.3.78)
where we used (2.3.73) and (2.3.72) in the second and the fourth equality, respec-
tively. The surface charge δ{Hξrφs is integrable only if δδ{Hξrφs “ 0, if and only
if ż
BΣ
ιξωrg; δg, δgs “ 0 (2.3.79)
Therefore, from
dδ{Hξrφs “
ż
BΣ
dkIWξ rg, δgs «
ż
BΣ
ωrφ;Lξφ, δφs, (2.3.80)
the non-conservation is controlled by ωrg, δg, δgs and is an obstruction for the inte-
grability.
Remark As in the Barnich-Brandt procedure, the Iyer-Wald pn´2q-form (2.3.73)
is defined up to an exact pn´2q-form. However, there is another source of ambiguity
here coming from the definition of the presymplectic potential (2.3.70). In fact, we
have the freedom to shift θ by an exact pn´ 1q-form as
θrφ; δφs Ñ θrφ; δφs ´ dYrφ; δφs, (2.3.81)
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where Yrφ; δφs is a pn´ 2q-form. This implies that the presymplectic form (2.3.72)
is modified as
ωrφ; δφ, δφs Ñ ωrφ; δφ, δφs ` dδYrφ; δφs, (2.3.82)
where we used the fact that both d and δ are Grassmann odd. The Noether-Wald
charge becomes
Qξrφs Ñ Qξrφs `Yrφ;Lξφs, (2.3.83)
up to an exact pn´ 2q-form which can be reabsorbed in the pn´ 2q-form ambiguity
for kIWξ discussed above. Therefore, this ambiguity modifies kIWF given in (2.3.73)
by
kIWξ rφ; δφs Ñ kIWξ rφ; δφs ´ δYrφ;Lξφs ´ ιξdYrφ; δφs. (2.3.84)
Definition Let us introduce an important pn ´ 2q-form which is involved in the
relation between the Barnich-Brandt and Iyer-Wald prescriptions discussed in the
remark below. We define
Erφ; δφ, δφs “ ´1
2
In´1δφ θ “ ´
1
2
In´1δφ I
n
δφL. (2.3.85)
Remark We now relate the Barnich-Brandt and the Iyer-Wald prescriptions to
construct the pn´2q-form. Let us start from the expression (2.3.71) of the variation
of the Lagrangian. We apply the homotopy operator on each side of the equality.
We have
InδφδL “ Inδφ
ˆ
δφ
δL
δφ
˙
´ Inδφdθ
“ Inδφ
ˆ
δφ
δL
δφ
˙
´ δθ ´ dIn´1δφ θ.
(2.3.86)
Therefore,
InδφδL` δθ “ Inδφ
ˆ
δφ
δL
δφ
˙
´ dIn´1δφ θ. (2.3.87)
Since rδ, Inδφs “ 0 because δ2 “ 0, the left-hand side of the last equality can be
rewritten as δInδφL ` δθ “ 2δθ “ 2ω where we used (2.3.70). Now, using (2.3.48)
and (2.3.85), we obtain the relation between the presymplectic form ω and the
invariant presymplectic current W as
ωrφ; δφ, δφs “ Wrφ; δφ, δφs ` dErφ; δφ, δφs. (2.3.88)
Contracting this relation with iLξφ results in
ωrφ;Lξφ, δφs “ Wrφ;Lξφ, δφs ` dErφ; δφ,Lξφs. (2.3.89)
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Finally, using the on-shell conservation laws (2.3.49) and (2.3.77), we obtain
kIWξ rφ; δφs « kξrφ; δφs ` Erφ; δφ,Lξφs, (2.3.90)
up to an exact pn ´ 2q-form. Therefore, the Barnich-Brandt pn ´ 2q-form kξrφ; δφs
differs from the Iyer-Wald pn´ 2q-form kIWξ rφ; δφs by the term Erφ; δφ,Lξφs.
Examples We illustrate these concepts with the case of general relativity. The
pn´ 2q-form Erφ; δφ, δφs can be computed using (2.3.85). We obtain
Erg; δg, δgs “
?´g
32piG
pδgqµσ ^ pδgqσνpdn´2xqµν . (2.3.91)
When contracted with iLξg, this leads to
Erg; δg,Lξgs “ ´
?´g
16piG
p∇µξσ `∇σξµqpδgqσνpdn´2xqµν , (2.3.92)
up to an exact pn´ 2q-form. This expression can also be obtained from (2.3.90) by
comparing the explicit expressions (2.3.47) and (2.3.76). Notice that the difference
between the Barnich-Brandt and the Iyer-Wald definitions (2.3.92) vanishes for a
Killing vectors ξµ. Furthermore, a simple computation shows that the relevant
components of the pn´ 2q-form (2.3.91) involved in the computation of the surface
charges vanish in both the Fefferman-Graham gauge (2.2.8) and the Bondi gauge
(2.2.10). Therefore, the Barnich-Brandt and the Iyer-Wald prescriptions lead to the
same surface charges in these gauges. For an example where the two prescriptions
do not coincide, see for instance, [195].
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Chapter 3
First order formulations and surface
charges
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the formalism to construct the co-dimension 2
forms containing the information on the surface charges is particularly well-adapted
for first order gauge theories. In this chapter, we review some first order formulations
of general relativity and apply the techniques of the covariant phase space formalism
in this context.
In section 3.1, we study a class of theories that encompasses most of the first
order gauge theories, including general relativity in Cartan and Newman-Penrose
formulations, first order Maxwell theory, first order Yang-Mills theory and Chern-
Simons theory. We also discuss vielbeins and connections in presence torsion and
non-metricity. In section 3.2, we review important first order formulations of general
relativity, Cartan and Newman-Penrose formulations, and apply the surface charges
formalism. For each case, we relate the obtained results to the standard second
order metric formulation of general relativity discussed in the examples in section
2.3.
This chapter essentially reproduces [181,182,185].
3.1 Generalities
3.1.1 Covariantized Hamiltonian formulations
In this subsection, we study an important class of first order gauge theories that is
particularly well-adapted to the application of the surface charges formalism pre-
sented in section 2.3. Let us consider a first order theory that depends at most
linearly on the derivatives of the fields,
L “ aµj Bµφj ´ h, (3.1.1)
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with a generating set of gauge transformations that depends at most on first order
derivatives of the gauge parameters,
δfφ
i “ Rirf s “ Riαfα `Riµα Bµfα, (3.1.2)
and where the derivatives of the fields occur at most linearly in the term that does
not contain derivatives of gauge parameters,
Riα “ Ri0α `RiνjαBνφj. (3.1.3)
We thus assume that aµj rx, φs, hrx, φs, Ri0α rx, φs, Riνjαrx, φs, Riµα rx, φs do not depend
on derivatives of the fields.
As the notation indicates, this is a covariantized version of first order Hamiltonian
actions, where φi contains both the canonical variables and the Lagrange multipliers,
while h includes both the canonical Hamiltonian and the constraints. For instance,
for a first class Hamiltonian system, we have
Lrz, us “ aApzq 9zA ´Hpzq ´ uaγapzq. (3.1.4)
Here zA are the phase-space variables and aApzq are the components of the sym-
plectic potential. In the case of Darboux coordinates for instance, zA “ pqi, pjq and
aA “ pp1, . . . pn, 0 . . . , 0q. Furthermore, H is the Hamiltonian, γa are the first-class
constraints and ua are the associated Lagrange multipliers. The symplectic 2-form
σAB “ BAaB ´ BBaA is assumed to be invertible, σCAσAB “ δCB with associated
Poisson bracket tF,Gu “ BFBzA σAB
BG
BzB and
tγa, γbu “ Ccabpzqγc, tH, γau “ V ba pzqγb. (3.1.5)
For such systems, a generating set of gauge symmetries is given by
δfz
A “ tzA, γaufa, δfua “ 9fa ´ Cabcubf c ´ V ab f b, (3.1.6)
see e.g. [196] for more details.
By using suitable sets of auxiliary fields, namely fields whose equations of motion
can be solved algebraically in terms of the other fields and their derivatives [196], the
class of theories (3.1.1) is relevant for gravity in the standard Cartan formulation
or the one adapted to the Newman-Penrose formalism, as discussed below. Chern-
Simons theory is directly of this type, while Yang-Mills theories are of this type
when using the curvatures as auxiliary fields (see e.g. [119] for the case of Maxwell’s
theory).
For a Lagrangian of the form (3.1.1), the Euler-Lagrange derivative of the La-
grangian reduces to δL
δφi
“ BLBφi ´ Bµ
ˆ
BL
BBµφi
˙
and is explicitly given by
δL
δφi
“ σµijBµφj ´ Bih´ BBxµ a
µ
i , σ
µ
ij “ Biaµj ´ Bjaµi ùñ Briσµjks “ 0, (3.1.7)
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where Bi “ BBφi .
It is instructive to repeat the reasoning of section 2.3 leading to (2.3.27) and
(2.3.28) for the class of theories at hand. Starting from
δfφ
i δL
δφi
“ Bµjµf , (3.1.8)
where jµf is a representative of the Noether current (see equation (2.3.24)), and
integrating by parts on the left hand side so as to make the undifferentiated gauge
parameters appear, one obtains
fαrRiα δLδφi ´ BµpR
iµ
α
δL
δφi
qs “ Bµpjµf ´ Sµf q, Sµf “ fαRiµα δLδφi . (3.1.9)
Since this is an off-shell identity that has to hold for all fαrxs, one concludes not
only that the Noether identities
Riα
δL
δφi
´ BµpRiµα δLδφi q “ 0 (3.1.10)
hold, but also that Bµpjµf ´ Sµf q “ 0, which is the second Noether theorem. This
implies in particular that Sµf is a representative for the Noether current associated
with gauge symmetries that is trivial in the sense that it vanishes on-shell. Further-
more, every other representative jµf differs from S
µ
f at most by the divergence of an
arbitrary superpotential Bνηrµνsf .
Since the fields and their derivatives can be seen as independent coordinates on
the jet space (see appendix A.1), the Noether identities (3.1.10) can be separated
into terms involving BµBνφj, BµφkBνφj, Bµφj or no derivatives. The vanishing of the
coefficients of these terms yields
Ripµα σ
νq
ij “ 0,
BkpRiµα σνijq ` BjpRiνα σµikq ´Riµkασνij ´Riνjασµik “ 0,
Ri0α σ
µ
ij ` BjrRiµα pBih` BBxν a
ν
i qs ´RkµjαpBkh` BBxν a
ν
kq ´ BBxν pR
iν
α σ
µ
ijq “ 0,
Ri0α pBih` BBxν a
ν
i q ´ BBxµ rR
iµ
α pBih` BBxν a
ν
i qs “ 0.
(3.1.11)
The construction of the co-dimension 2 form deeply relies on the linearized theory.
Writing ϕi the Grassmann even variation of φi, the Lagrangian Lp2qrφ;ϕs of the
linearized theory is obtained by collecting the quadratic terms in the expansion of
Lrφ` ϕs in ϕi and their derivatives around a solution φ. We obtain
Lp2qrφ;ϕs “ BiaµjϕiBµϕj ` 12BiBja
µ
kϕ
iϕjBµφk ´ 1
2
BiBjhϕiϕj. (3.1.12)
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The linearized equations of motion are then given by
δLp2qrφ;ϕs
δϕi
“ rσµijBµ ` BjσµikBµφk ´ BjpBih` BBxν a
ν
i qsϕj “ 0. (3.1.13)
Consider now the co-dimension 2 form,
k
rµνs
f rφ; δφs “ Rirµα σνsij δφjfα, (3.1.14)
and the invariant presymplectic current
W µrφ; δφ1, δφ2s “ 1
2
σµijδφ
i
1 ^ δφj2. (3.1.15)
By using the equations of motion, the linearized equations of motion and the Noether
identities in the form of (3.1.11), one may then check by a direct computation that
Bνkrµνsf rφ; δφs “ ´W µrφ;Rrf s, δφs when δLδφi “ 0 “
δLp2qrφ;ϕs
δϕi
. (3.1.16)
This means that this co-dimension 2 form is conserved on all solutions of the lin-
earized equations of motion around a given background solution φ when using re-
ducibility parameters f¯α, which satisfy
Rrf¯ s “ Riαf¯α `Riµα Bµf¯α “ 0. (3.1.17)
In terms of forms, we can write
kf rφ; δφs “ Riµα σνijδφjfαpdn´2xqµν , (3.1.18)
where
dkf rφ; δφs “ Wrφ;Rrf s, δφs when δLδφi “ 0 “
δLp2qrφ;ϕs
δϕi
, (3.1.19)
with
Wrφ; δφ, δφs “ 1
2
σµijδφ
i ^ δφjpdn´1xqµ. (3.1.20)
We see that we have re-derived some key results of section 2.3 (in particular, the
conservation law (2.3.49)) without using the properties of the homotopy operator
(A.2.12). Therefore, the class of covariantized Hamiltonian theories considered here
drastically simplifies the computations in the Barnich-Brandt formalism.
These results can be related to the Iyer-Wald formalism introduced in subsection
2.3.4. The presymplectic potential is given by
θrφ; δφs “ aµi δφipdn´1xqµ, (3.1.21)
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and its associated presymplectic form reads as
ωrφ; δφ, δφs “ δθrφ; δφs “ Wrφ; δφ, δφs. (3.1.22)
In particular, we see that the pn´ 2q-form defined in (2.3.85) and that controls the
difference between Barnich-Brandt and Iyer-Wald procedures vanishes for covari-
antized Hamiltonian theories, i.e. Erφ; δφ, δφs “ 0. Finally, equation (3.1.18) can
be expressed in terms of θrφ; δφs as
kf rφ; δφs “ ´1
2
ˆ
fαRiµα
B
Bδφi
˙ B
Bdxµ δθrφ; δφs. (3.1.23)
3.1.2 Vielbeins and connection
Now, we recall several notions of vielbeins and connections by including torsion and
non-metricity into the standard discussion. This formalism is useful in section 3.2
when discussing the first order formulations of general relativity.
General case
Consider an n-dimensional spacetime with a moving frame (or vielbein)
ea “ eaµ BBxµ , e
a “ eaµdxµ, (3.1.24)
where eaµeaν “ δµν , eaµebµ “ δba, and Baf “ eapfq. Under a combined frame and
coordinate transformation, we have e1a
µpx1q “ ΛabpxqebνpxqΛµνpxq, where Λabpxq
denotes a local GLpn,Rq element with Λab “ pΛ´1qba while Λµν “ Bx
1µ
Bxν is the
Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation, with Λµν “ Bx
ν
Bx1µ . The Lie algebra
generators of glpn,Rq are denoted by ∆ab, p∆abqcd “ δcaδbd, with generators for the
vector representation denoted by ta,
r∆ab,∆cds “ δbc∆ad ´ δda∆cb, ∆abtc “ δbcta. (3.1.25)
The structure functions are defined by
rea, ebs “ Dcabec ðñ dea “ ´1
2
Dabce
bec. (3.1.26)
For further use, note that if e “ det eaµ, then
Bµpe eµaq “ eDbba, (3.1.27)
and, if we define,
dabc “ eaλBbecλ, (3.1.28)
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then
dσρµ “ ´edσBρedµ, Dabc “ 2darbcs, (3.1.29)
where it is understood that tangent space indices a, b, . . . and world-indices µ, ν, . . .
are transformed into each other by using the vielbeins and their inverse.
In addition, we assume that there is an affine connection
Daeb “ Γcbaec ðñ Dbva “ Bbva ` Γacbvc. (3.1.30)
If Γab “ Γabcec, Γ “ Γab∆ab, and e “ eata, the torsion tensor and curvature tensors
are defined by
T “ T ata “ de` Γ^ e, R “ Rab∆ab “ dΓ` 1
2
rΓ,Γs, (3.1.31)
where the bracket is the graded commutator. More explicitly, T a “ 1
2
T abce
b ^ ec “
dea ` Γab ^ eb, so that
T aµν “ Bµeaν ´ Bνeaµ ` Γabµebν ´ Γabνebµ, (3.1.32)
T cab “ 2Γcrbas `Dcba “ 2pΓcrbas ` dcrbasq, (3.1.33)
and Rab “ 12Rabcdec ^ ed “ dΓab ` Γac ^ Γcb, so that
Rf cµν “ BµΓf cν ´ BνΓf cµ ` Γf dµΓdcν ´ Γf dνΓdcµ, (3.1.34)
Rf cab “ BaΓf cb ´ BbΓf ca ` Γf daΓdcb ´ Γf dbΓdca ´DdabΓf cd. (3.1.35)
Furthermore,
rDa, Dbsvc “ ´Rdcabvd ´ T dabDdvc. (3.1.36)
Under a local frame transformation, we have
e1 “ Λe, Γ1 “ ΛΓΛ´1 ` ΛdΛ´1, (3.1.37)
so that
T 1 “ ΛT , R1 “ ΛRΛ´1. (3.1.38)
Defining Λ “ 1` ω `Opω2q, with ω “ ωab∆ab and also ωba “ ´ωab, we have
δωΓ “ ´pdω ` rΓ, ωsq ðñ δωΓab “ dωba ` Γacωbc ´ Γcbωca, (3.1.39)
and also
δωe “ rω, es ðñ δωea “ ωabeb. (3.1.40)
Under a coordinate transformation, we have
e1aµ “ Λµνeaν , Γ1abµ “ ΛµνΓabν , (3.1.41)
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and for x1µ “ xµ ´ ξµ `Opξ2q, Λµν “ δµν ´ Bνξµ `Opξ2q, so that ωνµ “ Bνξµ and
δξe
a
µ “ Lξeaµ, δξΓabµ “ LξΓabµ, (3.1.42)
where Lξ denotes the Lie derivative.
The Bianchi identities are
dT ` Γ^ T “ R^ e, dR` rΓ,Rs “ 0. (3.1.43)
Explicitly,
Rarbcds “ DrbT acds ` T af rbT f cds, DrfRa|b|cds “ ´RabgrfT gcds, (3.1.44)
where a bar encloses indices that are not involved in the (anti) symmetrization. The
Ricci tensor is defined by Rab “ Rcacb, while Sab “ Rccab. Contracting the Bianchi
identities gives
Rab ´Rba “ Sab ´DcT cab ´ 2DraT cbsc ´ T cdcT dab, (3.1.45)
2DrfR|b|ds `DcRcbdf “ RbgT gdf ´ 2Rcbrf |g|T gdsc, (3.1.46)
DrfScds “ ´SgrfT gcds. (3.1.47)
Assume now that there is a pseudo-Riemannian metric,
gµν “ eaµgabebν , (3.1.48)
i.e., a symmetric, non-degenerate 2-tensor . As usual, tangent space indices a, b, . . .
and world indices µ, ν, . . . are lowered and raised with gab, gµν , and their inverses.
The non-metricity tensor is defined as Ξab “ dgab ` 2Γpabq. The associated
Bianchi identities are given by dΞab ` ΓacΞcb ` ΓbcΞac “ 2Rpabq. More explicitly,
Ξabc “ Dcgab, 2DrcΞabds “ ´ΞabfT f cd ` 2Rpabqcd. (3.1.49)
It should also be noted that from gabgbc “ δac , it follows
Dcgab “ ´Ξabc. (3.1.50)
Contracting the last of (3.1.49) with gab gives
Scd “ gabDrcΞabds ` 1
2
ΞaafT
f
cd, (3.1.51)
while (3.1.46) with gbf gives
DbRba ´ 1
2
DaR “ 1
2
RbcdaT
d
bc `RbcT cab
´ 1
2
pΞbccRba ` ΞcdbRbcda ` ΞbcaRbcq
`DcpDrbΞbcas ` 1
2
ΞbcdT
d
baq ` pDrbΞbcds ` 1
2
ΞbcdT
d
bdqT dac. (3.1.52)
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The curvature scalar is defined by R “ gabRab, the Einstein tensor by
Gab “ Rpabq ´ 1
2
gabR. (3.1.53)
When combining with (3.1.45), the contracted Bianchi identity (3.1.52) written in
terms of the Einstein tensor is
DbGba “ 1
2
RbcdaT
d
bc `RbcT cab ´ 1
2
Ξab
bR
` 1
2
DbpSab ´DcT cab ´ 2DraT cbsc ´ T cdcT dabq
´ 1
2
pΞbccRba ` ΞcdbRbcda ` ΞbcaRbcq
`DcpDrbΞbcas ` 1
2
ΞbcdT
d
baq ` pDrbΞbcds ` 1
2
ΞbcdT
d
bdqT dac. (3.1.54)
By the usual manipulations, one may show that the existence of the metric
implies that the most general connection can be written as
Γabc “ tabcu `Mabc `Kabc ` rabc (3.1.55)
where the Christoffel symbols, the conmetricity, the contorsion tensor, and the co-
structure functions are given by
tabcu “ 1
2
pgab,c ` gac,b ´ gbc,aq “ tacbu, (3.1.56)
Mabc “ 1
2
pΞabc ` Ξacb ´ Ξbcaq “Macb, (3.1.57)
Kabc “ 1
2
pTbac ` Tcab ´ Tabcq “ ´Kbac, (3.1.58)
rabc “ 1
2
pDbac `Dcab ´Dabcq “ ´rbac. (3.1.59)
Furthermore, one can directly show that
Γabµ “ eaνpBµebν ` Γνρµeρbq ðñ Γabc “ eaνBcebν ` eaµebνecρΓµνρ. (3.1.60)
Finally, we need the following variations,
δRabµν “ DµδΓabν ´DνδΓabµ, (3.1.61)
δRabcd “ DcδΓabd ´DdδΓabc ` T f cdδΓabf
` ef σ
“
ΓabfDd ` BfΓabd ´DgfdΓabg
‰
δec
σ
´ ef σ
“
ΓabfDc ` BfΓabc ´DgfcΓabg
‰
δed
σ. (3.1.62)
To write the latter variation, we introduced the derivative operator D defined
through
Dµδebσ “ Bµδebσ ` dσµρδebρ ´ dcµbδecσ. (3.1.63)
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Metricity and Lorentz metric
When requiring metricity, Dagbc “ 0 “ Ξbca, the connection is given by
Γabc “ tabcu `Kabc ` rabc, (3.1.64)
From DraDbsgcd “ 0 it also follows that
Rabcd “ ´Rbacd, Sab “ 0. (3.1.65)
This can be used to show that
Rabcd ´Rcdab “ 3
2
pDrbT|a|cds ` Taf rbT f cds ´DraT|b|cds ´ Tbf raT f cds
´DrdT|c|abs ´ Tcf rdT f abs `DrcT|d|abs ` Tdf rcT f absq, (3.1.66)
while the contracted Bianchi identities (3.1.54) become
DbGba “ 1
2
RbcdaT
d
bc `RbcT cab ´ 1
2
DbpDcT cab ` 2DraT cbsc ` T cdcT dabq. (3.1.67)
If metricity holds and we assume a constant Lorentz metric gab “ ηab, we have
tabcu “ 0 and
Γabc “ ´Γbac. (3.1.68)
Local Lorentz transformations are denoted by Λabpxq with ΛabηbcΛdc “ ηad, or equiv-
alently, ΛdbΛab “ δda. In terms of the Poincaré algebra,
rJab, Jcds “ ηbcJad ´ ηacJbd ´ ηbdJac ` ηadJbc, rJab, Pcs “ ηbcPa ´ ηacPb, (3.1.69)
one defines the Lorentz connection Γ “ 1
2
ΓabJab, e “ eaPa, R “ 12RabJab, T “ T aPa,
so that R “ dΓ` 1
2
rΓ,Γs, T “ de` rΓ, es. In this case,
Bµpe vµq “ e pDµ ` ebνBµebνqvµ “ Dµpevµq, (3.1.70)
with Dµvµ “ Bµvµ for the Lorentz connection and the definition
Dµe “ e pebνBµebνq. (3.1.71)
In particular, this implies that
Dµpe eµaq “ eT bab. (3.1.72)
The connection reduces to
Γabc “ Kabc ` rabc. (3.1.73)
Finally, if one imposes, in addition, vanishing of torsion, the connection is reduced
further to
Γabc “ rabc, (3.1.74)
and the contracted Bianchi identities (3.1.67) reduce to
DbG
b
a “ 0. (3.1.75)
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Coordinate basis, torsionless connection
In a coordinate basis, eaµ “ δaµ, Dλµν “ 0 and T λµν “ Γλνµ ´ Γλµν . Imposing van-
ishing of torsion, Γλµν “ Γλνµ, (3.1.45) implies Sµν “ Rµν ´Rνµ and the contracted
Bianchi identities (3.1.54) become
DνGνµ “ DνRrµνs `DλRpλνqνµ
´ 1
2
pDνgνλRλµ `DνgλρRνλρµ `DµgνλRνλ `DνgνµRq, (3.1.76)
while the variation (3.1.61) simplifies to
δRαβµν “ DµδΓαβν ´DνδΓαβµ. (3.1.77)
We also have
Bµp
a|g|vµq “a|g|pDµ ´ Γνµν ` 1
2
gνλBµgνλqvµ “ Dµp
a|g|vµq, (3.1.78)
where we defined
Dµ
a|g| “a|g|p1
2
gνλBµgνλ ´ Γνµνq (3.1.79)
to write the last equality. Under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation, besides
δξgµν “ Lξgµν , we have
δξΓ
µ
νρ “ BρBνξµ ` ξσBσΓµνρ ´ BσξµΓσνρ ` BνξσΓµσρ ` BρξσΓµνσ. (3.1.80)
Requiring in addition metricity, this leads to the Levi-Civita connection (Dµ ”
∇µ)
Γλµν “ 1
2
pBνgλµ ` Bµgλν ´ Bλgµνq, (3.1.81)
while the contracted Bianchi identities (3.1.76) reduce to
∇νGνµ “ 0, (3.1.82)
and (3.1.78) to
Bµp
a|g|vµq “a|g|∇µvµ. (3.1.83)
3.2 First order formulations of general relativity
In this section, we review some first order formulations of general relativity including
Cartan and Newman-Penrose formulations, and apply the surface charges formal-
ism. In particular, we see that these are first order formulation in the sense of the
covariantized Hamiltonian theories of subsection 3.1.1. For each case, we relate the
obtained results to the standard second order metric formulation of general relativity
discussed in the examples in section 2.3. We use the compact notation
κ “ 1
16piG
. (3.2.1)
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3.2.1 Cartan formulation I
Variational principle
In the standard Cartan formulation, the variables of the variational principle are the
components of the vielbein eaµ and a Lorentz connection 1-form in the coordinate
basis, Γabµ in terms of which the action is
SCreaµ,Γbcνs “ κ
ż
dnxLC “ κ
ż
dnx e pRabµνeaµebν ´ 2Λq. (3.2.2)
Using (3.1.61), the variation of the action is given by
δSC “ κ
ż
dnx e
“
2pGaµ ` Λeaµqδeaµ ` eaµebνpDµδΓabν ´DνδΓabµ q
‰
. (3.2.3)
Now, using (3.1.70) and neglecting boundary terms, this gives
δSC “ κ
ż
dnx
“
2e pGaµ ` Λeaµqδeaµ ` 2Dνpe eaµebνqδΓabµ
‰
, (3.2.4)
so that
δLC
δeaµ
“ 2e pGaµ ` Λeaµq, (3.2.5)
δLC
δΓabµ
“ 2Dνpe eraµebsνq “ e pT µab ` 2eµraT cbscq. (3.2.6)
Contracting the equations of motions associated to (3.2.6) with eµb gives T bab “ 0.
When re-injecting, this implies T abc “ 0. It follows that when the equations of
motion for Γabµ hold, the connection is torsionless and thus given by Γabc “ rabc.
The fields Γabµ are thus entirely determined by eaµ so that Γabµ are auxiliary fields.
Symmetries
The gauge symmetries of the action (3.2.2) are the diffeomorphisms and the Lorentz
gauge transformations. The infinitesimal transformations of the fields under these
symmetries are given by
δξ,ωea
µ “ ξνBνeaµ ´ Bνξµeaν ` ωabebµ,
δξ,ωΓ
ab
µ “ ξνBνΓabµ ` BµξνΓabν ´Dµωab.
(3.2.7)
Following the lines of (2.3.25), we consider
δLC
δeaµ
δξ,ωea
µ ` δLC
δΓabµ
δξ,ωΓ
ab
µ (3.2.8)
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and integrate by parts in order to isolate the undifferentiated gauge parameters ωab
and ξρ. Discarding the boundary terms, this leads to the Noether identities
δLC
δera|µ| ebs
µ `Dµ δL
C
δΓabµ
“ 0, (3.2.9)
δLC
δeaµ
Bρeaµ ` δL
C
δΓabµ
BρΓabµ ` Bµ
ˆ
δLC
δeaρ
ea
µ ´ δLC
δΓabµ
Γabρ
˙
“ 0. (3.2.10)
Identity (3.2.9), associated with Lorentz gauge symmetries, can be shown to be
equivalent to (3.1.45). Using (3.2.9), identity (3.2.10), associated with diffeomor-
phisms, can be written as
Bµ
ˆ
δLC
δeaρ
ea
µ
˙
` δLC
δeaµ
Dρea
µ ` δLC
δΓabµ
Rabρµ “ 0, (3.2.11)
and can then be shown to be equivalent to (3.1.67).
Construction of the co-dimension 2 form
When keeping the boundary terms, one finds the weakly vanishing Noether current
associated with the gauge symmetries as
κ´1Sµξ,ω “ δL
C
δΓabµ
p´ωab ` Γabρξρq ´ δL
C
δeaρ
ea
µξρ. (3.2.12)
The associated co-dimension 2 form kξ,ω “ kµνξ,ωpdn´2xqµν computed through (3.1.18)
is given by
κ´1kµνξ,ω “ e
“p2δeaµebν ` ecλδecλeaνebµqp´ωab ` Γabρξρq
` δΓabρpξρeaµebν ` 2ξµeaνebρq ´ pµÐÑ νq
‰
. (3.2.13)
This can also be written as
kξ,ω “ ´δKKξ,ω `KKδξ,δω ´ ξν BBdxν Θ, (3.2.14)
where
KKξ,ω “ 2κe eaνebµp´ωab ` Γabρξρqpdn´2xqµν , Θ “ 2κe δΓabρeaµebρpdn´1xqµ.
(3.2.15)
According to the general results reviewed in section 2.3, the co-dimension 2 form
is closed, dkξ,ω “ 0, or, equivalently, Bνkµνξ,ω “ 0, if eaµ,Γabµ are solutions to the
Euler-Lagrange equations of motion, and thus to the Einstein equations, δeaµ, δΓabµ
solutions to the linearized equations and ωab, ξρ satisfy
Lξeaµ ` ωabebµ « 0, LξΓabµ « Dµωab, (3.2.16)
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where « now denotes on-shell for the background solution and is relevant in case
the parameters ωab, ξρ explicitly depend on the background solution eaµ,Γabµ around
which one linearizes. The first equation also implies in particular that ξρ is a possibly
field dependent Killing vector of the background solution gµν ,
Lξgµν « 0, (3.2.17)
and that
ωab « ´ebµLξeaµ « ´erbµLξeasµ. (3.2.18)
Reduction to the metric formulation
To compare with the results in the metric formulation, let us go on-shell for the
auxiliary fields Γabµ and eliminate ωab using (3.2.18). The former implies that we
are in the torsionless case with the Lorentz connection simplified to Γabµ “ rabµ,
while (3.1.60) reduces to
Γabµ “ eaν∇µebν “ eraν∇µebsν , (3.2.19)
with ∇µvν “ Bµvν ` tνρµuvρ. Note also that the Killing equation can be written as
∇µξν `∇νξµ « 0. Together with (3.2.19), we have
´ ωab ` Γabρξρ « ´eraρebsσ∇ρξσ, (3.2.20)
δΓabρ “ δeraσ∇ρebsσ ` eraσδtστρuebsτ ` eraσ∇ρδebsσ, (3.2.21)
with
δtστρu “ 1
2
gσδp∇ρδgδτ `∇τδgδρ ´∇δδgτρq. (3.2.22)
Using that
δeaµeaν “ 12hµν ` δe
arµe|a|νs, (3.2.23)
with hµν “ δgµν , indices being lowered and raised with gµν and its inverse, and
h “ hµµ, substitution into (3.2.13) gives
6
a|g|∇ρpδearµe|a|νξρsq ` kµνξ , (3.2.24)
where the first term can be dropped since it is trivial in the sense that it corresponds
to the exterior derivative of an n´ 3 form, while
kµνξ “
a|g| ”ξν∇µh` ξµ∇σhσν ` ξσ∇νhσµ
` 1
2
h∇νξµ ` 1
2
hµσ∇σξν ` 1
2
hνσ∇µξσ ´ pµÐÑ νq
ı
. (3.2.25)
We have thus recovered the results of the metric formulation since the last expression
agrees with the one given in (2.3.47).
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3.2.2 Cartan formulation II
Variational principle
This version of the Cartan formulation is an intermediate between the Cartan for-
mulation of subsection 3.2.1 and the Newman-Penrose formulation discussed in sub-
section 3.2.3. Here, the variables of the variational principle are the components
Γabc “ Γrabsc of a Lorentz connection in the non-holonomic frame and the vielbein
components eaµ. In term of these variables, the action reads
SCNHrΓabc, eaµs “ κ
ż
dnxLCNH “ κ
ż
dnxepRabcdηacηbd ´ 2Λq. (3.2.26)
Varying the action by using (3.1.62) and dropping the boundary terms, one obtains
δLCNH
δeτh
“ 2epGhcecτ ` Λehτ q ` ep2T gcgΓchτ ´ T hcdΓcdτ q, (3.2.27)
δLCNH
δΓabf
“ eT f cdηacηbd ` 2Dµreeµc pηra|f |ηbscqs
“ epT fab ` 2ηf raT |c|bscq.
(3.2.28)
Contracting the equations of motion associated with (3.2.28) with ηfa gives T cbc “ 0.
When re-injecting, this implies T f ab “ 0. This torsionless condition for on-shell
connection is the analogue of the one encountered in (3.2.6) above. The fields Γabf
are thus auxiliary fields in this formulation. Taking these fields on-shell in (3.2.27),
one obtains the Einstein equations, as expected.
Symmetries
The gauge symmetries of the action (3.2.26) are the diffeomorphisms and the Lorentz
gauge transformations. The infinitesimal transformations of the fields under these
symmetries are given by
δξ,ωea
µ “ ξνBνeaµ ´ Bνξµeaν ` ωabebµ, (3.2.29)
δξ,ωΓabc “ ξρBρΓabc ´Dcωab ` Γabdω dc . (3.2.30)
Following the lines of (2.3.25), we consider
δLC
δeaµ
δξ,ωea
µ ` δLC
δΓabc
δξ,ωΓabc (3.2.31)
and integrate by parts to isolate the undifferentiated gauge parameters ωab and ξρ.
Discarding the boundary terms, this leads to the Noether identities
δLCNH
δera|τ
eτbs `Dµ
ˆ
eµf
δLCNH
δΓabf
˙
` δL
CNH
δΓcf
ra Γ|cf |bs “ 0, (3.2.32)
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δLCNH
δeτh
Bρeτh ` δL
CNH
δΓabf
BρΓabf ` Bµ
ˆ
δLCNH
δeρh
eµh
˙
“ 0. (3.2.33)
The first identity corresponds to Lorentz gauge symmetry and can be shown to be
exactly the same as the one found in (3.2.9) in the first Cartan formulation. The
second identity corresponds to diffeomorphism symmetry and can be shown to be
the same as (3.2.10). Then, as above, the Noether identities are equivalent to the
Bianchi identities (3.1.45) and (3.1.67).
Co-dimension 2 form and equivalence with the other formulations
When keeping the boundary terms, one finds the weakly vanishing Noether current
κ´1Sµξ,ω “ ´
δLCNH
δΓabf
eµfωab ´
δLCNH
δeτh
eµhξ
τ . (3.2.34)
Then the co-dimension 2 form is given by
κ´1kµνξ,ω “ e
“p2δeaµebν ` ecλδecλeaνebµqp´ωab ` Γabdedρξρq
` δpΓabdedρqpξρeaµebν ` 2ξµeaνebρq ´ pµÐÑ νq
‰
, (3.2.35)
which is obviously the same as (3.2.13) by performing the field redefinition Γabρ “
Γabce
c
ρ.
3.2.3 Newman-Penrose formulation
Variational principle
The Newman-Penrose (NP) equations are a set of first order equations involving the
spin coefficients, the vielbein and the curvature components at the same footage [197,
198]. The NP formulation that we introduce here leads to Euler-Lagrange equations
that impose vanishing of torsion together with all NP equations. This is achieved
by introducing additional auxiliary fields in the Cartan formulation II (3.2.26). It
involves as dynamical variables the vielbein components eaµ, the Lorentz connection
components in the non-holonomic frame Γabc, and a suitable set of auxiliary fields
Rabcd “ Rrabsrcds, λabcd “ λrabsrcds,
SrΓabc, eaµ,Rabcd, λabcds “ κ
ż
dnxLNP
“ κ
ż
dnxerRabcdpηacηbd ´ λabcdq ` λabcdRabcd ´ 2Λs,
(3.2.36)
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where Rabcd “ ηaeRebcd is explicitly given in (3.1.35) as a function of the variables
ea
µ,Γabc and their first order derivatives.
The equations of motion for the auxiliary fields follow from equating to zero the
Euler-Lagrange derivatives of LNP
δLNP
δRabcd
“ ´e
„
λabcd ´ 1
2
pηacηbd ´ ηadηbcq

,
δLNP
δλabcd
“ ´e rRabcd ´Rabcds .
(3.2.37)
They thus fix the auxiliary λ fields in terms of the Minkowski metric,
λabcd “ 1
2
pηacηbd ´ ηadηbcq ” λabcdη , (3.2.38)
and impose the definition of the Riemann tensor in terms of vielbein and connection
components as on-shell relations, Rabcd “ Rabcd, which is desirable from the view-
point of the NP formalism. They can be eliminated by solving inside the action.
The resulting reduced action coincides with the action associated with the Cartan
formulation II (3.2.26).
The next equations of motion follow from the vanishing of
δLNP
δΓabc
“ 2e
„
Dfλ
abcf ` λabdf pT hfhδcd ` 12T
c
df q

. (3.2.39)
When putting λabcd on-shell, they are equivalent to vanishing of torsion, T abc “ 0.
It follows that Γabc “ rabc or, equivalently, that Γabc “ eaνecµ∇µebν , where ∇µ
denotes the Christoffel connection. In other words, the connection components are
also auxiliary fields that can be expressed in terms of vielbein components and
eliminated by their own equations of motion.
The last equations of motion follow from the vanishing of
δLNP
δeaµ
“ ebµ
„
2epλcdfaRcdfbq ´ δL
NP
δΓcda
Γcdb

´ eaµ
„
epR´ 2Λq ` λbcdf δL
NP
δλbcdf

.
(3.2.40)
On-shell for the auxiliary fields, we have
δL
δeaµ
|aux on´shell “ 2eebµpGab ` Λδab q, (3.2.41)
which imply the standard Einstein equations.
Finally, it should be noted that the equations of motion associated with (3.2.39)
and (3.2.40) consistently reduce to (3.2.27) and (3.2.28) when taking the auxiliary
fields λabcd and Rabcd on-shell.
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Improved gauge transformations and Noether identities
Diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations are extended in a natural way
to the auxiliary fields. If ξµ, ω1ab “ ´ωba denote parameters for the infinitesimal
transformations, they act on the fields as
δξ,ωea
µ “ ξνBνeaµ ´ Bνξµeaν ` ωabebµ,
δξ,ωΓabc “ ξνBνΓabc ´Dcωab ` ωcdΓabd,
δξ,ωRabcd “ ξνBνRabcd ` ω fa Rfbcd ` ω fb Rafcd ` ω fc Rabfd ` ω fd Rabcf ,
δξ,ωλ
abcd “ ξνBνλabcd ` ωafλfbcd ` ωbfλafcd ` ωcfλabfd ` ωdfλabcf .
(3.2.42)
In terms of the redefined gauge parameters, which are spacetime scalars and thus in
agreement with the general strategy of the NP approach,
ξ1a “ eaµξµ, ω1ab “ ωab ` ξµΓbacecµ, (3.2.43)
these gauge transformations become
δξ1,ω1ea
µ “ pξ1cT bac ´Daξ1b ` ω1abqebµ,
δξ1,ω1Γabc “ ´ξ1dRabcd ` pξ1fT dcf ´Dcξ1d ` ω1cdqΓabd ´Dcω1ab,
δξ1,ω1Rabcd “ ξ1fDfRabcd ` ω1afRfbcd ` ω1bfRafcd ` ω1cfRabfd ` ω1dfRabcf ,
δξ1,ω1λ
abcd “ ξ1fDfλabcd ` ω1afλfbcd ` ω1bfλafcd ` ω1cfλabfd ` ω1dfλabcf .
(3.2.44)
Isolating the undifferentiated gauge parameters by dropping the exterior deriva-
tive of an n´ 1 form, the invariance of action (3.2.36) under these transformations
leads to the Noether identities. Since the change of gauge parameters is invertible,
the identities associated with both sets are equivalent. We can thus concentrate on
this second set. For later use, note that
δξ1,ω1Γabc ´ pδξ1,ω1ecµqedµΓabd “ ´ξ1dRabcd ´Dcω1ab. (3.2.45)
When using (3.1.71), the Noether identities associated with the Lorentz param-
eters ω1ab become
2
δLNP
δRra|cdf |
Rbscdf ` 2 δL
NP
δRcdra|f |
Rcd
bs
f ` 2 δL
NP
δλfhcd
ηf raλbshcd ` 2 δL
NP
δλcdfh
ηf raλ|cd|bsh
` δL
NP
δeraµ
ebsµ ` δL
NP
δΓcdra
Γcd
bs ` e“pDc ` T ccf qpe´1 δLNP
δΓabc
q‰ “ 0. (3.2.46)
while the Noether identities for the vector fields ξ1f read
δLNP
δRabcd
DfRabcd ` δL
NP
δλabcd
Dfλ
abcd ` δL
NP
δeaµ
T bafeb
µ ` δL
NP
δΓabc
pT dcfΓabd ´Rabcf q
` e“pDc ` T hchqe´1pδLNP
δecµ
ef
µ ` δL
NP
δΓabc
Γabf q
‰ “ 0. (3.2.47)
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It follows from general results on auxiliary fields (see e.g. [196]) that these
Noether identities are equivalent to those of the Cartan formulation II (see equations
(3.2.32) and (3.2.33)), which have been investigated and related to the Bianchi iden-
tities. More explicitly, we have LNP “ LCNH`A with A “ rpRabcd´Rabcdqpηacηbd´
λabcdqs. Identity (3.2.46) for LNP replaced by A is equivalent to (3.1.45). This then
implies that (3.2.46) reduces to
δLCNH
δeraµ
ebsµ ` δL
CNH
δΓcdra
Γcd
bs ` e“pDc ` T f cf qpe´1 δLCNH
δΓabc
q‰ “ 0, (3.2.48)
which in turn is also equivalent to (3.2.32) and so to (3.1.45).
Identity (3.2.47) for LNP replaced by A is equivalent to the second identity of
(3.1.44). This then implies that (3.2.47) reduces to
δLCNH
δeaµ
T bafeb
µ ` δL
CNH
δΓabc
pT dfcΓabd ´Rabcf q
` e“pDc ` T hchqe´1pδLCNH
δecµ
ef
µ ` δL
CNH
δΓabc
Γabf q
‰ “ 0, (3.2.49)
which is equivalent to (3.2.33) and so to (3.1.67).
Co-dimension 2 form and breaking
Writing φi “ pRabcd, λabcd,Γabc, eaµq, the presymplectic potential associated with the
action (3.2.36) is given by
θrφ; δφs “ 2κeλabcdecµδΓabνeνdecµpdn´1xqµ, (3.2.50)
where δΓabνeνd “ δΓabd ´ Γabfef νδedν .
Writing the gauge parameters as fα “ pωab, ξaq, the weakly vanishing Noether
current is given by
Sξ1,ω1rφs “ ´κ
”δLNP
δΓabc
pω1ab ` Γabfξ1f q ` δL
NP
δeτc
eτfξ
1f
ı
eµc pdn´1xqµ. (3.2.51)
The co-dimension 2 form can be obtained from (3.1.18) or alternatively from (3.1.23).
Using the Euler-Lagrange equations for the auxiliary fields, we obtain
kξ1,ω1rφ; δφs “ 2κe
“´ p2δeaµebν ` ecλδecλeaνebµqω1ab
` δpΓabdedρqpξ1cecρeaµebν ` 2ξ1cecµeaνebρq
‰pdn´2xqµν . (3.2.52)
Notice that this last expression obtained from the NP formulation is exactly the
same as (3.2.35) obtained from the Cartan formulation II, up to the parameters
redefinition (3.2.43).
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The breaking in the conservation law of krφ, δφs (see equation (2.3.49)) is given
by the invariant presymplectic current (3.1.20) with an evaluated variation. For the
present case, using the equations of motion for the auxiliary fields, we explicitly find
Wrφ; δξ1,ω1φ, δφs “ 2κe
“
δξ1,ω1eb
µδΓabνea
νecµ ` δξ1,ω1eaµδΓacµ
´ δξ1,ω1 ln e δΓcbνebν ´ pδξ1,ω1 ÐÑ δq
‰
eρcpdn´1xqρ. (3.2.53)
Exact reducibility parameters General considerations on auxiliary fields imply
that, on-shell, reducibility parameters should be given by Killing vectors ξ¯1a of the
metric (see e.g. [196]). Let us see how this comes about here.
Merely the first of (3.2.44) encodes gauge transformations of fields that are not
auxiliary. The associated equation δω¯1,ξ¯1eaµ « 0 is equivalent to
Dpaξ¯1bq ´ ξ¯1cTpbaqc « 0, ω¯1ab « Draξ¯1bs ´ ξ¯1cTrbasc. (3.2.54)
On-shell when torsion vanishes, the first indeed requires ξ¯1a to be a Killing vector,
while the second uniquely fixes the Lorentz parameters in terms of it. In particular,
ω¯1ab « Daξ¯1b « ´Dbξ¯1a. (3.2.55)
The other equations impose no additional constraints. Indeed, δω¯1,ξ¯1λabcd « 0 is
satisfied identically on account of the skew-symmetry of ω¯1ab. Instead of δξ¯1,ω¯1Γabc « 0
we can consider the combination (3.2.45). Requiring this to vanish on-shell amounts
to
Dcω
1
ab « ´ξ¯1dRabcd, (3.2.56)
which holds as a consequence of the second equation in (3.2.54), when using that
DaDbξ¯
1
c « Rdabcξ¯1d, (3.2.57)
which can be shown as in [199] appendix C.3, and when also using (3.1.66). Finally,
δξ¯1,ω¯1Rabcd « 0, reduces on-shell to
ξ¯1fDfRabcd ` ω¯1 fa Rfbcd ` ω¯1 fb Rafcd ` ω¯1 fc Rabfd ` ω¯1 fd Rabcf « 0. (3.2.58)
This equation holds because one can show that, on-shell, the left-hand side is equal
to its opposite when using the previous relations (3.2.55), (3.2.6) together with the
Bianchi identities (3.1.44) and the on-shell symmetries of the Riemann tensor.
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3.3 Application to asymptotically flat 4d gravity
In this section, we illustrate the general results obtained in the first order formula-
tions presented above into a concrete situation. More precisely, starting from the
solution space of general relativity in asymptotically flat spacetime in NP formalism,
we compute the asymptotic symmetries, the currents and the breaking in their con-
servation laws. This derivation is done in a self-consistent way, without resorting to
the metric formulation. This contrasts with the approach used in [120, 158], where
the expressions of the currents in the NP formulation were obtained by translation
from the metric formalism. Our direct road allows us to extend the previous results
for a time-dependent (but non-dynamical) conformal factor P “ P pu, ζ, ζ¯q.
In this section (and this section only), we follow the conventions of [178] and work
with a metric of signature p`´´ ´q, which is more adapted to the NP literature. In
particular, one has to adapt some signs in the equations established in the previous
section before applying them here. We refer to our article [182] where the convention
p` ´ ´ ´q was chosen from the very beginning.
3.3.1 Newman-Penrose notations
Following the literature on NP formalism [197, 198, 200], we assign some notations
to the fields of the NP formulation introduced in subsection 3.2.3. In four spacetime
dimensions, the tetrads e1 “ l, e2 “ n, e3 “ m, e4 “ m¯ are chosen as null vectors,
ea ¨ eb “ ηab with
ηab “ ηab “
¨˚
˚˝0 1 0 01 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´1
0 0 ´1 0
‹˛‹‚. (3.3.1)
The components of the Lorentz connection are traded for the spin coefficients,
κ “ Γ311, pi “ ´Γ421,  “ 1
2
pΓ211 ´ Γ431q,
τ “ Γ312, ν “ ´Γ422, γ “ 1
2
pΓ212 ´ Γ432q,
σ “ Γ313, µ “ ´Γ423, β “ 1
2
pΓ213 ´ Γ433q,
ρ “ Γ314, λ “ ´Γ424, α “ 1
2
pΓ214 ´ Γ434q.
(3.3.2)
The other half of the spin coefficients are denoted with a bar on the symbols in the
left-hand sides and obtained by exchanging the index 3 and 4 on the right-hand
sides. The Weyl tensor Cabcd is encoded in terms of
Ψ0 “ ´C1313, Ψ1 “ ´C1213, Ψ2 “ ´C1342, Ψ3 “ ´C1242, Ψ4 “ ´C2324, (3.3.3)
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with the same rule as above for Ψ¯i, i “ 0, . . . , 4, while the Ricci tensor is organized
as
Φ00 “ ´12R11, Φ11 “ ´
1
4
pR12 `R34q, Φ22 “ ´12R22,
Φ02 “ ´12R33, Φ01 “ ´12R13, Φ12 “ ´12R23,
Φ20 “ ´12R44, Φ10 “ ´12R14, Φ21 “ ´12R24,
Λ˜ “ 1
24
R “ 1
12
pR12 ´R34q.
(3.3.4)
There is no torsion in the NP approach, T abc “ 0. In this case, the vacuum Einstein
equations in flat space are equivalent to the vanishing of the Φ’s. The equations
governing the NP quantities can then be interpreted as follows: (i) The metric
equations express commutators of tetrads in terms of spin coefficients. This is the
first of (3.1.26) when taking into account that Dabc “ 2Γarcbs in the absence of
torsion. (ii) The spin coefficient equations express directional derivatives of spin
coefficients in terms of spin coefficients and the Weyl and Ricci tensors. In the
torsion-free case, they are equivalent to the definition of Rabcd in (3.1.35). (iii) The
Bianchi identities express directional derivatives of the Ψ1s and Φ’s in terms of spin
coefficents and Ψ’s and Φ’s. They are equivalent to the second of (3.1.44) in the
absence of torsion.
3.3.2 Solution space
Four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity in the NP formalism
have been studied in [157,197,201] (see [178] for a summary and conventions appro-
priate to the current context). In terms of coordinates xµ “ pu, r, xAq, xA “ pζ, ζ¯q
and using the notations of section 3.3.1, the Newman-Unti solution space is entirely
determined by the conditions
κ “  “ pi “ 0, ρ “ ρ, τ “ α¯ ` β,
l “ BBr , n “
B
Bu ` U
B
Br `X
A B
BxA , m “ ω
B
Br ` L
A B
BxA ,
(3.3.5)
where U , XA, ω and LA are arbitrary functions of the coordinates, together with
the fall-off conditions
XA “ Opr´1q, Ψ0 “ Ψ00r´5 `Opr´6q, ρ “ ´1r `Opr
´3q, τ “ Opr´2q,
gABdx
AdxB “ ´2r2 dζdζ¯
P P¯
`Oprq.
(3.3.6)
Here, Ψ00 and P are arbitrary complex functions of pu, ζ, ζ¯q. Below we also use the
real function ϕpu, ζ, ζ¯q defined by PP¯ “ 2e´2ϕ. The associated asymptotic expan-
sion of the solution space in terms of Ψ0pu0, r, ζ, ζ¯q , pΨ02` Ψ¯02qpu0, ζ, ζ¯q, Ψ01pu0, ζ, ζ¯q
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at fixed u0 and of the asymptotic shear σ0pu, ζ, ζ¯q and the conformal factor P pu, ζ, ζ¯q
is summarized in appendix C.1. These data characterizing the solution space are
collectively denoted by χ.
On a space-like cut of I `, we use coordinates ζ, ζ¯, and the (rescaled) induced
metric
ds¯2 “ ´γ¯ABdxAdxB “ ´2pPP¯ q´1dζdζ¯ , (3.3.7)
with P¯P ą 0. For the unit sphere, we have ζ “ cot θ
2
eiφ in terms of standard
spherical coordinates and
PSpζ, ζ¯q “ 1?
2
p1` ζζ¯q. (3.3.8)
The covariant derivative on the 2 surface is encoded in the operators
ðηs “ PP¯´sB¯pP¯ sηsq “ P B¯ηs ` sP B¯ ln P¯ ηs “ P B¯ηs ` 2sα0ηs,
ðηs “ P¯P sBpP´sηsq “ P¯Bηs ´ sP¯B lnPηs “ P¯Bηs ´ 2sα0ηs, (3.3.9)
where s is the spin weight of the field η and B “ Bζ , B¯ “ Bζ¯ . The spin and conformal
weights of relevant fields are listed in Table 3.1. Complex conjugation transforms
Table 3.1: Spin and conformal weights
ð Bu γ0 ν0 µ0 σ0 λ0 Ψ04 Ψ03 Ψ02 Ψ01 Ψ00 Y
s 1 0 0 ´1 0 2 ´2 ´2 ´1 0 1 2 ´1
w ´1 ´1 ´1 ´2 ´2 ´1 ´2 ´3 ´3 ´3 ´3 ´3 1
the spin weight into its opposite and leaves the conformal weight unchanged. The
operators ð, ð respectively raise and lower the spin weight by one unit. The Lapla-
cian is ∆¯ “ 4e´2ϕBB¯ “ 2ðð. Note that P is of spin weight 1 and “holomorphic”,
ðP “ 0 and that
rð,ðsηs “ s
2
Rηs, (3.3.10)
with R “ ´4µ0 “ ∆¯ lnpPP¯ q, RS “ 2. We also have
rBu,ðsηs “ ´2pγ0ð` sðγ0qηs, rBu,ðsηs “ ´2pγ0ð´ sðγ0qηs. (3.3.11)
The components of the inverse metric associated with the tetrad given in (3.3.5)
is
g0µ “ δµ1 , grr “ 2pU ´ ωωq, grA “ XA ´ pωLA ` ωLAq, gAB “ ´pLALB ` LBLAq.
Note furthermore that if LA “ gABLB with gAB the two dimensional metric inverse
to gAB, then LALA “ ´1, LALA “ 0 “ LALA. The co-tetrad is given by
e1 “ ´rU `XApωLA ` ωLAqsdu` dr ` pωLA ` ωLAqdxA,
e2 “ du, e3 “ XALAdu´ LAdxA, e4 “ XALAdu´ LAdxA.
(3.3.12)
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3.3.3 Residual gauge transformations
The parameters of residual gauge transformations that preserve the solution space
are entirely determined by asking that conditions (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) be preserved
on-shell. This is worked out in detail in appendix C.2, where it is shown that these
parameters are given by
fpu, ζ, ζ¯q, Y ζ “ Y pζq, Y ζ¯ “ Y¯ pζ¯q, ω340 pu, ζ, ζ¯q. (3.3.13)
The associated residual gauge transformations are explicitly determined by the gauge
parameters,
ξu “ fpu, ζ, ζ¯q, ξA “ Y ApxAq ´ BBf
ż `8
r
drrLAL¯B ` L¯ALBs,
ξr “ ´Bufr ` 1
2
∆¯f ´ BAf
ż `8
r
drrωL¯A ` ω¯LA `XAs,
(3.3.14)
and
ω12 “Buf `XABAf, ω23 “ L¯ABAf, ω24 “ LABAf,
ω13 “pγ0 ` γ¯0qP¯Bf ´ P¯BuBf ` BAf
ż `8
r
drrλLA ` µL¯As,
ω14 “pγ0 ` γ¯0qP B¯f ´ PBuB¯f ` BAf
ż `8
r
drrλ¯L¯A ` µ¯LAs,
ω34 “ω340 pu, ζ, ζ¯q ´ BAf
ż `8
r
drrpα¯ ´ βqL¯A ` pβ¯ ´ αqLAs.
(3.3.15)
For the computations below, the leading orders of their asymptotic on-shell expan-
sions are also useful,
ξu “f, ξζ “ Y ´ P¯ðf
r
` σ
0P¯ðf
r2
`Opr´3q, ξ ζ¯ “ ξζ ,
ξr “´ rBuf ` 1
2
∆¯f ´ ðσ
0ðf ` ðσ0ðf
r
`Opr´2q,
(3.3.16)
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and
ω12 “Buf `Opr´3q, ω23 “ ðf
r
´ σ
0ðf
r2
` σ
0σ0ðf
r3
`Opr´4q,
ω13 “pγ0 ` γ0qðf ´ ðBuf ` λ
0ðf ` µ0ðf
r
´ σ
0µ0ðf ` σ0λ0ðf
r2
´ Ψ
0
2ðf
2r2
`Opr´3q,
ω34 “ω340 ` P¯B lnPðf ´ P B¯ ln P¯ðfr
` P B¯ ln P¯ σ¯
0ðf ´ P¯B lnPσ0ðf
r2
`Opr´3q,
(3.3.17)
with ω24 “ ω23, ω14 “ ω13, ω34 “ ´ω34.
3.3.4 Residual symmetry algebra
The variation of the free data parametrizing the solution space under residual gauge
transformation in terms of the parametrization provided by (3.3.13) is given by
δf,Y,ω0P “ PBuf ` fBuP ` Y BP ` Y¯ B¯P ´ P B¯Y¯ ` Pω340 , (3.3.18)
together with the variation of the rest of the free data and derived quantities that
is written in appendix C.3.
To make these variations more transparent, it is useful to re-parametrize residual
gauge symmetries through field-dependent redefinitions. In a first step, one trades
the real function Bufpu, ζ, ζ¯q and the imaginary ω340 pu, ζ, ζ¯q for a complex Ωpu, ζ, ζ¯q
according to
Buf “ 1
2
rB¯Y¯ ´ Y¯ B¯ lnpPP¯ q ` BY ´ Y B lnpPP¯ qs ` fpγ0 ` γ0q ` 1
2
pΩ` Ω¯q,
ω340 “ 12rB¯Y¯ ´ Y¯ B¯ lnP ` Y¯ B¯ ln P¯ ´ BY ` Y B ln P¯ ´ Y B lnP s
` fpγ0 ´ γ0q ` 1
2
pΩ´ Ω¯q.
(3.3.19)
It then follows that the first of (3.3.19) can be solved for f in terms of an integration
function TRpζ, ζ¯q, (called T˜ in [6, 121,158])
fpu, ζ, ζ¯q “ 1?
PP¯
rTRpζ, ζ¯q ` u˜
2
pBY ` B¯Y¯ q ´ Y Bu˜´ Y¯ B¯u˜` 1
2
pΩ˜` ¯˜Ωqs, (3.3.20)
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where
u˜ “
ż u
u0
du
a
PP¯ , Ω˜ “
ż u
u0
du
a
PP¯ Ω. (3.3.21)
This redefinition of parameters is such that
δY,TR,ΩP “ ΩP, (3.3.22)
together with the complex conjugate relation δY,TR,ΩP¯ “ Ω¯P¯ .
Denoting by φα the fields peaµ,Γabcq (together with the auxiliary fields Rabcd, λabcd
if useful), it follows from (3.2.42) that
rδξ1,ω1 , δξ2,ω2sφα “ δξˆ,ωˆφα,
ξˆµ “ rξ1, ξ2sµ, pωˆq ba “ ξ1ρBρω2ab ` ω1acω2cb ´ p1 Ø 2q,
(3.3.23)
when the gauge parameters ξ, ω are field-independent. In case gauge parameters do
depend on the fields, one finds instead
rδξ1,ω1 , δξ2,ω2sφα “ δξˆM ,ωˆMφα,
ξˆµM “ rξ1, ξ2sµ ´ δξ1,ω1ξµ2 ` δξ2,ω2ξµ1 ,
pωˆMq ba “ ξ1ρBρω2ab ` ω1acω2cb ´ δξ1,ω1ω2ab ´ p1 Ø 2q.
(3.3.24)
We now have the following result:
The gauge parameters pξrY, TR,Ωs, ωrY, TRΩsq equipped with the modified com-
mutator for field dependent gauge transformations realize the direct sum of the
abelian ideal of complex Weyl rescalings with the (extended) BMS algebra, bmsext4 ,
everywhere in the bulk spacetime,
ξˆM “ ξrYˆ , TˆR, Ωˆs, ωˆM “ ωrYˆ , TˆR, Ωˆs,
Yˆ A “ Y B1 BBY A2 ´ Y B2 BBY A1 ,
TˆR “ Y A1 BATR2 ` 12TR1BAY
A
2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
Ωˆ “ 0.
(3.3.25)
The proof follows by adapting the ones provided in [6,24,158] to the current set-up.
3.3.5 Action of symmetries on solutions
A further field-dependent redefinition consists in
Y “ P¯Y , Y¯ “ PY . (3.3.26)
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The transformations (C.1) then become
δsσ
0 “ rYð` Yð` 3
2
ðY ´ 1
2
ðY ` 3
2
Ω´ 1
2
Ω¯sσ0 ` fλ¯0 ´ ð2f,
δsΨ
0
0 “ rYð` Yð` 52ðY `
1
2
ðY ` 5
2
Ω` 1
2
Ω¯sΨ00 ` fðΨ01 ` 3fσ0Ψ02 ` 4Ψ01ðf,
δsΨ
0
1 “ rYð` Yð` 2ðY ` ðY ` 2Ω` Ω¯sΨ01 ` fðΨ02 ` 2fσ0Ψ03 ` 3Ψ02ðf,
δs
ˆ
Ψ02 ` Ψ¯02
2
˙
“ rYð` Yð` 3
2
ðY ` 3
2
ðY ` 3
2
Ω` 3
2
Ω¯s
ˆ
Ψ02 ` Ψ¯02
2
˙
` 1
2
pfðΨ03 ` fσ0Ψ04 ` 2Ψ03ðf ` (c.c.qq,
(3.3.27)
while (C.2)-(C.4) read as
δsΨ
1
0 “
“Yð` Yð` 3ðY ` ðY ` 3Ω` Ω¯‰Ψ10
´ ð“5ðfΨ00 ` fðΨ00 ` 4fΨ01σ0‰, (3.3.28)
δsΨ
2
0 “
“Yð` Yð` 7
2
ðY ` 3
2
ðY ` 7
2
Ω` 3
2
Ω¯
‰
Ψ20
` “´ 3∆¯f ´ ðfð´ 3ðfð´ 1
2
fðð´ 5
4
fR
‰
Ψ10
` “´ 5fΨ02 ´ 52fΨ¯02 ` 52fσ0ð2 ` 5fðσ0ð` 3fðσ¯0ð` 12fσ¯0ð2 ` 52fð2σ¯0 ` 52fσ0λ0
` 5ðσ0ðf ` 15ðσ¯0ðf ` 5σ0ðfð` 3σ¯0ðfð‰Ψ00
` “5fΨ01 ` 12σ0σ¯0ðf ` 12fσ0ðσ¯0 ` 2fðσ0σ¯0 ` 92fσ0σ¯0ð‰Ψ01
` 15
2
fpσ0q2σ¯0Ψ02, (3.3.29)
δsΨ
n
0 “
“Yð` Yð` 5` n
2
ðY ` 1` n
2
ðY ` 5` n
2
Ω` 1` n
2
Ω¯
‰
Ψn0
` pinhomogeneous termsq. (3.3.30)
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Finally, the variations (C.5) are given by
δsλ
0 “ rYð` Yð` 2ðY ` 2Ω¯sλ0 ´ fΨ04 ´ 12ð
2pðY ` ðYq,
δsΨ
0
2 “ rYð` Yð` 32ðY `
3
2
ðY ` 3
2
Ω` 3
2
Ω¯sΨ02
` fðΨ03 ` fσ0Ψ04 ` 2Ψ03ðf,
δsΨ
0
3 “ rYð` Yð` ðY ` 2ðY ` Ω` 2Ω¯sΨ03 ` fðΨ04 `Ψ04ðf,
δsΨ
0
4 “ rYð` Yð` 12ðY `
5
2
ðY ` 1
2
Ω` 5
2
Ω¯sΨ04
` fBuΨ04 ` 2p2γ0 ` γ0qΨ04.
(3.3.31)
3.3.6 Reduction of solution space
Besides conditions (3.3.5) and (3.3.6), additional constraints may be imposed on
solution space. A standard choice is to fix the conformal factor P to be equal to PS
given in (3.3.8). We also fix P here, without committing to a specific value. In other
words, we consider P to be part of the background structure. As a consequence,
infinitesimal complex Weyl rescalings (whose finite counterparts have been discussed
in [178]) are frozen and Ω “ 0 in the formulas above, while in the formulas below,
s stands for pY ,Y , TR, 0q. The main reason we do not perform the analysis below
while keeping P pu, ζ, ζ¯q arbitrary is computational simplicity. We plan to return
elsewhere to a detailed discussion of the current algebra and its interpretation when
complex Weyl rescalings are allowed.
3.3.7 Breaking and co-dimension 2 form
Under this additional constraint on the solution space, the invariant presymplectic
current can be computed using equation (3.2.53),
Wrφ, δsφ, φs “ ´W rsp0qdudζdζ¯ `Opr´1q, (3.3.32)
where
W rsp0q “ 18piGPP¯
´
δσ0δsλ
0 ` δσ0δsλ0 ´ δλ0δsσ0 ´ δλ0δsσ0
¯
. (3.3.33)
The expression containing the information about the non-conservation of the cur-
rents, it should not come as a surprise that it involves the news functions encoded
in λ0 and λ¯0.
Furthermore, the co-dimension 2 form (3.2.52) takes the form
ksrφ; δφs “ kursp0qdζdζ¯ ´ kζrsp0qdudζ¯ ` kζ¯rsp0qdudζ `Opr´1q, (3.3.34)
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where
kursp0q “ ´ 1PP¯8piG
´
δ
“
fpΨ02 ` σ0λ0q ` Ypσ0ðσ0 ` 12ðpσ
0σ0q `Ψ01q
´ 1
2
ðpYσ0σ0q ´ rðpYσ0q‰´ fλ0δσ0 ` c.c.¯, (3.3.35)
kζrsp0q “ ´
1
P8piG
´
δ
“Ypλ0σ0 ´Ψ02q ´ fΨ03 ` 12ðσ0pðY ´ ðYq ` 12σ0ðpðY ´ ðYq
´ λ0ðf ` rYpλ0 ` σ0pγ0 ` σ0qq‰´ Ypλ0δσ0 ` λ0δσ0q¯, (3.3.36)
and kζ¯rsp0q given by the complex conjugate. By construction
Bukursp0q ` Bζkζrsp0q ` Bζ¯kζ¯rsp0q “ ´W rsp0q, (3.3.37)
which may also be checked by direct computation. Note that kursp0q, k
ζr
sp0q, k
ζ¯r
sp0q also
contain, in addition to a finite contribution, linearly divergent terms when r Ñ 8.
Following [120], the latter can be removed through an exact 2-form Bρηµνρs . Defining
P¯ ηrurζ¯ss “ N us “ ´rYσ0 ´ 12Yσ
0σ0, ηrζrζ¯ss “ N ζs “ 0, (3.3.38)
and splitting into an integrable part
J us “ ´ 18piG
“
fpΨ02 ` σ0λ0q ` Yrσ0ðσ0 `Ψ01 ` 12ðpσ
0σ0qs ` c.c.‰, (3.3.39)
J ζs “ 18piG
„
YΨ02 ` fΨ03 ` 12Ypλ
0σ0 ´ λ0σ0q ` 1
2
ðσ0pðY ´ ðYq
´ 1
2
σ0ðpðY ´ ðYq ` λ0ðf

, (3.3.40)
and a non-integrable one
Θus pδχq “ 18piGpfλ
0δσ0 ` c.c.q, Θζspδχq “ 18piGYpλ
0δσ0 ` λ0δσ0q, (3.3.41)
one finally arrives at
δJ us “ PP¯ rkursp0q ´ B¯ηrurζ¯ss ´ Bηrurζss s ´Θus ,
δJ ζs “ P rkζrsp0q ` Buηrurζss ` B¯ηrζ¯rζss s ´Θζs,
(3.3.42)
where J ζ¯s ,Θζ¯s are the complex conjugates of J ζs ,Θζs. The results of [120] are recovered
when taking P to be u-independent, which implies γ0 “ γ0 “ 0 and λ0 “ 9σ0. The
associated forms are given by
Js “ pPP¯ q´1J us dζdζ¯ ´ P´1J ζs dudζ¯ ` P¯´1J ζ¯s dudζ,
θs “ pPP¯ q´1Θusdζdζ¯ ´ P´1Θζsdudζ¯ ` P¯´1Θζ¯sdudζ.
(3.3.43)
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3.3.8 Current algebra
Using the relations of appendix C.4, the first independent component of the current
algebra can be written as
δs2J us1 `Θus2pδs1χq « J urs1,s2s `Kus1,s2 ` ðLs1,s2 ` ðLs1,s2 , (3.3.44)
where
Kus1,s2 “
1
8piG
”´1
2
σ0
“
f1ð2pðY2 ` ðY2q
‰´ f1ðf2ðµ0 ´ p1 Ø 2q¯` c.c.ı, (3.3.45)
and
Ls1,s2 “ Y2J us1 ´ f2J ζ¯s1
´ 1
8piG
”`1
2
pðY1 ` ðY1qðf2 ´ 1
2
Y1ð2f2 ´ Y1ððf2
˘
σ0
´ 1
2
Y1ð2f2σ0 ´ Y1ðf2ðσ0 ` Y1ðf2ðσ0 ´ f1ðf2λ0
ı
. (3.3.46)
The second independent component of the current algebra is
δs2J ζ¯s1 `Θζ¯s2pδs1χq « J ζ¯rs1,s2s `Kζ¯s1,s2 ´ BuLs1,s2 ´ 2γ0Ls1,s2 ` ðMs1,s2 , (3.3.47)
where
Kζ¯s1,s2 “ ´
1
8piG
”
f2ðf1ðν0 ` 1
2
ðf1ð
3Y2 ` Y1ðf2ðµ0 ` f1Y2pσ0ðν0 ` σ0ðν0q
` 1
2
Y2ð2pðY1 ` ðY1qσ0 ` 1
2
Y2ð2pðY1 ` ðY1qσ0 ´ p1 Ø 2q
ı
, (3.3.48)
and
Ms1,s2 “ Y2J ζ¯s1 ´
1
8piG
”1
2
ðpðY1 ´ ðY1qðf2 ` 1
2
ðY1ððf2
ı
´ c.c.. (3.3.49)
3.3.9 Cocycle condition
The components of Ks1,s2 satisfy the 2-cocycle conditions
Kurs1,s2s,s3 ` δs3Kus1,s2 ` cyclicp1, 2, 3q “ ðNs1,s2,s3 ` ðN s1,s2,s3 , (3.3.50)
where
Ns1,s2,s3 “ ´f3Kζ¯s1,s2 ` cyclicp1, 2, 3q, (3.3.51)
and
Kζ¯rs1,s2s,s3`δs3Kζ¯s1,s2`cyclicp1, 2, 3q “ ´BuNs1,s2,s3´2γ0Ns1,s2,s3`ðOs1,s2,s3 , (3.3.52)
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where
Os1,s2,s3 “ ´ 18piGY3
”
pf1Y2 ´ f2Y1qσ0ðν0 ` 1
2
σ0pY2ð3Y1 ´ Y1ð3Y2q
` 1
2
pðf1ð3Y2 ´ ðf2ð3Y1q ` pf2ðf1 ´ f1ðf2qðν0
ı
´ c.c.` cyclicp1, 2, 3q. (3.3.53)
A situation where this 2-cocycle is relevant is discussed in [146].
3.3.10 Discussion
The results obtained in this section generalize the results discussed in one of the
examples of subsection 2.3.3 for an arbitrary time-dependent non-dynamical con-
formal factor P “ P pu, ζ, ζ¯q and in the Newman-Penrose formalism. In particular,
equations (3.3.33), (3.3.39), (3.3.41) and (3.3.44) can be compared with (2.3.68),
(2.3.60) and (2.3.62).
Let us now give some comments about the results. The BMS current algebra
discussed in the previous section not only involves a consistent mathematical struc-
ture, but also contains some physical information on the system that would have
been lost by considering only an integrable piece in the currents. To illustrate this
claim, let us restrict ourselves to globally well-defined quantities on the sphere, with
P “ PS “ 1?2p1 ` ζζ¯q, there are no superrotations and Kus1,s2 “ 0 “ Kζ¯s1,s2 . In this
case, BMS charges are defined by integrating the forms (3.3.43) at fixed retarded
time over the celestial sphere,
Qs “
ż
u“cte
Js “
ż
u“cte
pPSP¯Sq´1J us dζdζ¯ (3.3.54)
(see one of the example in subsection 2.3.3). If one also defines
Θs “
ż
u“cte
θs “
ż
u“cte
pPSP¯Sq´1Θusdζdζ¯ , (3.3.55)
and the bracket
tQs1 , Qs2u˚ “ δs2Qs1 `Θs2rδs1χs, (3.3.56)
the integrated version of equation (3.3.44), becomes
tQs1 , Qs2u˚ “ Qrs1,s2s, (3.3.57)
This charge algebra contains for instance information on non-conservation of BMS
charges. Indeed, let us take s2 “ Bu, by which we mean that TR “ PSP¯S, Y “
0 “ Y¯ , so that f “ 1,Y “ 0 “ Y¯ . In this case, equation (3.3.57) together with the
definition on the left-hand side in (3.3.56) becomes
δBuQs `ΘBurδsχs “ Qrs,Bus. (3.3.58)
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When using that
d
du
Qs “ δBuQs ` BBuQs, (3.3.59)
and BBuQs “ QBs{Bu “ ´Qrs,Bus, it follows that
d
du
Qs “ ´ΘBurδsχs. (3.3.60)
If one now chooses s “ Bu, one recovers the Bondi mass loss formula.
More generally, equation (3.3.44) is the local version of (3.3.57), where super-
rotations and arbitrary fixed P pu, ζ, ζ¯q are allowed. When choosing s2 “ Bu in
that equation, it encodes the non-conservation of BMS currents (cf. equation (4.22)
in [120]). For particular choices of s1, it controls the time evolution of the Bondi
mass and angular momentum aspects.
Even though we concentrated here on the case of standard Einstein gravity, all
the kinematics is in place to generalize the constructions to gravitational theories
with higher derivatives and/or dynamical torsion.
For the most part of section 3.3, the standard discussion has been extended to
include an arbitrary u-dependent conformal factor P . This has been done so as to
manifestly include the Robinson-Trautman solution [202,203] in the solution space.
The application of the current set-up to these solutions requires the inclusion of a
dynamical conformal factor in the derivation of the current algebra.
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Chapter 4
Generalized BMS4 and renormalized
phase space
In section 3.3, we discussed the solution space of four-dimensional general relativity
in asymptotically flat spacetime (AF2) (see equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.17) for these
boundary conditions in metric formalism). Furthermore, we investigated the asso-
ciated phase space, assuming the conformal factor to be non-dynamical. As stated
in subsection 2.2.4, the asymptotic symmetry algebra is given by the extended BMS
algebra written as bmsext4 , namely the semi-direct sum between the superrotations
diffpS1q ‘ diffpS1q and the supertranslations s˚ [5, 6, 121].
In this chapter, we consider another set of boundary conditions (AF1) (see equa-
tions (2.2.15) and (2.2.16)) corresponding to a new definition of asymptotic flatness.
We also study the associated asymptotic symmetry algebra and phase space. The
former is given by a new extension of the global BMS algebra, called the general-
ized BMS algebra. This is given by bmsgen4 “ diffpS2q ` s [8, 12, 13, 164, 204]. This
alternative extension of the global BMS algebra is motivated by two points: piq it is
essential to establish the full equivalence between Ward identities for superrotations
and subleading soft graviton theorem, and piiq bmsgen4 is obtained in the flat limit of
bmsΛ4 , the latter being a version of BMS in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime.
In section 4.1, we recall the set of boundary conditions that leads to the gener-
alized BMS group and we discuss the associated solution space. In section 4.2, we
compute the corresponding symplectic structure and notice the presence of diver-
gences in „ r. We renormalize these divergences by using the Iyer-Wald ambiguity
and obtain a finite symplectic structure, from which we derive the charge algebra.
This chapter has strong intersections with [8].
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4.1 Generalized BMS4 group and solution space
4.1.1 Solution space
We recall that the Bondi gauge (2.2.10) leads to coordinates pu, r, xAq where u labels
null outgoing geodesic congruences, r is a parameter along these geodesics, and xA
are two coordinates on the 2-sphere. The Bondi metric is parametrized as
ds2 “ V
r
e2βdu2 ´ 2e2βdudr ` gABpdxA ´ UAduqpdxB ´ UBduq, (4.1.1)
where gAB satisfies the determinant condition
Br
ˆ
detpgABq
r4
˙
“ 0. (4.1.2)
We choose the definition (AF1) of asymptotic flatness (equations (2.2.15) and
(2.2.16)) and repeat it here:
β “ op1q, V
r
“ opr2q, UA “ op1q,
gAB “ r2qAB ` rCAB `DAB `Opr´1q, ?q “ ?q¯
(4.1.3)
Using these gauge and fall-off conditions, the Einstein equations entirely determine
the solution space (see equations (2.2.48) for a parametrization of the solution space).
Furthermore, we assume two additional constraints:
DAB “ 0, ?q¯ “
a
q˚ (4.1.4)
where DAB is the trace-free part of DAB and q˚ is the determinant of the unit 2-sphere
metric. The first condition in (4.1.4) guarantees that there is no logarithmic term
in the expansion of β and UA. The second condition ensures that l “ Bu ln?q¯ “ 0.
The solution space is then explicitly given by
V
r
“ ´R
2
` 2M
r
`Opr´2q,
β “ ´ 1
32r2
CABCAB `Opr´3q,
gAB “ r2qAB ` rCAB ` 1
4
qABC
CDCCD `Opr´1q,
UA “ ´ 1
2r2
DBC
AB ´ 2
3
1
r3
„
NA ´ 1
2
CABDCCBC

`Opr´4q
(4.1.5)
where all functions appearing in the expansions of 1
r
depend upon u and xA. All
2-sphere indices in (4.1.5) are raised and lowered with qAB, and DA is the Levi-
Civita connection associated with qAB. The determinant condition (4.1.2) imposes
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in particular that qABCAB “ 0. CAB is otherwise completely arbitrary, and its time
derivative NAB “ BuCAB is the Bondi news tensor which describes gravitational
radiation.
Let us recall that the Einstein equations impose the following time evolution
equations:
BuqAB “ 0, (4.1.6)
BuM “ ´1
8
NABN
AB ` 1
4
DADBN
AB ` 1
8
DAD
AR, (4.1.7)
BuNA “ DAM ` 1
16
DApNBCCBCq ´ 1
4
NBCDACBC
´ 1
4
DBpCBCNAC ´NBCCACq ´ 1
4
DBD
BDCCAC (4.1.8)
` 1
4
DBDADCC
BC ` 1
4
CABD
BR˚.
HereMpu, xAq is the Bondi mass aspect, NApu, xBq is the angular momentum aspect.
Concerning this quantity, our conventions are those of Barnich-Troessaert [6, 121]
(also followed by [205]), but differ from those of Flanagan-Nichols pFNq [169] and
Hawking-Perry-Strominger pHPSq [35]. Here is the dictionary to match the different
conventions:
N
pFNq
A “ NA `
1
4
CABDCC
BC ` 3
32
BApCBCCBCq, (4.1.9)
N
pHPSq
A “ N pFNqA ´ uDAM. (4.1.10)
4.1.2 Asymptotic Killing vectors
The asymptotic Killing vectors ξµ are obtained by imposing the preservation of the
Bondi gauge (equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2)) and the asymptotic flatness conditions
(equations (4.1.3) and (4.1.4)). They are explicitly given by
ξu “ fpu, xAq,
ξA “ Y Apu, xAq ` IA, IA “ ´DBf
ż 8
r
dr1pe2βgABq,
ξr “ ´1
2
rpDAY A `DAIA ´ UBDBfq,
(4.1.11)
with Brf “ BrY A “ 0. Furthermore, the parameters satisfy
BuY A “ 0 ðñ Y A “ Y ApxBq,
Buf “ 1
2
DAY
A ðñ f “ T pxBq ` u
2
DAY
A.
(4.1.12)
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We can perform the radial integration in (4.1.11) to get a perturbative expression of
the infinitesimal residual diffeomorphisms using the explicit solution space (4.1.5):
ξu “ f, (4.1.13)
ξA “ Y A ´ 1
r
DAf ` 1
r2
ˆ
1
2
CABDBf
˙
` 1
r3
ˆ
´ 1
16
CBCC
BCDAf
˙
`Opr´4q,
(4.1.14)
ξr “ ´1
2
rDAY
A ` 1
2
DAD
Af ` 1
r
ˆ
´1
2
DAC
ABDBf ´ 1
4
CABDADBf
˙
`Opr´2q.
(4.1.15)
The asymptotic Killing vectors are spanned by diffpS2q super-Lorentz transforma-
tions generated by Y ApxBq and by (smooth) supertranslations generated by T pxAq.
We therefore denote them as ξpT, Y q. Notice that in chapters 4 and 5 (and only in
these chapters), we find it convenient to call the extension of the Lorentz transforma-
tions as the super-Lorentz transformations instead of superrotations. Any 2-vector
on the sphere can be decomposed into a divergence-free part and a rotational-free
part. A super-Lorentz transformation whose pullback on the celestial sphere is
divergence-free is a superrotation. This generalizes the rotations. A super-Lorentz
transformation whose pullback on the celestial sphere is rotational-free is a super-
boost. This generalizes the boosts.
4.1.3 Asymptotic symmetry algebra
As discussed in subsection 2.2.4, to obtain the asymptotic symmetry algebra, one
has to consider the modified Lie bracket
rξ1, ξ2sA “ rξ1, ξ2s ´
`
δgξ1ξ2 ´ δgξ2ξ1
˘
, (4.1.16)
where δgξ1ξ2 denotes the variation of ξ2 caused by the Lie dragging along ξ1 of the
metric contained in the definition of ξ2. We find
rξpT1, Y A1 q, ξpT2, Y A2 qsA “ ξpTˆ , Yˆ q, (4.1.17)
where
Tˆ “ Y A1 DAT2 ` 12T1DAY
A
2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
Yˆ A “ Y B1 DBY A2 ´ p1 Ø 2q.
(4.1.18)
This defines the generalized BMS algebra bmsgen4 . It consists of the semi-direct sum
of the diffeomorphism algebra on the celestial 2-sphere diffpS2q and the abelian ideal
s of supertranslations, consisting of arbitrary smooth densities (of weight ´1{2) on
the 2-sphere:
bmsgen4 “ diffpS2q ` s. (4.1.19)
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4.1.4 Action on the solution space
The vectors (4.1.11) preserve the solution space in the sense that infinitesimally
LξpT,Y qgµνrφis “ gµνrφi ` δpT,Y qφis ´ gµνrφis (4.1.20)
where φi “ tqAB, CAB,M,NAu denotes the collection of relevant fields that describe
the metric in Bondi gauge. The action of the vectors preserve the form of the metric
but modify the fields φi, in such a way that the above equation is verified. We can
show that
δpT,Y qqAB “ 2DpAYBq ´DCY CqAB, (4.1.21)
δpT,Y qCAB “ rfBu ` LY ´ 1
2
DCY
CsCAB ´ 2DADBf ` qABDCDCf, (4.1.22)
δpT,Y qNAB “ rfBu ` LY sNAB ´ pDADBDCY C ´ 1
2
qABDCD
CDDY
Dq, (4.1.23)
δpT,Y qM “ rfBu ` LY ` 3
2
DCY
CsM ` 1
4
DAfD
AR (4.1.24)
` 1
8
DCDBDAY
ACBC ` 1
4
NABDADBf ` 1
2
DAfDBN
AB, (4.1.25)
δpT,Y qNA “ rfBu ` LY `DCY CsNA ` 3MDAf ´ 3
16
DAfNBCC
BC
´ 1
32
DADBY
BCCDC
CD ` 1
4
pDBfR˚ `DBDCDCfqCAB
´ 3
4
DBfpDBDCCAC ´DADCCBCq ` 3
8
DApDCDBfCBCq
` 1
2
pDADBf ´ 1
2
DCD
CfqABqDCCBC ` 1
2
DBfN
BCCAC . (4.1.26)
Note that the boundary Ricci scalar R transforms as
δpT,Y qR “ Y ADAR `DAY AR `D2DBY B. (4.1.27)
4.2 Renormalized phase space
In this section, we define an extended phase space invariant under the action of
DiffpS2q super-Lorentz transformations and supertranslations. Super-Lorentz trans-
formations are overleading in the sense that they change the boundary metric, which
is usually fixed in standard asymptotically flat spacetimes. We can therefore expect
that a renormalization procedure will be required. In this context, we use the
Iyer-Wald procedure described in subsection 2.3.4 that allows us to remove the di-
vergences by utilizing the ambiguity in the definition of the presymplectic potential.
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4.2.1 Presymplectic potential
In the metric formalism, the canonical presymplectic potential is given in equation
(2.3.74). Plugging the solution space (4.1.5) into this expression, we obtain
θurg; δgs “ r θupdivq ` θup0q ` r´1θup1q `Opr´2q, (4.2.1)
θrrg; δgs “ r θrpdivq ` θrp0q `Opr´1q. (4.2.2)
We have θupdivq9δ?q and therefore θupdivq “ 0 as a result of the boundary condition
(4.1.3). Furthermore, we find θup1q “ 0. The other components are
θup0q “
?
q
16piG
1
2
CABδq
AB, (4.2.3)
θrpdivq “ ´
?
q
16piG
δR ´ 1
2
?
q
16piG
NABδq
AB, (4.2.4)
θrp0q “ ´
?
q
16piG
δ
„
1
8
NABCAB ´ 2M ` 1
2
DADBC
AB

`θ¯flux `
?
q
16piG
DA
„
1
2
DCCBCδq
AB

, (4.2.5)
where we define with hindsight the important quantity
θ¯flux ”
?
q
16piG
”1
2
NABδC
AB ´ 1
4
RCABδq
AB ´ 1
2
DCCBCDAδq
AB
ı
. (4.2.6)
We note that one can isolate a total derivative and a total variation as
θup0q “ ´BrY ur, (4.2.7)
rθrpdivq “ ´BuY ru ´ δp?qR rq “ ´BuY ru ´ BAY rA (4.2.8)
where Y ur “ ´Y ru “ ´r 1
2
?
q
16piG
CABδq
AB and Y rA “ r 1
16piG
θA2dpq; δqq is r times
the presymplectic potential of the two-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action, BAθA2d “
δp?qRq.
4.2.2 Presymplectic form
The bare Lee-Wald presymplectic form is given by ωrg; δg, δgs “ δθrg; δgs (see
equation (2.3.72)). We have already obtained that the bare presymplectic potential
θrg; δgs is divergent (see (4.2.1) and (4.2.2)). However, it is ambiguous under the
change θrg; δgs Ñ θrg; δgs´dYrg; δgs, where Yrg; δgs is a co-dimension 2 form (see
(2.3.81) and the associated discussion). We have already identified in (4.2.7) and
(4.2.8) the counterterms required to make the presymplectic potential finite.
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Let us discuss this point in detail, starting from the bare presymplectic form.
We have
ωu “
?
q
16piG
ˆ
1
2
δqAB ^ δCAB
˙
`Opr´2q, (4.2.9)
ωr “ ´r
?
q
16piG
ˆ
1
2
δNAB ^ δqAB
˙
(4.2.10)
`
?
q
16piG
„
1
2
δ
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
RqAB
˙
^ δCAB ` 1
2
δpDADCCBCq ^ δqAB

`Opr´1q.
Clearly, such a presymplectic form is divergent. After choosing the boundary term
Yrg; δgs as in (4.2.7) and (4.2.8), the presymplectic form becomes well-defined,
ωuren “ Opr´2q, (4.2.11)
ωrren “
?
q
16piG
„
1
2
δ
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
RqAB
˙
^ δCAB ` 1
2
δpDADCCBCq ^ δqAB

`Opr´1q.
(4.2.12)
Since Y Ar is exact, it does not contribute here. This defines the presymplectic
structure at I `
Ωrenrg; δg, δgs
“ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω
„
1
2
δ
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
RqAB
˙
^ δCAB ` 1
2
δpDADCCCB q ^ δqAB

“
ż
I`
du d2x
`
δθ¯fluxrg; δgs
˘
, (4.2.13)
where θ¯flux is defined in (4.2.6), after discarding a boundary term.
4.2.3 Infinitesimal surface charges
The purq-component of the bare Iyer-Wald co-dimension 2 form is
kurξ rg; δgs “ ´δQurξ rgs `Qurδξ rgs ` ξuθrrg; δgs ´ ξrθurg; δgs (4.2.14)
(we note the presence of the term Qurδξ rgs compared to the expression (2.3.73), as
already discussed in the footnote 16 of subsection 2.3.4). Expanding in powers of
1{r, we get
kurξ rg; δgs “ rkurpdivq ` kurp0q `Opr´1q. (4.2.15)
We define {δH¯ξ “
ş
S28
kξrg; δgs. The divergent term is
{δH¯pdivqξ “
1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
δpY ADBCBA q ´ fδR ´ 12fNABδq
AB ` 1
4
DCY
CqABδC
AB

(4.2.16)
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while the finite term is
{δH¯p0qξ “
1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
δ
ˆ
4fM ` 2Y ANA ` 1
16
Y ADApCBCCBCq
˙
(4.2.17)
` 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
qABR
˙
δCAB
`DAfDCCBCδqAB ` 1
2
fDAD
CCBCδq
AB ´ 1
4
D2fqABδC
AB

.
Clearly, the charges are neither finite nor integrable.
For covariant counter-term Yrg; δgs, the modification at the level of the co-
dimension 2 form is
kurξ Ñ kurξ ´ δY urrg;Lξgs ` Y urrg;Lδξgs ` ξu∆θr ´ ξr∆θu. (4.2.18)
More specifically, for the Yrg; δgs given in (4.2.7) and (4.2.8), we have
´δY urrg;Lξgs “ 1
2
r
?
q
16piG
δ
`
CABδpT,Y qqAB
˘
; (4.2.19)
Y urrg;Lδξgs “ 0, (4.2.20)
where the last equation follows from the fact that the fields are not modified by δξ
at leading order in r. Moreover,
ξu∆θr “ fpBuY ru ` BAY rAq “ 1
2
r
?
q
16piG
fNABδq
AB `
?
q
16piG
r pfδRq ; (4.2.21)
´ξr∆θu “ ´ξrpBrY urq “ ´1
4
?
q
16piG
rDCY
CCABδq
AB ` 1
4
?
q
16piG
DCD
CfCABδq
AB `Opr´1q.
(4.2.22)
Here, the Op1q part in (4.2.22) is due to the Op1q contribution from ξr, and exactly
cancels the last non-integrable term at Op1q in the charges (4.2.17).
We see that any divergent term will disappear due to this choice of Y ur, and the
infinitesimal surface charges reduce to
{δH intermediateξ “ 116piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
δ
ˆ
4fM ` 2Y ANA ` 1
16
Y ADApCBCCBCq
˙
` 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
qABR
˙
δCAB ` 1
2
DApfDCCCB qδqAB

.
(4.2.23)
Before proceeding, let us notice a very subtle point. Using the Iyer-Wald ambiguity,
we saw that Yrg; δgs allowed us to cancel the divergent part of the presymplectic
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form, but did not affect the finite part. However, when reporting this Iyer-Wald
modification at the level of the co-dimension 2 form in (4.2.18), we showed that it
affected the finite part of the charges. This is in tension with the fact that the co-
dimension 2 form is completely determined by the presymplectic potential through
the fundamental relation (2.3.77). This apparent discrepancy in the formalism is
due to an inappropriate use of the algorithm that brings the renormalization at the
level of the charge. More precisely, the formula (4.2.18) is valid only for Yrg; δgs
covariant with respect to the bulk and thus does not hold in our current context.
We therefore used an alternative way to obtain the surface charges and checked that
the finite part (4.2.17) of the bare charge satisfies the fundamental relation
Buδ{H¯p0qξ “ ´Ωrenrg; δξg, δgs, (4.2.24)
where Ωrenrg; δξg, gs is the renormalized symplectic form given in (4.2.13). The final
renormalized infinitesimal charge is finite and given explicitly by
{δHξ “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
δ
ˆ
4fM ` 2Y ANA ` 1
16
Y ADApCBCCBCq
˙
` 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
qABR
˙
δCAB
`DAfDCCBCδqAB ` 1
2
fDAD
CCBCδq
AB ´ 1
4
D2fqABδC
AB

.
(4.2.25)
When qAB is the fixed unit metric on the sphere, it reproduces the expression of
Barnich-Troessaert [121] (see equations (2.3.59) and (2.3.60)).
The infinitesimal surface charges can be written as
{δHξrgs “ δHξrgs ` Ξξrg; δgs, (4.2.26)
where
Hξrgs “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
ˆ
4fM ` 2Y ANA ` 1
16
Y ADApCBCCBCq
˙
(4.2.27)
and
Ξξrg; δgs “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
qABR
˙
δCAB `DAfDCCBCδqAB
`1
2
fDAD
CCBCδq
AB ´ 1
4
D2fqABδC
AB

.
(4.2.28)
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Of course, the canonical Hamiltonian (4.2.27) cannot be deduced solely from the
relation (4.2.26) since one can shift Hξ as
{δHξrgs “ δpHξrgs `∆Hξrgsq ` Ξξrg; δgs ´ δ∆Hξrgs. (4.2.29)
We therefore need additional input to fix the finite Hamiltonian. This is discussed
in subsection 5.3.
4.2.4 Charge algebra
After an involved computation, we get the following charge algebra
δξ2Hξ1rgs ` Ξξ2rg, δξ1gs “ Hrξ1,ξ2sArgs `Kξ1,ξ2rgs. (4.2.30)
In this relation,
Ξξ2rg; δξ1gs “ 116piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f2
ˆ
NAB ` 1
2
qABR
˙
δξ1CAB `DAf2DCCBCδξ1qAB
`1
2
f2DAD
CCBCδξ1q
AB ´ 1
4
D2f2qABδξ1C
AB

.
(4.2.31)
Furthermore, the 2-cocycle Kξ1,ξ2rgs is antisymmetric and satisfies
Krξ1,ξ2s,ξ3 ` δξ3Kξ1,ξ2 ` cyclicp1, 2, 3q “ 0. (4.2.32)
It is given explicitly by
Kξ1,ξ2rgs “ 116piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
1
2
f1DAf2D
AR˚ ` 1
2
CBCf1DBDCDDY
D
2 ´ p1 Ø 2q

.
(4.2.33)
The result (4.2.30) is the analogue of (2.3.62) (or (3.3.44) in NP formalism), but
for diffpS2q superrotations.
Chapter 5
Vacuum structure, superboost
transitions and refraction memory
In section 5.1, we study the vacuum structure of the gravitational field in asymp-
totically flat spacetimes for both extensions of the BMS group. This analysis shows
that one field in the metric that is turned on after acting with superboost trans-
formations exhibits the properties of a Liouville field. Furthermore, in section 5.2,
we argue that this field is precisely the memory field associated with the velocity
kick/refraction memory effects. In section 5.3, using some definitions introduced in
the previous sections, we propose a prescription to obtain meaningful finite charges
out of (4.2.25). Applying this procedure, we find precisely the charges needed to
establish the equivalence between Ward identities and soft theorems.
5.1 Vacuum structure
The orbit of Minkowski spacetime under the BMS group is defined as the class
of Riemann-flat metrics obtained by exponentiating a general BMS transforma-
tion starting from Minkowski spacetime as a seed. The subset of this orbit where
only supertranslations act are the non-equivalent vacua of asymptotically flat space-
times, which are characterized, contrary to Minkowski spacetime, by non-vanishing
super-Lorentz charges, while all Poincaré charges remain zero [102]. In the global
BMS case, the exponentiation leads to a single fundamental field labeling inequiv-
alent vacua: the supertranslation field CpxAq. The displacement memory effect is
a transition among vacua mediated by gravitational or other null radiation, which
effectively induces a supertranslation of C [101].
For the extended BMS asymptotic symmetry group, this exponentiation leads
to two fundamental fields: the supertranslation field and what we will call the
superboost or Liouville field Φ. The corresponding solution in Bondi and Newman-
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Unti gauges was constructed in [102]. Here, we extend the construction to finite
DiffpS2q super-Lorentz transformations following methods similar to the appendix
of [103]. The corresponding boundary fields will also be the supertranslation C
and superboost Φ fields, complemented by an additional superrotation field Ψ. To
understand the memory effects associated with super-Lorentz transformations, we
start by deriving the structure of the vacua.
5.1.1 Generation of the vacua
In this subsection, we construct the finite diffeomorphisms associated with the
asymptotic Killing vectors (4.1.13-4.1.15) acting on the Minkowski space. We start
from the Minkowski metric written in complex plane coordinates1
ds2 “ ´2ducdrc ` 2r2cdzcdz¯c. (5.1.1)
We define the background structures
γab “
„
0 1
1 0

, ab “
„
0 1
´1 0

(5.1.2)
with inverse γab “ γab, ab “ ab. The goal is to introduce a diffeomorphism to Bondi
gauge puc, rc, zc, z¯cq Ñ pu, r, z, z¯q that exponentiates DiffpS2q super-Lorentz trans-
formations and supertranslations. Requiring that pu, r, z, z¯q are Bondi coordinates
leads to two sets of conditions: piq the algebraic conditions grr “ 0 “ grA, and piiq
the determinant condition Brpr´4 det gABq “ 0.
The first set of conditions yields
rc “ rcpr, u, z, z¯q, (5.1.3)
uc “ W pu, z, z¯q ´ r´1c γabHapu, z, z¯qHbpu, z, z¯q, (5.1.4)
zac “ Gapz, z¯q ´ r´1c Hapu, z, z¯q, Hapu, z, z¯q “ ´D´1G abγbcABBAWBBGc (5.1.5)
where DG “ detpBAGbq “ 12!abABBAGaBBGb. The second condition fixes the func-
tional dependence of rc as
rcpr, u, z, z¯q “ R0pu, z, z¯q `
d
r2
pBuW q2 `R1pu, z, z¯q. (5.1.6)
1The metric (5.1.1) can be related to the standard Minkowski metric ds2 “ ´du2s ´ 2dusdrs `
4r2sp1`zsz¯sq2 dzsdz¯s by performing the following coordinate transformation (see appendix A of [103]):
rc “
?
2rs
1`zsz¯s ` us?2 , uc “ 1`zsz¯s?2 us ´
zsz¯su
2
s
2rc
, zc “ zs ´ zsus?2rc , z¯c “ z¯s ´
z¯sus?
2rc
.
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For l “ Bu ln?q¯ “ 0 to be satisfied (see (4.1.4)), we have to impose that B2uW “ 0,
so W is at most linear in u. Moreover, regularity implies that BuW is nowhere
vanishing. Therefore,
W pu, zcq “ exp
„
1
2
Φpz, z¯q

pu` Cpz, z¯qq. (5.1.7)
Expanding gAB in powers of r as in (4.1.5), we can read the boundary metric as
qAB “ qvacAB ” e´ΦBAGaBBGbγab. (5.1.8)
It is indeed the result of a large diffeomorphism and a Weyl transformation. If one
is restricted to the transformations that lead to ?q “ ?q˚ (see equation (4.1.4)), we
have the relation
| detpBAGaq| “ 2p1` zz¯q2 e
Φ. (5.1.9)
The shear CAB is found to be the trace-free (TF) part of the following tensor
CAB “ CvacAB ”
„
2
pBuW q2Bu pDAWDBW q ´
2
BuWDADBW
TF
. (5.1.10)
Introducing (5.1.7), it becomes
CvacABrΦ, Cs “ pu` CqNvacAB ` Cp0qAB,
#
NvacAB “
“
1
2
DAΦDBΦ´DADBΦ
‰TF
,
C
p0q
AB “ ´2DADBC ` qABD2C.
(5.1.11)
We find that all explicit reference on γab or Ga disappeared. Moreover, the news
tensor of the vacua NvacAB is only built up with Φ. It can be checked that the boundary
Ricci scalar is given in terms of Φ as
R “ D2Φ, (5.1.12)
which implies
DAN
AB
vac “ ´12D
BR. (5.1.13)
We can therefore add a trace to NvacAB to form the conserved stress-tensor
TABrΦs “ 1
2
DAΦDBΦ´DADBΦ` 1
2
qAB
ˆ
2D2Φ´ 1
2
DCΦDCΦ
˙
. (5.1.14)
Its trace is equal to D2Φ. The tensor TAB is precisely the stress-tensor of Euclidean
Liouville theory
LrΦ; qABs “ ?q
ˆ
1
2
DAΦDAΦ` ΛeΦ `RrqsΦ
˙
, (5.1.15)
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where the parameter Λ is zero in order to satisfy (5.1.12). To derive the stress-tensor
from the Lagrangian, one must set the Liouville field off-shell by not imposing the
equation (5.1.12) but considering the metric as a background field. Under a super-
Lorentz transformation
δY pD2Φ´Rq “ pLY `DAY AqpD2Φ´Rq. (5.1.16)
Therefore, imposing the Liouville equation is consistent with the action of super-
Lorentz transformations.
Using this boundary metric and shear, one can work out the covariant expressions
for R0 and R1 in (5.1.6). They are given by
R0 “ 1
2
e´ΦD2W and R1 “ 1
8
e´ΦCABCAB. (5.1.17)
Finally, after some algebra, one can write the full metric as
ds2 “ ´R
2
du2 ´ 2dρdu` pρ2qAB ` ρCvacAB ` 18C
vac
CDC
CD
vac qABqdxAdxB
`DBCvacABdxAdu
(5.1.18)
where ρ “
b
r2 ` 1
8
CvacCDC
CD
vac is a derived quantity in terms of the Bondi radius r.
The metric is more natural in Newman-Unti gauge pu, ρ, zAq where gρµ “ ´δρµ (see
(2.2.12)).
Let us also comment on the meromorphic extension of the Lorentz group in-
stead of DiffpS2q. When super-Lorentz transformations reduce to local conformal
Killing vectors on S2, i.e. Gz “ Gpzq and Gz¯ ” G¯pz¯q, the boundary metric after a
diffeomorphism is the unit round metric on the sphere
q˚ABdzAdzB “ 2γsdzdz¯, γs “ 2p1` zz¯q2 (5.1.19)
(and R˚ “ 2) except at the singular points of Gpzq. The Liouville field reduces to the
sum of a meromorphic and an anti-meromorphic part minus the unit sphere factor
Φ “ φpzq ` φ¯pz¯q ´ log γs. (5.1.20)
The metric (5.1.18) then exactly reproduces the expression of [102] with the substi-
tution T pthereqAB “ 1{2NvacAB . We have therefore found the generalization of the metric
of the vacua for arbitrary DiffpS2q super-Lorentz transformations together with ar-
bitrary supertranslations.
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5.1.2 The superboost, superrotation and supertranslation fields
A general vacuum metric is parametrized by a boundary metric qvacAB, the field C that
we call the supertranslation field and Φ that we will call either the Liouville field or
the superboost field. Under a BMS transformation, the bulk metric transforms into
itself, with the following transformation law of its boundary fields:
δT,Y q
vac
AB “ DAYB `DBYA ´ qvacABDCY C , (5.1.21)
δT,Y Φ “ Y ABAΦ`DAY A, (5.1.22)
δT,YC “ T ` Y ABAC ´ 1
2
CDAY
A. (5.1.23)
Only the divergence of a general super-Lorentz transformation sources the Liouville
field. Since rotations are divergence-free but boosts are not, we call Φ the superboost
field. In general, one can decompose a vector on the 2-sphere as a divergence and a
rotational part. For a generic superrotation, there should be a field that is sourced
by the rotational of Y A. We call this field the superrotation field Ψ and we postulate
its transformation law
δT,Y Ψ “ Y ABAΨ` εABDAYB. (5.1.24)
Where is that field in (5.1.18)? In fact, the boundary metric qvacAB is not a fundamental
field. It depends upon the Liouville field Φ and the background metric γab. Since
it transforms under superrotations, the metric (5.1.8) should also depend upon the
superrotation field Ψ. The explicit form qvacABrγab,Φ,Ψs is not known to us. We call
the set of boundary fields pΦ,Ψq the super-Lorentz fields.
Under a BMS transformation, the news of the vacua NvacAB and the tensor C
p0q
AB
transform inhomogeneously as
δT,YN
vac
AB “ LYNvacAB ´DADBDCY C ` 12qABD
2DCY
C , (5.1.25)
δT,YC
p0q
AB “ LYCp0qAB ´
1
2
DCY
CC
p0q
AB ´ 2DADBT ` qABD2T. (5.1.26)
From (5.1.18), one can read off the explicit expressions of the Bondi mass and
angular momentum aspects of the vacua
M “ ´1
8
NvacABC
AB
vac ,
NA “ ´ 3
32
DApCvacBCCBCvac q ´ 14C
vac
ABDCC
BC
vac .
(5.1.27)
The Bondi mass is time-dependent and its spectrum is not bounded from below
because BuM “ ´18NvacABNABvac as observed in [102]. Nonetheless, the Weyl tensor is
identically zero, so the standard Newtonian potential vanishes. This indicates that
the mass is identically zero. The relationship between the Bondi mass and the mass
is given below in subsection 5.3.3.
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5.2 Superboost transitions
The main interest of the non-trivial vacua lies in the dynamical processes that allow
transitions from one vacuum to another. In what follows, we focus on the processes
associated with both Diff(S1)ˆDiff(S1) and DiffpS2q super-Lorentz extensions of the
BMS4 group. We study several examples of transitions and investigate the related
memory effects at null infinity.
5.2.1 The impulsive Robinson-Trautman metric as a vacuum
transition
The impulsive limit of the Robinson-Trautman type N of positive 2-curvature (M “
0, R “ 2) can be rewritten after a coordinate transformation as the metric of the
impulsive gravitational waves of Penrose [206,207], as shown in [208,209]2
ds2 “´ du2 ´ 2dρdu
` pρ2qAB ` uρΘpuqNvacAB ` u
2
8
ΘpuqNvacCDNCDvac qABqdxAdxB,
(5.2.1)
whereNvacAB “
“
1
2
DAφfDBφf ´DADBφf
‰TF. The vacuum news coincides with (5.1.11)
after substituting Φ “ ´ log γs ` φf as in (5.1.20). This metric is in Newman-Unti
gauge, not in Bondi gauge. It represents the transition between two vacua labelled
by distinct meromorphic superboost fields3 (initial φi “ 0 for u ă 0 and final
φf “ φpzq ` φ¯pz¯q for u ą 0). The metric qAB is the unit sphere metric globally for
u ă 0 and locally for u ą 0 but it contains singularities at isolated points for u ą 0.
These singularities can be understood as cosmic string decays [145,209,210].
5.2.2 General impulsive gravitational wave transitions
In general, both the supertranslation field C and the superboost field Φ can change
with hard (finite energy) processes involving null radiation reaching I`. Such pro-
cesses induce vacuum transitions among initial pC´,Φ´q and final pC`,Φ`q bound-
ary fields. The difference between these fields can be expressed in terms of compo-
nents of the matter stress-tensor and metric potentials reaching I`. The simplest
possible transition between vacua are shockwaves that carry a matter stress-tensor
proportional to a δpuq function, as in the original Penrose construction [206]. A
2It is exactly the solution (2.10) of [95] with ε “ `1 upon substituting U Ñ u{?2, V Ñ ´?2ρ,
H Ñ ´1{2Nvaczz . Strictly speaking, guu “ ´1´ D
2φ
2 at the poles of the meromorphic function φpzq,
but guu “ ´1 otherwise.
3The singular impulsive limit requires considering singular diffeomorphisms transitions which
turn out to reduce to meromorphic superboost transitions.
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distinct vacuum lies on each side of the shockwave and the transition between the
boundary fields is dictated by the matter stress-tensor. Such a general shockwave
takes the form
ds2 “´ R˚
2
du2 ´ 2dρdu` pρ2qAB ` ρCAB ` 1
8
CCDC
CDqABqdxAdxB
`DBCABdxAdu,
(5.2.2)
where
qAB “ Θp´uqqvacABrΦ´s `ΘpuqqvacABrΦ`s, (5.2.3)
CAB “ Θp´uqCvacABrΦ´, C´s `ΘpuqCvacABrΦ`, C`s, (5.2.4)
where qvacABrΦs and CvacABrΦ, Cs are given in (5.1.8) and (5.1.11). The metric (5.2.1)
is recovered for Φ´ “ ´ log γs, Φ` “ ´ log γs ` φpzq ` φ¯pz¯q as in (5.1.20) and
C` “ C´ “ 0.
5.2.3 Conservation of the Bondi mass aspect and the center-
of-mass
In the absence of superboost transitions and for the standard case of the unit round
celestial sphere, the integral between initial ui and final retarded times uf of the
conservation equation for the Bondi mass aspect (4.1.7) can be reexpressed as the
differential equation determining the difference of supertranslation field ∆C “ C`´
C´ between initial and final retarded times after assuming suitable fall-off conditions
[101]
´1
4
D2pD2 ` 2q∆C “ ∆M `
ż u`
u´
du Tuu, (5.2.5)
where Tuu “ 18NABNAB and ∆M is the difference between the Bondi mass aspects
after and before the burst. The four lowest spherical harmonics ` “ 0, 1 are zero
modes of the differential operator appearing on the left-hand side of (5.2.5). Recall
that translations precisely shift the supertranslation field as (5.1.23). The four lowest
harmonics of C can thus be interpreted as the center-of-mass of the asymptotically
flat system. This center-of-mass is not constrained by the conservation law (5.2.5).
A new feature arises in the presence of a superboost transition. The four zero
modes of the supertranslation field C are now determined by the conservation equa-
tion. This can be seen in the context of impulsive transitions (5.2.2). For simplicity,
we take C´ “ 0 and Φ´ “ ´ log γs (qABrΦ´s “ q˚AB the unit round sphere metric).
Given that the Bondi mass aspect and the Bondi news of the vacua are non-zero
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(5.1.27), we first define the renormalized Bondi mass aspect and Bondi news as
Mˆ “ M ` 1
8
CABN
AB
vac rΦ`s, (5.2.6)
NˆAB “ NAB ´ΘpuqNvacABrΦ`s, (5.2.7)
which are zero for the vacua (5.1.18). This mass is obtained in section 5.3 in (5.3.9).
After integration over u of (4.1.7) and using the corollary of the Liouville equation
(5.1.13) we obtain
´ 1
4
D2pD2 `RqC` ` 1
4
NABvac rΦ`sDADBC` ` 18C`D
2R
“ ∆Mˆ `
ż u`
u´
du Tuu, (5.2.8)
where Tuu “ 18NˆABNˆAB and ∆Mˆ act as sources for C` and all quantities are eval-
uated on the final metric qABrΦ`s. We have that ∆Mˆ “ 0 for transitions between
vacua but we included it for making the comparison with (5.2.5) more manifest.
The lowest ` “ 0, 1 spherical harmonics of C are not zero modes of the quartic
differential operator on the left-hand side of (5.2.8) for any inhomogeously curved
boundary metric. Therefore, the center-of-mass is also determined by the conserva-
tion law of the Bondi mass aspect.
5.2.4 Refraction/Velocity kick memory
We now consider the simplified case where the change of the boundary metric is
localized at individual points. This happens for impulsive gravitational wave tran-
sitions that relate the initial and final boundary metric by a meromorphic super-
Lorentz transformation (which is a combination of superboosts and superrotations).
One example is the original Penrose construction [206]. In these cases we consider
observers away from these singular points so that we can ignore these singularities.
We can consider either timelike or null geodesics leading respectively to the
velocity kick and refraction memory. Let us first discuss a congruence of timelike
geodesics that evolve at finite large radius r in the impulsive gravitational wave
spacetime (5.2.1). Such observers have a velocity vµBµ “ Bu`Opρ´1q. The deviation
vector sµ between two neighboring geodesics obeys ∇v∇vsµ “ Rµαβγvαvβsγ, where
the directional derivative is defined as ∇v “ vµ∇µ. We have RuAuB “ ´ρ2B2uCAB `Opρ0q where CAB “ uΘpuqNvacAB and therefore
qABB2usB “ 12ρδpuqN
vac
ABs
B `Opρ´2q. (5.2.9)
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We deduce that sA “ sAleadpxAq ` 1ρsAsubpu, xAq ` Opρ´2q and after two integrations
in u,
sAsub “ u2Θpuqq
ABNvacBCs
C
lead. (5.2.10)
Before the shockwave, there is no relative angular velocity between observers. After
the shockwave, there will be a relative angular velocity at order 9ρ´1. This is
the velocity kick between two such neighboring geodesics due to the shockwave
[95, 96, 122]. This is a qualitatively distinct effect from the displacement memory
effect [83, 84,211–213] and the spin memory effect [11, 92,214].
Analogously, one can consider a congruence of null geodesics that admits a con-
stant leading angular velocity ΩApxBqBA, with total 4-velocity
vµBµ “ p
a
ΩAqABΩB `Opρ´1qqBu `Opρ´1qBρ ` 1
ρ
pΩA `Opρ´1qqBA. (5.2.11)
We consider again a deviation vector of the form sA “ sAleadpxAq ` 1ρsAsubpu, xAq `
Opρ´2q. The deviation vector obeys again (5.2.10). Null geodesics are refracted by
the shockwave. This is the refraction memory effect usually described in the bulk
of spacetime [95,96,122]. We identified here the class of null geodesics that displays
the refraction memory effect close to null infinity.
Let us now shortly discuss the case where the change of boundary metric is not
localized at individual points. The main point is that timelike geodesics will now
admit non-trivial deviation vector already at leading order 9 ρ0, sA “ sAleadpu, xAq`
Opρ´1q, with
1
2
qABB2usBlead ` 12B
2
upqABsBleadq “ ´12B
2
uqABs
B
lead. (5.2.12)
A velocity kick will therefore already occur at order ρ0.
5.2.5 A new non-linear displacement memory
It should also be mentioned that there is a non-linear displacement memory induced
by a superboost transition, when it is accompanied by a supertranslation transition.
This case was not considered in [95, 96, 122], where all supertranslation transitions
were vanishing. In order to describe the effect, we can consider either timelike or
null geodesics. For definiteness, we consider a congruence of timelike geodesics that
evolve at finite large radius ρ in the general impulsive gravitational wave spacetime
(5.2.2). For simplicity we assume global Minkowski in the far past and we only
consider the simplified case where the change of the boundary metric is localized at
individual points. In other words, we assume Φ´ “ ´ log γs (qvacABrΦ´s is the unit
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sphere metric), C´ “ 0, Φ` “ ´ log γs ` φpzq ` φ¯pz¯q and C` “ C`pz, z¯q arbitrary.
The velocity is now vµBµ “
b
2
R˚
Bu `Opρ´1q. We have RuAuB “ ´ρ2B2uCAB `Opρ0q.
Following the same procedure as above, we obtain sA “ sAleadpxAq ` 1ρsAsubpu, xAq `
Opρ´2q and away from the singular points on the sphere,
sAsub “ 12q
ABCBCs
C
lead. (5.2.13)
“ 1
2
ΘpuqqABCvacBCsClead. (5.2.14)
“ 1
2
qABpuΘpuqNvacBC `ΘpuqCp0qBC `ΘpuqCNvacBCqsClead. (5.2.15)
The first term 9uΘpuq leads to the velocity kick memory effect. The second term
9ΘpuqCp0qBC leads to the displacement memory effect due to a change of supertrans-
lation field C between the final and initial states [101]. The third and last term
9ΘpuqCNvacBC is a new type of non-linear displacement memory effect due to changes
of both the superboost field Φ and the supertranslation field C. The four lowest
spherical harmonics ` “ 0, 1 of C, interpreted as the center-of-mass, do not con-
tribute to the standard displacement memory effect because they are zero modes of
the differential operator Cp0qAB. Here, they do contribute to the non-linear displace-
ment memory effect. The transition of the supertranslation field and in particular
of the center-of-mass are determined by (5.2.8), as discussed earlier.
5.3 Finite charges and soft theorems
In this section, we present a prescription to extract a meaningful integrable charge
from the non-integrable infinitesimal charge expression obtained in equation (4.2.25)
of the previous chapter. This procedure is based on ingredients introduced in section
5.1 and is inspired by the Wald-Zoupas procedure4 [118]. We then relate our asso-
ciated finite charge to the existing literature and show that this is consistent with
the soft graviton theorems, the action of asymptotic symmetries and the vanishing
energy of the vacua.
5.3.1 Finite surface charges
In this analysis, we assume that the Liouville equation
R “ D2Φ, (5.3.1)
4Notice that the Wald-Zoupas procedure discussed in [118] could not be readily applied to our
case due to the non-vanishing contribution of the term Qurδξ rgs in (4.2.14) to the non-integrable
part.
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which was derived for the vacua orbit in (5.1.12), holds in our phase space. This
is not guaranteed a priori for the general phase space studied in chapter 4 and is
therefore an additional restriction. In particular, equation (5.1.13) will be satisfied.
Starting from (4.2.25), we want to define the finite charges Hξ associated with ξ.
Following the Wald-Zoupas procedure [118], it would be natural to request that the
flux BuHξrgs is identically zero in the absence of news. However, the news tensor
transforms inhomogeneously under (both DiffpS1qˆDiffpS1q and DiffpS2q) super-
Lorentz transformations so this condition is not invariant under the action of the
asymptotic symmetry group. Instead, we request that the flux BuHξrgs is identically
zero in the absence of shifted news NˆAB,
NˆAB “ NAB ´NvacAB . (5.3.2)
Since the latter transforms homogeneously under super-Lorentz transformations,
this prescription is invariant under the action of all asymptotic symmetries. For
future use, we define the shifted CˆAB tensor
CˆAB “ CAB ´ uNvacAB . (5.3.3)
such that BuCˆAB “ NˆAB. To obtain our ansatz, let us start with the charge (4.2.27).
The flux associated with (4.2.27) reads as
BuH intξ rgs “ ´ 132piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
“
fNABN
AB ´ 2fDADBNAB ´ fDADAR ´ Y AHApN,Cq
`Y ADBDBDCCAC ´ Y ADBDADCCBC ´ Y ACABDBR
‰
(5.3.4)
Here, we defined for later convenience the bilinear operator on rank-2 spherical
traceless tensors PAB and QAB:
HApP,Qq ” 1
2
BApPBCQBCq ´ PBCDAQBC `DBpPBCQAC ´QBCPACq (5.3.5)
which enjoys the property HApP, P q “ 0. When NˆAB “ 0, we are left with
BuH intξ |NˆAB“0 “ ´
1
32piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
“
fNvacABN
AB
vac ´ Y AHApNvac, Cq ´ Y ACABDBR
`Y ADBDBDCCAC ´ Y ADBDADCCBC
‰
(5.3.6)
after using the relation (5.1.13), which follows from our additional boundary con-
dition (5.3.1). We now want to define a counterterm that is only built out of the
fields at I ` (qAB, CAB, NAB) and out of NvacAB , which is the only boundary field that
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appears in the condition (5.3.2). Our prescription that cancels the right-hand side
of (5.3.6) is
∆Hξrg; δgs ” 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
”u
2
Y ADBD
BDCCAC ´ u
2
Y ADBDADCC
BC
´u
2
Y ACABD
BR ` 1
2
TCABN
AB
vac ´ u2Y
AHApNvac, Cq
`u
2
8
DCY
CNvacABN
AB
vac ` u
2
4
Y ANvacABD
BR
ı
. (5.3.7)
This is the minimal ansatz that cancels the right-hand side of (5.3.6). Of course,
there is considerable ambiguity in defining ∆Hξrg; δgs. We will justify our mini-
mal choice in (5.3.7) by showing consistency with the leading and subleading soft
theorems, and for defining the charges of the vacua.
Our final prescription for the canonical charges is Hξrgs “ H intξ rgs ` ∆Hξrgs.
The charges are conveniently written as
Hξrgs “ 1
16piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
”
4TMˆ ` 2Y ANˆA
ı
(5.3.8)
where the final mass and angular momentum aspects are given by
Mˆ “ M ` 1
8
CABN
AB
vac ; (5.3.9)
NˆA “ NA ´ uBAM ` 1
32
BApCˆCDCˆCDq ` u
16
BApCˆCDNvacCDq ´ 132u
2BApNvacBCNBCvac q (5.3.10)
´u
4
HApNvac, Cˆq ´ u
4
CˆBADBR˚ ` u4DBD
BDCCˆ
C
A ´ u4DBDAD
CCˆBC ´ u
2
8
NvacABD
BR˚.
This is a new prescription for the charges. In the standard asymptotically flat
spacetimes where the boundary metric is the round sphere (qAB “ q˚AB with R˚ “ 2),
our expressions reduce to
Mˆ “M ;
NˆA “ NA ´ uBAM ` 1
32
BApCCDCCDq ` u
4
DBD
BDCCAC ´ u
4
DBDADCC
BC .
(5.3.11)
The Lorentz charges differ from the existing prescriptions [35, 121, 169] since the
angular momentum aspect is now enhanced with the two soft terms linear in u.
We will show that our prescription correctly reproduces the fluxes needed for the
subleading soft theorem. Furthermore, our expressions are exactly those needed for
the BMS flux balance laws discussed in [215].
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Let us mention that another interesting prescription for ∆Hξrg; δgs has been
proposed in [193]. The finite charges considered in that reference have two interest-
ing properties: piq the charges of the vacua are all vanishing, and piiq the charges
represent bmsgen4 without central extension at the corners of null infinity under the
standard Dirac bracket. We refer to [193] for more details about this prescription.
5.3.2 Flux formulae for the soft Ward identities
Let us show that our expressions for the fluxes reproduce the expressions of the
literature used in the Ward identities displaying the equivalence to the leading [70]
and subleading [77] soft graviton theorems. The final flux can be decomposed in soft
and hard parts, where the soft terms (resp. hard terms) are linear (resp. quadratic)
in CˆAB or its time variation NˆAB. We haveż
I`
du BuHξrgs “ QSrT s `QHrT s `QSrY s `QHrY s (5.3.12)
where
QSrT s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω Bu
´
TDADBCˆ
AB
¯
, (5.3.13)
QHrT s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω
ˆ
´1
2
TNˆABN
AB
˙
, (5.3.14)
QSrY s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω u Bu
´
CˆABsAB
¯
, (5.3.15)
QHrY s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω
ˆ
1
2
Y AHApNˆ , Cˆq ` u
2
Y ANDCDANˆ
C
D ` u2N
CD
vac Y
ADANˆCD
˙
(5.3.16)
and
sAB “
«
DADBDCY
C ` R˚
2
DpAYBq ´ 1
2
DpApD2 ` R˚
2
qYBq
ffTF
(5.3.17)
after integrations by parts on the sphere.
In the standard case where NvacAB “ 0, the flux of supermomenta reproduces
(2.11) of [100] up to a conventional overall sign, which itself agrees with previous
results [137]. After one imposes the antipodal matching condition on Mˆ at spatial
infinity, one can equate the flux on I ` with the antipodally related flux on I ´.
The result of [100] is precisely that the quantum version of this identity is the Ward
identity of the leading soft graviton theorem. We have now obtained a generalization
in the presence of superboost background flux.
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We now consider the hard terms for super-Lorentz transformations. Using the
identity
1
2
pNˆACCˆBC ` CˆABNˆBCq “ 1
2
pNˆBCCˆBCqδAB (5.3.18)
and integrating by parts, it can be shown that (5.3.16) can be rewritten as
QHrY s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω
„
´1
2
NˆAB
ˆ
LY CˆAB ´ 1
2
DCY
CCˆAB ` u
2
DCY
CNˆAB
˙
`uNABvac Y CDCNˆAB
ı
“ ´ 1
32piG
ż
I`
du d2Ω
”
NˆABδHY CˆAB ´ 2uNABvac Y CDCNˆAB
ı
(5.3.19)
where δHY is the homogeneous part of the transformation of CˆAB. After restricting to
standard configurations where NvacAB “ 0, the expression matches (up to the overall
conventional sign) with equation (40) of [13].
Next, we consider the soft terms for super-Lorentz transformations. Noting that
DCδY qAC “ DCDCYA ` R2 YA we can rewrite (5.3.17) as
sAB “
„
DADBDCY
C ` R
2
DpAYBq ´ 1
2
DpADCδY qBqC
TF
. (5.3.20)
The tensor sAB is recognized as the generalization of equation (47) of [13] in the
presence of non-trivial boundary curvature. After some algebra, we can rewrite it in
terms of the inhomogeneous part δIYCAB of the transformation law of CAB (4.1.22):
´usAB “ δIYCAB ” ´upDADBDCY C ` 12qABDCD
CDEY
Eq. (5.3.21)
Now that we identified our expressions with the ones of [13], we can use their results.
After imposing the antipodal matching condition on NˆA at spatial infinity, one can
equate the flux of super-Lorentz charge on I ` with the antipodally related flux
on I ´ as originally proposed in [35] (but where the expression for NˆA should be
modified to (5.3.11)). The result of [13] is precisely that this identity is the Ward
identity of the subleading soft graviton theorem [77].
We end up with two further comments. Note that the soft charges for super-
Lorentz transformations agree with equation (41) of [13] (up to an overall conven-
tional sign) after an integration by parts on u and after using the restrictive boundary
condition CˆAB “ opu´1q,
?
q
16piG
ż
du CˆABsAB “
?
q
16piG
”
uCˆABsAB
ıI``
I`´
´
?
q
16piG
ż
du puNˆABsABq
“ ´
?
q
16piG
ż
du puNˆABsABq “ ´QSrY s.
(5.3.22)
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However, the boundary condition CˆAB “ opu´1q is not justified since displacement
memory effects lead to a shift of C, e.g. in binary black hole mergers. Therefore,
using more general boundary conditions, the valid expression for the soft charge is
only given by (5.3.15).
Considering only the background Minkowski spacetime (qAB “ q˚AB the unit met-
ric on the 2-sphere and NvacAB “ 0), one can check that in stereographic coordinates
one has szz “ B3zY z “ D3zY z. The soft charge then reads as
QSrY s “ 1
16piG
ż
I`
dud2z γs puNˆ zzD3zY z ` uNˆ z¯z¯D3z¯Y z¯q (5.3.23)
where we keep Y ABA “ Y zpz, z¯qBz`Y z¯pz, z¯qBz¯ arbitrary. In the case of meromorphic
super-Lorentz transformations, this reproduces equation (5.3.17) of [10] (up to a
conventional global sign). It shows that the Ward identities of supertranslations
and super-Lorentz transformations are equivalent to the leading and subleading soft
graviton theorems following the arguments of [12,100].
5.3.3 Charges of the vacua
Using the values (5.1.27) in our prescription (5.3.8) we deduce the mass and angular
momenta of the vacua
Hvacξ rΦ, Cs “ 18piG
ż
S28
d2Ωr2TMˆvac ` Y ANˆvacA s (5.3.24)
where
Mˆvac “ 0,
NˆvacA “ ´14CˆABDCCˆ
BC ´ 1
16
BApCˆCDCˆCDq,
(5.3.25)
and CˆAB “ CNvacAB ´ 2DADBC ` qABDCDCC in this case.
The supermomenta are all identically vanishing. Remember that the Lorentz
generators are uniquely defined as the six global solutions Y A to the conformal
Killing equation DAYB ` DBYA “ qABDCY C . In general, the Lorentz charges as
well as the super-Lorentz charges are non-vanishing.
For the round sphere metric qAB “ q˚AB (Φ “ ´ log γs), we have R˚ “ 2, NvacAB “ 0
and DBCˆAB “ DBCp0qAB “ ´DApD2 ` 2qC. The charges then reduce to
Hvacξ rCs “ 18piG
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
T ˆ 0` Y A
´
´ 1
4
C
p0q
ABDCC
BC
p0q ´ 116BApC
p0q
CDC
CD
p0q q
¯
.
(5.3.26)
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As shown in appendix A.3 of [102], the Lorentz charges are identically zero. The
difference of charges between our prescription and the one of [102] are the last two
terms of (5.3.11), which exactly cancel for the vacua with a round sphere boundary
metric. Therefore, we confirm that the vacua with only the supertranslation field
turned on do not carry Lorentz charges. The super-Lorentz charges are conserved
and non-vanishing in general, which allows us to distinguish the vacua.
5.4 Discussion
Supertranslation BMS symmetry, the leading soft graviton theorem and the dis-
placement memory effect form three corners of a triangle describing the leading
infrared structure of asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity [10]. The three
edges of the triangle can be described in the language of vacuum transitions, Ward
identities and Fourier transforms. In the case of super-Lorentz BMS symmetry, it
seems that this network of relations is more subtle. Indeed, while the connection
among super-Lorentz symmetry, subleading soft theorem and spin memory effect
has been established [9,11–13,92], we have shown in this chapter that another mem-
ory effect associated with superboosts appeared at the leading order metric at null
infinity. More precisely, we clarified how the superboost transitions lead to the
refraction or velocity kick memory effect at null infinity. We also described a non-
linear displacement memory effect that occurs in the case of combined superboost
and supertranslation transitions. Finally, we obtained a new definition of the angu-
lar momentum for standard asymptotically flat spacetimes that is consistent with
the fluxes required for the subleading soft graviton theorem.
Chapter 6
Λ-BMS4 group
In this chapter, we investigate a new set of boundary conditions in asymptotically
locally (A)dS4 spacetime which is such that the associated asymptotic symmetry
algebra is infinite-dimensional and reduces to the generalized BMS algebra bmsgen4
in the flat limit (Λ Ñ 0). For this reason, we call this new asymptotic symmetry
algebra the Λ-BMS4 algebra1 and we write it as bmsΛ4 .
In section 6.1, we investigate the most general solution spaces of three-dimensional
general relativity in both Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges in asymptotically lo-
cally (A)dS3 spacetime. We construct the explicit diffeomorphism between the two
gauges and identify their solution space. Imposing the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions, we show how the associated asymptotic symmetry group diffpS1q ‘ diffpS1q
reduces to bms3 “ diffpS1q `ad vectpS1q in the flat limit.
After this warm-up, in section 6.2, we repeat the analysis in four-dimensional
asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime. We derive the most general solution spaces
in Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges and construct the explicit diffeomorphism
that maps one to the other. Then we propose a new set of boundary conditions
that leads to the bmsΛ4 asymptotic symmetry algebra and we show how it reduces
to bmsgen4 in the flat limit.
In section 6.3, repeating the holographic renormalization procedure, we construct
the phase space and derive the associated co-dimension 2 form for the most general
solution space in Fefferman-Graham gauge. In section 6.4, imposing the new set
of partial Dirichlet boundary conditions, we find the bmsΛ4 phase space. In the flat
limit, we exactly recover the regularized phase space of section 4.2.
Finally, in section 6.5, we restrict the analysis to the case Λ ă 0 and require that
the symplectic flux vanishes at infinity to have a globally hyperbolic spacetime. This
is done by imposing Neumann-type boundary conditions, in addition to the partial
Dirichlet boundary conditions already imposed. The associated asymptotic symme-
1As we discuss in this chapter, bmsΛ4 is not strictly speaking a Lie algebra, but a Lie algebroid.
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try algebra is an infinite-dimensional subalgebra of bmsΛ4 formed by the direct sum
between the area preserving diffeomorphisms and the abelian time translations. We
show that the phase space contains interesting solutions, including a new stationary
and axisymmetric solution different from Kerr-AdS4.
This chapter has strong intersections with [166,193], except for section 6.1, which
partially reproduces [216,217].
6.1 Bondi and Fefferman-Graham gauges in three
dimensions
In this section, we present the Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges in three di-
mensions following this general pattern: off-shell definition of the gauge, residual
gauge diffeomorphisms, solution space and on-shell variation of the solution space.
This analysis follows the logic discussed in section 2.2 and particularizes it to the
three-dimensional case. In Bondi gauge, the results that we obtain generalize previ-
ous considerations by allowing an arbitrary boundary structure encoding the notion
of asymptotically locally (A)dS3 spacetime. Furthermore, we construct the explicit
diffeomorphism that maps one gauge to the other. We finish this section with a
discussion on the asymptotic symmetries aspects and investigate the flat limit in
the Bondi gauge.
6.1.1 Fefferman-Graham gauge in 3d
Definition
In the Fefferman-Graham gauge (2.2.8), the metric is given by
ds2 “ ´ 1
Λρ2
dρ2 ` γabpρ, xqdxadxb, (6.1.1)
with coordinates pρ, xaq, xa “ pt, φq, and the boundary located at ρ “ 0. The three
gauge fixing conditions are
gρρ “ ´ 1
Λρ2
, gρa “ 0. (6.1.2)
Residual gauge diffeomorphisms ξ, namely diffeomorphisms that preserve the
gauge fixing conditions (6.1.2), satisfy
Lξgρρ “ 0, Lξgρa “ 0. (6.1.3)
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The explicit solution of these equations is given by
ξρ “ ρσpxq, ξa “ ξa0pxq ` 1ΛBbσ
ż ρ
0
dρ1
ρ1
γabpρ1, xq, (6.1.4)
where σpxq and ξa0pxq are arbitrary functions of xa.
Solution space
We impose the preliminary boundary condition γab “ Opρ´2q. Solving the three-
dimensional Einstein equations leads to the analytic finite expansion
γabpρ, xq “ ρ´2gp0qab pxq ` gp2qab pxq ` ρ2gp4qab pxq, (6.1.5)
where gp4qab is determined by g
p0q
ab and g
p2q
ab as
g
p4q
ab “
1
4
gp2qac g
cd
p0qg
p2q
db . (6.1.6)
On the other hand, the Einstein equations leave gp2qab unspecified up to its trace
Tr
“
gp2q
‰ “ 1
2Λ
Rp0q and the dynamical constraint Dap0qg
p2q
ab “ 12Λgp0qab Dap0qRp0q. Here,
Dap0q is the covariant derivative with respect to g
p0q
ab and indices are lowered and
raised by gp0qab and its inverse. Motivated by the holographic dictionary [218,219], we
define the holographic energy-momentum tensor
Tab “
a|Λ|
8piG
´
g
p2q
ab ´ gp0qab Tr
“
gp2q
‰¯
“
a|Λ|
8piG
ˆ
g
p2q
ab ´
1
2Λ
g
p0q
ab R
p0q
˙
. (6.1.7)
Therefore the Einstein equations infer
Ta
a “ η c
24pi
Rp0q, Dap0qTab “ 0, (6.1.8)
where η “ ´sgnpΛq and c “ 3
2G|Λ| is the three-dimensional Brown–Henneaux central
charge [14,220].
The solution space is thus characterized by five arbitrary functions of xa. Three
are in the symmetric tensor gp0qab and two in the symmetric tensor Tab with constrained
trace. These data are subject to two dynamical equations given by Dap0qTab “ 0.
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Variation of the solution space
The residual gauge diffeomorphisms (6.1.4) evaluated on-shell are given by
ξρ “ σρ, ξa “ ξa0 ` ρ
2
2Λ
gabp0qBbσ ´ ρ
4
4Λ
gacp0qg
p2q
cd g
db
p0qBbσ `Opρ6q. (6.1.9)
Under these residual gauge diffeomorphisms, the unconstrained part of the solution
space transforms as
δξg
p0q
ab “ Lξ0gp0qab ´ 2σgp0qab (6.1.10)
while the constrained part transforms as
δξg
p2q
ab “ Lξ0gp2qab `
1
2Λ
LBσgp0qab , (6.1.11)
from which one can extract the variation of Tab.
6.1.2 Bondi gauge in 3d
We now repeat this analysis for the Bondi gauge and extend the results of [6,17] to
asymptotically locally (A)dS3 space-times by including the boundary metric in the
solution space.
Definition
In the Bondi gauge (2.2.10), the metric is given by
ds2 “ V
r
e2βdu2 ´ 2e2βdudr ` r2e2ϕpdφ´ Uduq2, (6.1.12)
with coordinates pu, r, φq. In this expression, V , β and U are functions of pu, r, φq,
and ϕ is a function of pu, φq. The three gauge fixing conditions are
grr “ 0, grφ “ 0, gφφ “ r2e2ϕ. (6.1.13)
Note that gφφ “ r2e2ϕ is the unique solution of the determinant condition
Br
´gφφ
r2
¯
“ 0, (6.1.14)
which can be generalized to define the Bondi gauge in higher dimensions (see (2.2.10)
and appendix B).
The residual gauge diffeomorphisms ξ preserving the Bondi gauge fixing (6.1.13)
have to satisfy the three conditions
Lξgrr “ 0, Lξgrφ “ 0, gφφLξgφφ “ 2ωpu, φq. (6.1.15)
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The explicit solution of these equations is given by
ξu “ f, (6.1.16)
ξφ “ Y ´ Bφf e´2ϕ
ż `8
r
dr1
r12
e2β, (6.1.17)
ξr “ ´rrBφξφ ´ ω ´ UBφf ` ξφBφϕ` fBuϕs, (6.1.18)
where fpu, φq, Y pu, φq and ωpu, φq are arbitrary functions of pu, φq.
Solution space
In this section, we discuss the most general solution space for three-dimensional
general relativity in Bondi gauge. This analysis is new and generalizes the results
of [6]. Interestingly, we do not have to impose any preliminary boundary condition
here. This is in contrast with the procedure followed in the Fefferman-Graham
gauge. Therefore, in three dimensions, the gauge conditions (6.1.13) are to some
extent stronger than those imposed to define the Fefferman-Graham gauge (6.1.2).
First we impose the Einstein equations leading to the metric radial constraints.
Solving Grr ` Λgrr “ Rrr “ 0 gives
β “ β0pu, φq. (6.1.19)
The equation Grφ ` Λgrφ “ Rrφ “ 0 leads to
U “ U0pu, φq ` 1
r
2e2β0e´2ϕBφβ0 ´ 1
r2
e2β0e´2ϕNpu, φq. (6.1.20)
Eventually, Gur ` Λgur “ 0 gives
V
r
“ Λr2e2β0 ´ 2rpBuϕ`DφU0q `Mpu, φq ` 1
r
4e2β0e´2ϕNBφβ0 ´ 1
r2
e2β0e´2ϕN2,
(6.1.21)
where DφU0 “ BφU0`BφϕU0. Taking into account the previous results, the Einstein
equation Gφφ ` Λgφφ “ 0 is automatically satisfied at all orders.
We now solve the Einstein equations to get the time evolution constraints on M
and N . The equation Guφ ` Λguφ “ 0 returns
pBu ` BuϕqN “
ˆ
1
2
Bφ ` Bφβ0
˙
M ´ 2NBφU0 ´ U0pBφN `NBφϕq
` 4e2β0´2ϕr2pBφβ0q3 ´ pBφϕqpBφβ0q2 ` pBφβ0qpB2φβ0qs. (6.1.22)
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Moreover, Guu ` Λguu “ 0 imposes
BuM “ p´2Buϕ` 2Buβ0 ´ 2BφU0 ` U02Bφβ0 ´ U02Bφϕ´ U0BφqM
´ 2Λe4β0´2ϕrBφN `Np4Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕqs
´ 2e2β0´2ϕtBφU0r8pBφβ0q2 ´ 4Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 4B2φβ0 ´ 2B2φϕs ´ B3φU0
` U0rBφβ0p8B2φβ0 ´ 2B2φϕq ` Bφϕp´2B2φβ0 ` B2φϕq ` 2B3φβ0 ´ B3φϕs
` 2BuBφβ0p4Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕq ` BuBφϕp´2Bφβ0 ` Bφϕq ` 2BuB2φβ0 ´ BuB2φϕu
(6.1.23)
The solution space is thus characterized by five arbitrary functions of pu, φq,
given by β0, U0, M , N , ϕ, with two dynamical constraints expressing the time
evolution of M and N . This counting argument is in agreement with the results
obtained by solving the Einstein equations in the Fefferman-Graham gauge. The
precise matching between the two solution spaces is established in section 6.1.3.
Variation of the solution space
The residual gauge diffeomorphisms (6.1.16–6.1.18) evaluated on-shell are given by
ξu “ f, (6.1.24)
ξφ “ Y ´ 1
r
Bφf e2β0´2ϕ, (6.1.25)
ξr “ ´ rrBφY ´ ω ´ U0Bφf ` Y Bφϕ` fBuϕs
` e2β0´2ϕpB2φf ´ BφfBφϕ` 4BφfBφβ0q ´ 1r e
2β0´2ϕBφf N. (6.1.26)
Under these residual gauge diffeomorphisms, the unconstrained part of the solution
space transforms as
δξϕ “ ω, (6.1.27)
δξβ0 “ pfBu ` Y Bφqβ0 `
ˆ
1
2
Bu ´ 1
2
Buϕ` U0Bφ
˙
f ´ 1
2
pBφY ` Y Bφϕ´ ωq, (6.1.28)
δξU0 “ pfBu ` Y Bφ ´ BφY qU0 ´
`BuY ` Λe4β0e´2ϕBφf˘` U0pBuf ` U0Bφfq,
(6.1.29)
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while the constrained part transforms as
δξN “ pfBu ` Y Bφ ` 2BφY ` fBuϕ` Y Bφϕ´ ω ´ 2U0BφfqN
`MBφf ´ e2β0´2ϕr3B2φfp2Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕq ` B3φf
` Bφfp4pBφβ0q2 ´ 8Bφβ0Bφϕ` 2pBφϕq2 ` 2B2φβ0 ´ B2φϕqs, (6.1.30)
δξM “ ´ 4ΛBφfe4β0´2ϕN ` pfBu ` Buf ` fBuϕ` Y Bφ ` BφY ` Y Bφϕ´ ωqM
´ 2e2β0´2ϕ
”
2B2φfBuβ0 ` 4BuBφfBφβ0 ` BuB2φf ` B2φfBφU0 ` 8B2φfBφβ0U0
` Bφf
´
p4Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕqp2Buβ0 ´ Buϕq ` 4BuBφβ0 ` BφU0p8Bφβ0 ´ 2Bφϕq
´ B2φU0 ´ 2BuBφϕ` U0p´4Bφβ0Bφϕ` 8pBφβ0q2 ` 4B2φβ0 ` pBφϕq2 ´ 2B2φϕq
¯
´ 2B2φfU0Bφϕ` B3φfU0 ´ BuBφfBφϕ´ B2φfBuϕ´ 2fBφβ0BuBφϕ
` 2Bφβ0Bφω ´ 2Bφβ0BφY Bφϕ´ 2Bφβ0B2φY ´ 2Bφβ0Y B2φϕ
ı
. (6.1.31)
These are the most general variations of the solution space in the Bondi gauge. They
are key ingredients in the computation of the asymptotic charge algebra.
6.1.3 Gauge matching
In this section, we perform an explicit diffeomorphism to go from the Bondi gauge
to the Fefferman-Graham gauge (we refer to appendix D for the four-dimensional
analogous discussion). This will enable us to identify the most general solution
spaces obtained separately in the two gauges. We proceed in two stages.
First, we pass from Bondi to tortoise coordinates pu, r, φq Ñ pt‹, r‹, φ‹q, where
uÑ t‹ ´ r‹, φÑ φ‹,
r Ñ
#
´ 1?´Λ cot
`
r‹
?´Λ˘ if Λ ă 0
1?
Λ
coth
`
r‹
?
Λ
˘
if Λ ą 0 .
(6.1.32)
Second, we go from tortoise to Fefferman-Graham performing the coordinates trans-
formation pt‹, r‹, φ‹q Ñ pρ, t, φq, with
t‹ “ t` T1pt, φqρ` T2pt, φqρ2 ` T3pt, φqρ3 `Opρ4q, (6.1.33)
r‹ “ R1pt, φqρ`R2pt, φqρ2 `R3pt, φqρ3 `Opρ4q, (6.1.34)
φ‹ “ φ` Z1pt, φqρ` Z2pt, φqρ2 ` Z3pt, φqρ3 `Opρ4q. (6.1.35)
The explicit form of the functions Tipt, φq, Ript, φq and Zipt, φq (i “ 1, 2, 3) can be
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worked out explicitly. For the sake of brevity, we report here only the leading orders
R1pt, φq “ 1
Λ
, (6.1.36)
R2pt, φq “ ´ e´2β0 1
Λ2
pBφU0 ` U0Bφϕ` Btϕq, (6.1.37)
T1pt, φq “ ´ 1
Λ
p1´ e´2β0q, (6.1.38)
T2pt, φq “ ´ e´4β0 1
Λ2
re2β0BφU0 ` U0pBφβ0 ` e2β0Bφϕq ` Btβ0 ` e2β0Btϕs, (6.1.39)
Z1pt, φq “ 1
Λ
e´2β0U0, (6.1.40)
Z2pt, φq “ ´ 1
2Λ
”
2e´2ϕBφβ0 ` 2
Λ
e´4β0U20 Bφβ0
´ 1
Λ
e´4β0BtU0 ´ 1
Λ
e´4β0U0pBφU0 ´ 2Btβ0q
ı
. (6.1.41)
Solution space matching
In this subsection, we use the notation Λ “ ´1{`2 for compactness of the expressions
(` P R if Λ ă 0 and i` P R if Λ ą 0). Using the diffeomorphism (6.1.33-6.1.35),
the solution space of the Fefferman-Graham gauge (left-hand side) is related to the
solution space of the Bondi gauge (right-hand side) through
g
p0q
ab “
ˆ´ e4β0
`2
` e2ϕU20 ´e2ϕU0
´e2ϕU0 e2ϕ
˙
(6.1.42)
and
Ttt “ 1
16piG`
e´4β0´2ϕt4e8β0r2pBφβ0q2 ´ Bφβ0Bφϕ` B2φβ0s ` e4β0`2ϕre2β0pM ´ 4NU0q
´ `2ppBφU0q2 ` U20 p´8Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 4B2φϕq ` pBtϕq2
` 2BφU0pU0p´4Bφβ0 ` 3Bφϕq ` Btϕq ` 2U0p2B2φU0 ` p´4Bφβ0 ` BφϕqBtϕ
` 2BtBφϕqqs ` e4ϕ`2U20 re2β0M ` `2ppBφU0q2 ` U20 p´4Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 2B2φϕq
` 2BφϕBtU0 ` Btϕp´4Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BφU0p2U0p´Bφβ0 ` Bφϕq
´ 2Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2U0pB2φU0 ´ 2Bφβ0Btϕ` Bφϕp´2Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BtBφϕq
` 2pBtBφU0 ` B2tϕqqsu, (6.1.43)
Ttφ “ 1
16piG`
e´4β0t2e6β0N ´ 2e4β0`2rBφU0p2Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕq ´ B2φU0
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` U0p2Bφβ0Bφϕ´ B2φϕq ` 2Bφβ0Btϕ´ BtBφϕs
` e2ϕ`2U0r´e2β0M ´ `2ppBφU0q2 ` U20 p´4Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 2B2φϕq
` 2BφϕBtU0 ` Btϕp´4Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BφU0p2U0p´Bφβ0 ` Bφϕq ´ 2Btβ0 ` Btϕq
` 2U0pB2φU0 ´ 2Bφβ0Btϕ` Bφϕp´2Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BtBφϕq ` 2pBtBφU0 ` B2tϕqqsu,
(6.1.44)
Tφφ “ 1
16piG`
e´4β0`2ϕte2β0`2M ` `4rpBφU0q2 ` U20 p´4Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 2B2φϕq
` 2BφϕBtU0 ` Btϕp´4Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BφU0p2U0p´Bφβ0 ` Bφϕq ´ 2Btβ0 ` Btϕq
` 2U0pB2φU0 ´ 2Bφβ0Btϕ` Bφϕp´2Btβ0 ` Btϕq ` 2BtBφϕq ` 2pBtBφU0 ` B2tϕqsu.
(6.1.45)
One can check on the right-hand side expressions that the trace condition given by
the first equation of (6.1.8) is satisfied.
Taking U0 “ 0, β0 “ 0 and ϕ “ ϕ¯ (three-dimensional analogue of the boundary
gauge fixing of [166]), Tab reduces to2
Tab “ 1
16piG`
ˆ
M ´ `2pBtϕ¯q2 2N ` 2`2BtBφϕ¯
2N ` 2`2BtBφϕ¯ e2ϕ¯`2rM ` `2ppBtϕ¯q2 ` 2B2t ϕ¯qs
˙
. (6.1.46)
Residual gauge parameters matching
Using the diffeomorphism (6.1.33-6.1.35), the parameters of the residual gauge dif-
feomorphisms of the Fefferman-Graham gauge (6.1.4) are related to those of the
Bondi gauge (6.1.16–6.1.18) as
ξt0 “ f, (6.1.47)
ξφ0 “ Y, (6.1.48)
σ “ BφY ´ ω ´ U0Bφf ` Y Bφϕ` fBtϕ. (6.1.49)
6.1.4 Flat limit in the Bondi gauge
In this subsection, we investigate the flat limit of the above results. Notice that
the flat limit is well defined in the Bondi gauge, but not in the Fefferman-Graham
gauge. This is an illustration of our general statement: the Fefferman-Graham gauge
is well adapted for computations in asymptotically (locally) (A)dS spacetime due to
its covariance with respect to the boundary structure. However, to consider the flat
limit, the results have to be translated into the Bondi gauge, where the computations
are more involved but the limit is perfectly defined.
2In term of Λ, the pre-factor in the right-hand side of (6.1.46) is given by
a|Λ|{16piG.
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Let us first study the solution space in the Bondi gauge for vanishing cosmolog-
ical constant. In three dimensions, the full solution space in the Bondi gauge for
vanishing cosmological constant can be readily obtained by taking the flat limit of
the solution space obtained in section 6.1.2 for non-vanishing cosmological constant.
This contrasts with the four-dimensional case where only the analytic part of the
solution space is recovered (see the difference between (2.2.48) and (2.2.49) and the
associated discussion). In practice, we take Λ Ñ 0 in the equations. The equation
Grr “ 0 gives
β “ β0pu, φq (6.1.50)
Solving Grφ “ 0 leads to
U “ U0pu, φq ` 1
r
2e2β0e´2ϕBφβ0 ´ 1
r2
e2β0e´2ϕNpu, φq. (6.1.51)
Solving Gur “ 0 gives
V
r
“ ´2rpBuϕ`DφU0q `Mpu, φq ` 1
r
4e2β0e´2ϕNBφβ0 ´ 1
r2
e2β0e´2ϕN2, (6.1.52)
where DφU0 “ BφU0`BφϕU0. Taking the previous results into account, the Einstein
equation Gφφ “ 0 is satisfied at all orders. Finally, we solve the Einstein equations
giving the time evolution constraints on M and N . The equation Guφ “ 0 gives
pBu ` BuϕqN “
ˆ
1
2
Bφ ` Bφβ0
˙
M ´ 2NBφU0 ´ U0pBφN `NBφϕq
` 4e2β0e´2ϕr2pBφβ0q3 ´ pBφϕqpBφβ0q2 ` pBφβ0qpB2φβ0qs, (6.1.53)
whereas Guu “ 0 results in
BuM “ p´2Buϕ` 2Buβ0 ´ 2BφU0 ` U02Bφβ0 ´ U02Bφϕ´ U0BφqM
´ 2e2β0´2ϕtBφU0r8pBφβ0q2 ´ 4Bφβ0Bφϕ` pBφϕq2 ` 4B2φβ0 ´ 2B2φϕs ´ B3φU0
` U0rBφβ0p8B2φβ0 ´ 2B2φϕq ` Bφϕp´2B2φβ0 ` B2φϕq ` 2B3φβ0 ´ B3φϕs
` 2BuBφβ0p4Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕq ` BuBφϕp´2Bφβ0 ` Bφϕq ` 2BuB2φβ0 ´ BuB2φϕu
(6.1.54)
The solution space is thus characterized by five arbitrary functions of pu, φq, given
by β0, U0, M , N , ϕ, with two dynamical constraints given by the time evolution
equations of M and N .
Through a similar procedure, the on-shell residual gauge diffeomorphisms and
the variations of the solution space are obtained by taking Λ Ñ 0 in the expres-
sions (6.1.24-6.1.26) and (6.1.27-6.1.31), respectively. The on-shell residual gauge
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diffeomorphisms are given by
ξu “ f, (6.1.55)
ξφ “ Y ´ 1
r
Bφf e2β0´2ϕ, (6.1.56)
ξr “ ´ rrBφY ´ ω ´ U0Bφf ` Y Bφϕ` fBuϕs
` e2β0´2ϕpB2φf ´ BφfBφϕ` 4BφfBφβ0q ´ 1r e
2β0´2ϕBφf N. (6.1.57)
Under these residual gauge diffeomorphisms, the unconstrained part of the solution
space transforms as
δξϕ “ ω, (6.1.58)
δξβ0 “ pfBu ` Y Bφqβ0 `
ˆ
1
2
Bu ´ 1
2
Buϕ` U0Bφ
˙
f ´ 1
2
pBφY ` Y Bφϕ´ ωq, (6.1.59)
δξU0 “ pfBu ` Y Bφ ´ BφY qU0 ´
`BuY ` Λe4β0e´2ϕBφf˘` U0pBuf ` U0Bφfq,
(6.1.60)
while the constrained part transforms as
δξN “ pfBu ` Y Bφ ` 2BφY ` fBuϕ` Y Bφϕ´ ω ´ 2U0BφfqN
`MBφf ´ e2β0´2ϕr3B2φfp2Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕq ` B3φf
` Bφfp4pBφβ0q2 ´ 8Bφβ0Bφϕ` 2pBφϕq2 ` 2B2φβ0 ´ B2φϕqs, (6.1.61)
δξM “ pfBu ` Buf ` fBuϕ` Y Bφ ` BφY ` Y Bφϕ´ ωqM
´ 2e2β0´2ϕ
”
2B2φfBuβ0 ` 4BuBφfBφβ0 ` BuB2φf ` B2φfBφU0 ` 8B2φfBφβ0U0
` Bφf
´
p4Bφβ0 ´ Bφϕqp2Buβ0 ´ Buϕq ` 4BuBφβ0 ` BφU0p8Bφβ0 ´ 2Bφϕq
´ B2φU0 ´ 2BuBφϕ` U0p´4Bφβ0Bφϕ` 8pBφβ0q2 ` 4B2φβ0 ` pBφϕq2 ´ 2B2φϕq
¯
´ 2B2φfU0Bφϕ` B3φfU0 ´ BuBφfBφϕ´ B2φfBuϕ´ 2fBφβ0BuBφϕ
` 2Bφβ0Bφω ´ 2Bφβ0BφY Bφϕ´ 2Bφβ0B2φY ´ 2Bφβ0Y B2φϕ
ı
. (6.1.62)
6.1.5 From asymptotically AdS3 to asymptotically flat space-
time
Here, we discuss how the bms3 algebra can be obtained by taking the flat limit of
diffpS1q ‘ diffpS1q in asymptotically AdS3 spacetime.
In asymptotically locally AdS3 spacetime, the Dirichlet boundary conditions are
obtained in the Fefferman-Graham gauge by imposing
g
p0q
ab dx
adxb “ Λdt2 ` dφ2 (6.1.63)
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(see definition (AAdS2) given in equation (2.2.23)). It is a well-known result that the
asymptotic symmetry algebra associated with Dirichlet boundary conditions is given
by the direct sum between two copies of the Witt algebra, diffpS1q ‘ diffpS1q [14].
The corresponding surface charges are finite, integrable and form a representation
of diffpS1q‘diffpS1q with a central extension involving the Brown-Henneaux central
charge c “ 3
2G|Λ| .
The analogous boundary conditions of (6.1.63) in Bondi gauge can be readily
obtained from (6.1.42) and are explicitly given by
β0 “ 0, U0 “ 0, ϕ “ 0 (6.1.64)
(see equation (2.2.24)). The residual gauge diffeomorphisms preserving these con-
straints are given by (6.1.24-6.1.26), where the parameters satisfy
Buf “ BφY, BuY “ ´ΛBφf, ω “ 0. (6.1.65)
We express f and Y as f “ 1
Λ
pY ` ` Y ´q, Y “ 1
2
pY ` ´ Y ´q, where x˘ “ ´Λu ˘ φ
and Y ˘ “ Y ˘px˘q [221]. Using the modified Lie bracket (2.2.57), one can show that
rξpY ˘1 q, ξpY ˘2 qsA “ ξpYˆ ˘q, where
Yˆ ˘ “ Y ˘1 B˘Y ˘2 ´ Y ˘2 B˘Y ˘1 , (6.1.66)
which corresponds to diffpS1q‘ diffpS1q, as it should. Furthermore, on the cylinder,
we can expand Y ˘ as Y ˘px˘q “ řmPZ Ym˘ eimx˘ , with Y¯m˘ “ Y ˘´m. Writing lm` “
ξpY ` “ eimx` , Y ´ “ 0q and lm´ “ ξpY ` “ 0, Y ´ “ eimx´q, the commutation relations
(6.1.66) become
irl˘m, l˘n sA “ pm´ nql˘m`n, rl˘m, l¯n sA “ 0. (6.1.67)
The flat limit Λ Ñ 0 can be readily taken in the Bondi gauge. In this context,
the boundary conditions (6.1.64) become asymptotically flat boundary conditions
(AF3) (equation (2.2.15) together with (2.2.18)). The constraint equations (6.1.65)
reduce to
Buf “ BφY, BuY “ 0 ω “ 0. (6.1.68)
These equations can be solved as
f “ T ` uBφY, Y “ Y pφq (6.1.69)
where T “ T pφq and Y “ Y pφq are the parameters of supertranslations and super-
rotations, respectively. Using the modified Lie bracket (2.2.57), one can show that
rξpT1, Y1q, ξpT2, Y2qsA “ ξpTˆ , Yˆ q, where
Tˆ “ Y1BφT2 ` T1BφY2 ´ Y2BφT1 ´ T2BφY1,
Yˆ “ Y1BφY2 ´ Y2BφY1,
(6.1.70)
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which corresponds to the algebra bms3 “ diffpS1q `ad vectpS1q. Expanding T and
Y on the circle as T pφq “ řmPZ Tmeimφ and Y pφq “ řmPZ Ymeimφ, and writing
Pm “ ξpT “ eimφ, Y “ 0q and Jm “ ξpT “ 0, Y “ eimφq, the commutation relations
(6.1.70) reduce to
irJm, JnsA “ pm´ nqJm`n, rPm, PnsA “ 0, irJm, PnsA “ pm´ nqPm`n.
(6.1.71)
6.2 Bondi and Fefferman-Graham gauges in four di-
mensions
In this section, we repeat the analysis performed in the previous section but for the
four-dimensional case. After briefly introducing the Fefferman-Graham gauge in the
four-dimensional case, we focus on the Bondi gauge where we derive the most general
solution space in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime (these results were already
summarized in an example of subsection 2.2.3). As in the three-dimensional case,
the results that we obtain here in four dimensions generalize previous considerations
(see e.g. [24,221]) by allowing an arbitrary boundary structure encoding the notion
of asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime. We also briefly discuss the flat limit
of these new results, which allows to find the solution space described in (2.2.48).
Notice that the flat limit process in four dimensions is more subtle and requires a
prescription in order to get the right results. Furthermore, we construct the explicit
diffeomorphism that maps the Bondi to the Fefferman-Graham gauge, which is the
second main result of this section. We finish this section by defining a new set of
boundary conditions in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime whose asymptotic
symmetry algebra is the Λ-BMS4 algebra, written bmsΛ4 . The latter is infinite-
dimensional and reduces to bmsgen4 in the flat limit, which was studied in chapter 4.
This is the third main result of this section.
6.2.1 Fefferman-Graham gauge in 4d
Definition
We particularize to the four-dimensional case the results discussed in section 2.2.
The Fefferman-Graham metric is given by
ds2 “ ´ 3
Λ
dρ2
ρ2
` γabpρ, xcqdxadxb (6.2.1)
(see (2.2.8)). The infinitesimal diffeomorphisms preserving the Fefferman-Graham
gauge are generated by vector fields ξµ satisfying Lξgρρ “ 0, Lξgρa “ 0. The first
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condition leads to the equation Bρξρ “ 1ρξρ, which can be solved for ξρ as
ξρ “ σpxaqρ. (6.2.2)
The second condition leads to the equation ρ2γabBρξb ´ 3ΛBaξρ “ 0, which can be
solved for ξa as
ξa “ ξa0pxbq ` 3ΛBbσ
ż ρ
0
dρ1
ρ1
γabpρ1, xcq. (6.2.3)
Solution space
Assuming γab “ Opρ´2q (see (6.2.4)), the general asymptotic expansion that solves
Einstein’s equations is analytic,
γab “ 1
ρ2
g
p0q
ab `
1
ρ
g
p1q
ab ` gp2qab ` ρ gp3qab `Opρ2q (6.2.4)
where gpiqab are arbitrary functions of x
a “ pt, xAq. Following the standard holographic
dictionary (see e.g. [222]), we call gp0qab the boundary metric and
Tab “
a
3|Λ|
16piG
g
p3q
ab (6.2.5)
the energy-momentum tensor. Einstein’s equations fix gp1qab “ 0 and gp2qab in terms of
g
p0q
ab while all subleading terms in (6.2.4) are determined in terms of the free data
g
p0q
ab and Tab satisfying
Dp0qa T
ab “ 0, gp0qab T ab “ 0. (6.2.6)
Here, Dp0qa is the covariant derivative with respect to gp0qab and indices are raised with
the inverse metric gabp0q.
Variation of the solution space
Expanding the residual gauge diffeomorphisms (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) in power of ρ
yields
ξρ “ ρ σpxaq
ξa “ ξa0 ` 32Λρ
2gabp0qBbσ ´ 34Λρ
4gabp2qBbσ ´ 35Λρ
5gabp3qBbσ `Opρ6q.
(6.2.7)
The variations of the data parametrizing the solution space under the residual gauge
transformations are given by (see also [156])
δξg
p0q
ab “ Lξc0gp0qab ´ 2σ gp0qab , (6.2.8)
δξTab “ Lξc0Tab ` σ Tab. (6.2.9)
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Useful expressions
Here, we collect some useful formulae needed in the process of holographic renor-
malization below (see section 6.3), especially the coefficients of the Levi-Civita con-
nection in the Fefferman-Graham gauge.
The inverse γab of the 3d metric
γab “ 1
ρ2
´
g
p0q
ab ` ρ2 gp2qab ` ρ3 gp3qab ` ρ4 gp4qab `Opρ5q
¯
(6.2.10)
is given by
γab “ ρ2
”
gabp0q ´ ρ2 gabp2q ´ ρ3 gabp3q ` ρ4 p´gabp4q ` gacp2qgp2qcd gdbp0qq `Opρ5q
ı
(6.2.11)
We denote gabpiq ” gacp0qgbdp0qgpiqcd . Only gabp0q is the true inverse matrix of gp0qab ; the indices
of other fields are simply raised with respect to the boundary metric.
The volume form is given by
?´g “
d
3
|Λ|
1
ρ
a|γ| (6.2.12)
with a|γ| “b|gp0q| 1
ρ3
´
1` 1
2
gabp0qg
p2q
ab ρ
2 ` 1
2
gabp0qg
p3q
ab ρ
3 `Opρ4q
¯
“
b
|gp0q| 1
ρ3
´
1` ρ2 3
8Λ
Rp0q `Opρ4q
¯
.
(6.2.13)
We compute the Christoffel symbols for (6.2.1). Gauge conditions imply directly
that
Γρρρ “ 12g
ρρBρgρρ “ ´1
ρ
, Γρρa “ 0, Γaρρ “ 0. (6.2.14)
Using the power series for γab and its inverse, we get
Γρab “ ´
1
2
gρρBργab “ Λ
6
ρ2Bργab
“ ´Λ
3
1
ρ
g
p0q
ab `
Λ
6
ρ2g
p3q
ab `Opρ3q,
(6.2.15)
and
Γaρb “ 12γ
acBργbc
“ ´1
ρ
δab ` ρ gacp0qgp2qbc `
3
2
ρ2 gacp0qg
p3q
bc `Opρ3q.
(6.2.16)
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Finally,
Γabc “ Γabcrγs
“ Γabcrgp0qs ` 12ρ
2gadp0qpDp0qb gp2qdc `Dp0qc gp2qdb ´Dp0qd gp2qbc q
` 1
2
ρ3gadp0qpDp0qb gp3qdc `Dp0qc gp3qdb ´Dp0qd gp3qbc q `Opρ4q.
(6.2.17)
6.2.2 Bondi gauge in 4d
We now briefly discuss again the Bondi gauge in four dimensions (see section 2.2).
Then we provide a full derivation of the most general solution space in four-dimensional
asymtotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime. Throughout this analysis, we discuss the
flat limit of these results and relate them to those considered in chapter 4.
Definition and residual transformations
The four-dimensional Bondi metric is given by
ds2 “ e2β V
r
du2 ´ 2e2βdudr ` gABpdxA ´ UAduqpdxB ´ UBduq (6.2.18)
where β, UA, gAB and V are arbitrary functions of the coordinates. The 2-dimensional
metric gAB satisfies the determinant condition
Br
ˆ
detpgABq
r4
˙
“ 0. (6.2.19)
Any metric can be written in this gauge. For example, global (A)dS4 is obtained
by choosing β “ 0, UA “ 0, V {r “ pΛr2{3q ´ 1, gAB “ r2q˚AB, where q˚AB is the unit
round-sphere metric.
Infinitesimal diffeomorphisms preserving the Bondi gauge are generated by vector
fields ξµ satisfying
Lξgrr “ 0, LξgrA “ 0, gABLξgAB “ 4ωpu, xAq. (6.2.20)
The prefactor of 4 is introduced for convenience. As discussed in appendix B, the
last condition is equivalent to the determinant condition (6.2.19). From (6.2.20), we
deduce
ξu “ f,
ξA “ Y A ` IA, IA “ ´BBf
ż 8
r
dr1pe2βgABq,
ξr “ ´r
2
pDAY A ´ 2ω `DAIA ´ BBfUB ` 1
2
fg´1Bugq,
(6.2.21)
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where Brf “ 0 “ BrY A, and g “ detpgABq. The covariant derivative DA is asso-
ciated with the 2-dimensional metric gAB. The residual gauge transformations are
parametrized by the 4 functions ω, f and Y A of pu, xAq.
Procedure to resolve Einstein’s equations
We solve the Einstein equations Gµν ` Λgµν “ 0 in Bondi gauge. We follow the
integration scheme and notations of [6]. In particular, we use the Christoffel symbols
that have been derived in this reference.
Minimal fall-off requirements: We impose the preliminary boundary condition
gAB “ Opr2q (see (2.2.33)) and assume an analytic expansion for gAB, namely
gAB “ r2 qAB ` r CAB `DAB ` 1
r
EAB ` 1
r2
FAB `Opr´3q, (6.2.22)
where each term involves a symmetric tensor whose components are arbitrary func-
tions of pu, xCq. For Λ ‰ 0, the Fefferman-Graham theorem [152–156] together
with the map between the Fefferman-Graham gauge and Bondi gauge, derived in
appendix D, ensures that the expansion (6.2.22) leads to the most general solution
to the vacuum Einstein equations. For Λ “ 0, the analytic expansion (6.2.22) is a
hypothesis since additional logarithmic branches might occur [223–225].
This fall-off condition does not impose any constraints on the generators of
residual diffeomorphisms (6.2.21). In the following, upper-case Latin indices are
lowered and raised by the 2-dimensional metric qAB and its inverse. The gauge con-
dition (6.2.19) implies gABBrgAB “ 4{r which imposes successively that detpgABq “
r4 detpqABq, qABCAB “ 0 and
DAB “ 1
4
qABC
CDCCD `DABpu, xCq,
EAB “ 1
2
qABDCDCCD ` EABpu, xCq,
FAB “ 1
2
qAB
”
CCDECD ` 1
2
DCDDCD ´ 1
32
pCCDCCDq2
ı
` FABpu, xCq,
(6.2.23)
with qABDAB “ qABEAB “ qABFAB “ 0.
Organization of Einstein’s equations: We organize the equations of motion as
follows. First, we solve the equations that do not involve the cosmological constant.
The radial constraint Grr “ Rrr “ 0 fixes the r-dependence of β, while the cross-
term constraint GrA “ RrA “ 0 fixes the r-dependence of UA.
Next, we treat the equations that do depend on Λ. The equation Gur`Λgur “ 0
determines the r-dependence of V {r in terms of the previous variables. Noticing
that R “ gµνRµν “ 2gurRur ` grrRrr ` 2grARrA` gABRAB, and taking into account
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that Rrr “ 0 “ RrA, one gets Gur `Λgur “ Rur ´ 12gurR`Λgur “ 12gurgABRAB “ 0
so that we can solve equivalently gABRAB “ 0.
Next, we concentrate on the pure angular equation, GAB `ΛgAB “ 0, which can
be split into a trace-free part
GAB ´ 1
2
gAB g
CDGCD “ 0 (6.2.24)
and a pure-trace part
gCDGCD ` 2Λ “ 0. (6.2.25)
Consider the Bianchi identities ∇µGµν “ 0 which can be rewritten as
2
?´g∇µGµν “ 2Bµp
?´gGµν q ´
?´gGµλBνgµλ “ 0. (6.2.26)
Since Bνgµλ “ ´gµαgλβBνgαβ, we have
2Bµp?´gGµν q `
?´gGµλBνgµλ “ 0. (6.2.27)
Taking ν “ r and noting that Grα ` Λgrα “ 0 have already been solved, one gets
GABBrgAB “ 4Λ
r
. (6.2.28)
Recalling that (6.2.24) holds, and that the determinant condition implies that gABBrgAB “
4{r, we see that (6.2.28) is equivalent to (6.2.25). As a consequence, the equation
GAB ` ΛgAB “ 0 is completely obeyed if (6.2.24) is solved. Indeed, once the trace-
free part (6.2.24) has been set to zero, the tracefull part (6.2.25) is automatically
constrained by the Bianchi identity. Another way to see this is as follows: imposing
that Grα ` Λgrα “ 0 holds, (6.2.24) is equivalent to
pMTF qAB ”MAB ´ 12δ
A
BM
C
C “ 0, MAB ” gACRCB, (6.2.29)
since the trace part of MAB has already been set to zero to fix the radial dependence
of V {r.
At this stage, Einstein’s equations pr, rq, pr, Aq, pr, uq and pA,Bq have been
solved. The pu, uq and pu,Aq components remain to be solved. In doing so, we will
derive the evolution equations for the Bondi mass and angular momentum aspects
(see section 6.2.2 below). Expressing the A component of the contracted Bianchi
identities (6.2.26) yields
Br
”
r2
´
GuA ` ΛguA
¯ı
“ Br
”
r2
´
RuA ´ ΛguA
¯ı
“ 0. (6.2.30)
Therefore, we can isolate the only non-trivial equation to be the 1{r2 part of GuA`
ΛguA “ 0. This will determine the evolution of N pΛqA pu, xBq related to the Bondi
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angular momentum aspect. Assuming that GuA ` ΛguA “ 0 is solved, the last
Bianchi identity (6.2.26) for ν “ u becomes
Br
”
r2
´
Guu ` Λguu
¯ı
“ Br
”
r2
´
Ruu ´ Λguu
¯ı
“ 0, (6.2.31)
and the reasoning is similar. We will solve the r-independent part of r2pRuu´Λguuq,
which will uncover the equation governing the time evolution of M pΛqpu, xAq related
to the Bondi mass aspect.
Solution to the algebraic equations
We define several auxiliary fields as in [6]. Starting from (6.2.22), we can build
kAB “ 12BrgAB, lAB “ 12BugAB, and nA “ 12e´2βgABBrUB. The determinant condition
(6.2.19) allows us to split the tensors kAB and lAB in leading trace-full parts and
subleading trace-free parts as
kAB ” gACkBC “ 1r δ
A
B ` 1r2K
A
B , K
A
A “ 0,
lAB ” gAC lBC “ 12q
ACBuqBC ` 1
r
LAB, L
A
A “ 0.
(6.2.32)
Note that
l “ lAA “ 12q
ABBuqAB “ Bu ln?q. (6.2.33)
Let us start by solving Rrr “ 0, which leads to
Brβ “ ´ 1
2r
` r
4
kABk
B
A “ 14r3K
A
BK
B
A . (6.2.34)
Expanding KAB in powers of 1{r, we get
βpu, r, xAq “ β0pu, xAq ` 1
r2
”
´ 1
32
CABCAB
ı
` 1
r3
”
´ 1
12
CABDAB
ı
(6.2.35)
` 1
r4
”
´ 3
32
CABEAB ´ 1
16
DABDAB ` 1
128
pCABCABq2
ı
`Opr´5q.
Up to the integration “constant” β0pu, xAq, the condition (6.2.22) uniquely deter-
mines β. In particular, the 1{r order is always zero on-shell. This equation also
holds for Λ “ 0 but standard asymptotic flatness conditions set β0 “ 0 (see equa-
tion (2.2.15)). We keep it arbitrary here.
Next, we develop RrA “ 0, which gives
Brpr2nAq “ r2
´
Br ´ 2
r
¯
BAβ ´DBKBA . (6.2.36)
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We now expand the transverse covariant derivative DA
ΓBACrgABs “ ΓBACrqABs ` 1r
”1
2
pDACBC `DCCBA ´DBCACq
ı
`Opr´2q, (6.2.37)
in terms of the transverse covariant derivative DA defined with respect to the leading
transverse metric qAB. This implies in particular that
DBKBA “ ´12D
BCAB ` 1
r
”
´DBDAB ` 1
8
BApCBCCBCq
ı
`Opr´2q. (6.2.38)
Explicitly using (6.2.35), we find
nA “ ´BAβ0 ` 1
r
”1
2
DBCAB
ı
` 1
r2
”
ln r DBDAB `NA
ı
` opr´2q (6.2.39)
where NA is a second integration “constant” (i.e. BrNA “ 0), which corresponds to
the Bondi angular momentum aspect in the asymptotically flat case. After inverting
the definition of nA, integrating one time further on r and raising the index A, we
end up with
UA “ UA0 pu, xBq `
p1q
UApu, xBq1
r
`
p2q
UApu, xBq 1
r2
`
p3q
UApu, xBq 1
r3
`
pL3q
UApu, xBq ln r
r3
` opr´3q
(6.2.40)
with
p1q
UApu, xBq “ 2e2β0BAβ0,
p2q
UApu, xBq “ ´e2β0
”
CABBBβ0 ` 1
2
DBC
AB
ı
,
p3q
UApu, xBq “ ´2
3
e2β0
”
NA ´ 1
2
CABDCCBC ` pBBβ0 ´ 1
3
DBqDAB ´ 3
16
CCDC
CDBAβ0
ı
,
pL3q
UApu, xBq “ ´2
3
e2β0DBDAB, (6.2.41)
where UA0 pu, xBq is a new integration “constant”. Again, this equation also holds
if Λ is absent, but standard asymptotic flatness sets this additional parameter to
zero. As known in standard flat case analysis, the presence of DAB is responsible
for logarithmic terms in the expansion of UA. We will shortly derive that for Λ ‰ 0,
DAB vanishes on-shell.
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Given that
MAB “ e´2β
”
pBr ` 2
r
qplAB ` kAB Vr `
1
2
DBUA ` 1
2
DAUBq
` kACDBUC ´ kCBDCUA ` pBu ` lqkAB `DCpUCkABq
ı
`RABrgCDs ´ 2pDBBAβ ` BAβBBβ ` nAnBq,
(6.2.42)
we extract the r-dependence of V {r thanks to MAA “ 0, which reads as
BrV “´ 2rpl `DAUAq`
e2βr2
”
DAD
Aβ ` pnA ´ BAβqpnA ´ BAβq ´DAnA ´ 1
2
RrgABs ` Λ
ı
.
(6.2.43)
Considering (6.2.22), (6.2.35) and (6.2.40), we get, after integration on r
V
r
“Λ
3
e2β0r2 ´ rpl `DAUA0 q (6.2.44)
´ e2β0
”1
2
´
Rrqs ` Λ
8
CABC
AB
¯
` 2DABAβ0 ` 4BAβ0BAβ0
ı
´ 2M
r
` opr´1q
whereMpu, xAq is an integration “constant” which, in flat asymptotics, is recognized
as the Bondi mass aspect.
Afterwards, we solve (6.2.29) order by order, which provides us with the con-
straints imposed on each independent order of gAB. The leading Opr´1q order of
that equation yields
Λ
3
CAB “ e´2β0
”
pBu ´ lqqAB ` 2DpAU0Bq ´DCU0CqAB
ı
. (6.2.45)
This result shows that there is a discrete bifurcation between the asymptotically flat
case and the case Λ ‰ 0. Indeed, when Λ “ 0, the left-hand side vanishes, which
leads to a constraint on the time-dependence of qAB. Consequently, the field qAB is
constrained while CAB is completely free and interpreted as the shear. For (A)dS4
asymptotics, CAB is entirely determined by qAB, β0 and UA0 , while the boundary
metric qAB “ qABpu, xAq is left completely undetermined by the equations of motion.
This is consistent with previous analyses [19,167,226–228].
Going to Opr´2q, we get
Λ
3
DAB “ 0, (6.2.46)
which removes the logarithmic term in (6.2.40) for Λ ‰ 0, but not for Λ “ 0. The
condition at next Opr´3q order
BuDAB ` UC0 DCDAB ` 2DCpADBqUC0 “ 0, (6.2.47)
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is thus trivial for Λ ‰ 0, but reduces to BuDAB “ 0 in the flat limit, consistently
with previous results.
Using an iterative argument as in [167], we now make the following observation.
If we decompose gAB “ r2 řně0 gpnqABr´n, we see that the iterative solution of (6.2.29)
organizes itself as ΛgpnqAB “ Bugpn´1qAB ` p...q at order Opr´nq, n P N0. Accordingly, the
form of EAB should have been fixed by the equation found at Opr´3q, but it is not
the case, since both contributions of EAB cancel between GAB and ΛgAB. Moreover,
the equation Λgp4qAB “ Bugp3qAB ` p...q at next order turns out to be a constraint for
g
p4q
AB „ FAB, determined with other subleading data such as CAB or Bugp3qAB „ BuEAB.
It shows that EAB is a set of two free data on the boundary, built up from two
arbitrary functions of pu, xAq. It shows moreover that there is no more data to be
uncovered for Λ ‰ 0. This matches with the number of free data of the solution
space in the Fefferman-Graham gauge, as discussed in subsection 6.2.3.
As a conclusion, Einstein’s equations pr, rq, pr, Aq, pr, uq and pA,Bq can be solved
iteratively in the asymptotic expansion for Λ ‰ 0. We identified 11 independent
functions tβ0pu, xAq, UA0 pu, xBq, qABpu, xCq, Mpu, xCq, NApu, xCq, EABpu, xCqu that
determine the asymptotic solution. We see in the following subsection that the re-
maining equations are equivalent to evolution equations forMpu, xAq and NApu, xBq.
This contrasts with the asymptotically flat case Λ “ 0 where an infinite series of
functions appear in the radial expansion, see e.g. [6].
Boundary gauge fixing
In this section, we simplify our analysis by imposing a (co-dimension 1) boundary
gauge fixing. The latter can also be interpreted as a partial Dirichlet boundary
condition with respect to the bulk spacetime. Let us consider the pullback of the
most general Bondi metric satisfying (6.2.22) to the boundary I ” tr Ñ 8u,
ds2
ˇˇ
I
“
”Λ
3
e4β0 ` UA0 U0A
ı
du2 ´ 2U0AdudxA ` qABdxAdxB. (6.2.48)
We use the boundary gauge freedom to reach the gauge
β0 “ 0, UA0 “ 0, ?q “
?
q¯ (6.2.49)
where
?
q¯ is a fixed area of the two-dimensional transverse space spanned by xA.
This gauge is a temporal boundary gauge for Λ ă 0, a radial boundary gauge for
Λ ą 0 and a null boundary gauge for Λ “ 0 with gur “ ´1`Opr´1q in (6.2.18).
Intuitively, this amounts to using the gauge freedom at the boundary I , to
eliminate three pure-gauge degrees of freedom thanks to a diffeomorphism defined
intrinsically on I and lifted to the bulk in order to preserve the Bondi gauge. Such a
transformation also involves a Weyl rescaling of the boundary metric, as can be seen
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from (6.2.21), which consists in a redefinition of the coordinate r by an arbitrary
factor depending on pu, xAq. We can use this Weyl rescaling to gauge-fix one further
quantity in the boundary metric, namely the area of the transverse space. The
details are provided below.
Computing the Lie derivative on the Bondi metric on-shell and retaining only
the leading Opr2q terms, we get the transformation laws of the boundary fields qAB,
β0 and UA0 under the set of residual gauge transformations (6.2.21):
δξqAB “ fpBu ´ lqqAB ` pLY ´DCY C ` 2ωqqAB
´ 2pU0pABBqf ´ 12qABU
C
0 BCfq, (6.2.50)
δξβ0 “ pfBu ` LY qβ0 ` 1
2
”
Bu ´ 1
2
l ` 3
2
UA0 BA
ı
f ´ 1
4
pDAY A ´ 2ωq, (6.2.51)
δξU
A
0 “ pfBu ` LY qUA0 ´
”
BuY A ´ 1
`2
e4β0qABBBf
ı
` UA0 pBuf ` UB0 BBfq. (6.2.52)
The first equation implies that qABδξqAB “ 4ω. We can therefore adjust the Weyl
generator ω in order to reach the gauge ?q “ ?q¯. The form of the infinitesimal
transformations (6.2.51)-(6.2.52) involves Buf and BuY A. This ensures that a finite
gauge transformation labelled by f, Y A can be found by integration over u to reach
β0 “ 0, UA0 “ 0, at least in a local patch. As a result, the conditions (6.2.49) can be
reached by gauge fixing, at least locally. The vanishing of the inhomogeneous con-
tributions in the transformation laws (6.2.51)-(6.2.52) constrains parameters f, Y A
and reduces the set of allowed vectors among (6.2.21). The remaining residual
transformations are studied in subsection 6.2.4.
Constraint equations as Bondi evolution equations
Assuming the gauge fixing conditions (6.2.49), we are now ready to present the
evolution equations that follow from the remaining Einstein equations. Moreover,
we suppose that DAB “ 0 in the case Λ “ 0 to simplify our computation. As justified
before, the Opr0q part of r2pRuA ´ΛguAq “ 0 will fix the temporal evolution of NA.
From the Christoffel symbols, we can develop the first term as
RuA “´ pBu ´ lqBAβ ´ BAl ´ pBu ` lqnA (6.2.53)
` nBDBUA ´ BBβDAUB ` 2UBpBAβBBβ ` nAnBq
`DB
”
lBA ` 12pD
BUA ´DAUBq ` UBpBAβ ´ nAq
ı
` 2nBlBA
´ 1
2
pBr ` 2Brβ ` 2
r
qBAV
r
´ V
r
pBr ` 2
r
qnA ` kBApBB Vr ` 2
V
r
nBq
´ e´2βpBr ` 2
r
q
”
UBplAB ` V
r
kAB `DpAUBqq
ı
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´ e´2βUB
”
pBu ` lqkAB ´ 4lCpAkBqC ´ 2kCAkBC Vr `DCpkABU
Cq ´ 2kCpADCUBq
ı
.
Let us emphasize that the r-dependence of the fields is not yet explicit in this
expression, so the upper case Latin indices are lowered and raised by the full metric
gAB and its inverse. Expanding all the fields in power series of 1{r in RuA and ΛguA
and selecting the 1{r2 terms yields
pBu ` lqN pΛqA ´ BAM pΛq ´
Λ
2
DBJAB “ 0. (6.2.54)
Here, we defined with hindsight the Bondi mass and angular momentum aspects for
Λ ‰ 0 as
M pΛq “M ` 1
16
pBu ` lqpCCDCCDq, (6.2.55)
N
pΛq
A “ NA ´
3
2Λ
DBpNAB ´ 1
2
lCABq ´ 3
4
BAp 1
Λ
Rrqs ´ 3
8
CCDC
CDq, (6.2.56)
and the traceless symmetric tensor JAB (qABJAB “ 0) as
JAB “´ EAB ´ 3
Λ2
”
BupNAB ´ 1
2
lCABq ´ Λ
2
qABC
CDpNCD ´ 1
2
lCCDq
ı
` 3
Λ2
pDADBl ´ 1
2
qABDCD
C lq
´ 1
Λ
pDpADCCBqC ´ 1
2
qABD
CDDCCDq
` CAB
” 5
16
CCDC
CD ` 1
2Λ
Rrqs
ı
. (6.2.57)
We used the notation NAB ” BuCAB. This tensor is symmetric and obeys qABNAB “
Λ
3
CABCAB. When Λ “ 0, NAB is thus traceless and represents the Bondi news tensor.
We will justify the definitions of Bondi mass and angular momentum aspects in
section 6.2.3. Note that BuqAB has been eliminated using (6.2.45). The transfor-
mations of these fields under the residual gauge symmetries ξ preserving the Bondi
gauge (6.2.18) and the boundary gauge (6.2.49) are given by
δξM
pΛq “ rfBu ` LY ` 3
2
pDAY A ` fl ´ 2ωqsM pΛq ´ Λ
3
N
pΛq
A BAf, (6.2.58)
δξN
pΛq
A “ rfBu ` LY `DBY B ` fl ´ 2ωsN pΛqA ` 3M pΛqBAf `
Λ
2
JABBBf, (6.2.59)
δξJAB “ rfBu ` LY ` 1
2
pDCY C ` fl ´ 2ωqsJAB
´ 4
3
pN pΛqpA BBqf ´
1
2
N
pΛq
C BCfqABq. (6.2.60)
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The asymptotically flat limit is not trivial in the equation (6.2.54) due to terms
„ Λ´1 above which we collect here:
´ 3
2Λ
”
pBu ` lqDBpBuCAB ´ 1
2
lCABq ´DBBupBuCAB ´ 1
2
lCABq
` 1
2
pBu ` lqBARrqs `DBpDADBl ´ 1
2
DCD
C lqABq
ı
.
(6.2.61)
There are two subtle steps here needed to massage the evolution equation before
taking the limit Λ Ñ 0. First, we must develop the remaining u-derivatives acting
on covariant derivatives and taking the constraint (6.2.45) into account to highlight
Λ factors. Next, we can extract the trace of NAB, which also contains a residual
contribution „ Λ. We end up with
(6.2.61) “ 1
2
DCpNTFABCBCq ` 14N
TF
BCDAC
BC ´ 1
4
DADBDCC
BC
` 1
8
CBCC
C
BBAl ´ 316 lBApC
B
CC
C
B q
(6.2.62)
where NTFAB denotes the trace-free part of NAB. The following identities turn out to
be useful for the computation:
pBu ` lqHAB “ qACBuHCDqBD ´ lHAB ´ 2Λ
3
CCpAHBqC ,
pBu ` lqpDBHABq “ DBBuHAB ´ 1
2
qCDHCDBAl
´ Λ
3
”
DCpHABCBCq ` 1
2
HBCDACBC
ı
,
pBu ` lqCABCAB “ 2NABCAB ´ lCABCAB,
pBu ` lqBARrqs “ ´pDBDB ` 1
2
RrqsqBAl ` Λ
3
DADBDCC
BC
(6.2.63)
whereHABpu, xCq is any symmetric rank 2 transverse tensor. We note thatNTFABCBC`
CABN
BC
TF “ δCACBDNBDTF , thanks to which the first term of (6.2.62) can be rewritten
as
1
2
DCpNTFABCBCq “ 14DBpN
TF
ACC
BC ´ CACNBCTF q ` 14BApCBDN
BD
TF q. (6.2.64)
We can now present (6.2.54) in a way that makes terms in Λ explicit:
pBu ` lqNA ´ BAM ´ 1
4
CABBBRrqs ´ 1
16
BApNTFBCCBCq (6.2.65)
´ 1
32
lBApCBCCBCq ` 1
4
NTFBCDAC
BC ` 1
4
DBpCBCNTFAC ´NBCTF CACq
` 1
4
DBpDBDCCAC ´DADCCBCq ` Λ
2
DBpEAB ´ 7
96
CCDC
D
CCABq “ 0.
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As a result, the asymptotically flat limit can be safely taken and (6.2.65) reduces to
pBu ` lqNA ´ BAM ´ 1
4
CABBBRrqs ´ 1
16
BApNBCCBCq
´ 1
32
lBApCBCCBCq ` 1
4
NBCDAC
BC ` 1
4
DBpCBCNAC ´NBCCACq
` 1
4
DBpDBDCCAC ´DADCCBCq “ 0, (6.2.66)
which fully agrees with (4.49) of [6] after a change of conventions3. It must be
mentioned that NAB “ NTFAB when Λ “ 0.
We now derive the temporal evolution of M , encoded in the r-independent part
of r2pRuu ´ Λguuq “ 0. The first term is worked out to be
Ruu “ pBu ` 2Buβ ` lqΓuuu ` pBr ` 2Brβ ` 2r qΓ
r
uu ` pDA ` 2BAβqΓAuu
´ 2B2uβ ´ Bul ´ pΓuuuq2 ´ 2ΓuuAΓAuu ´ pΓrurq2 ´ 2ΓruAΓAur ´ ΓAuBΓBuA
(6.2.67)
where all Christoffel symbols can be found on page 26 of [6]. We finally get
pBu ` 3
2
lqM pΛq ` Λ
6
DAN
pΛq
A `
Λ2
24
CABJ
AB “ 0. (6.2.68)
Here, the asymptotically flat limit is straightforward and gives
pBu ` 3
2
lqM ` 1
8
NABN
AB ´ 1
8
lNABC
AB ` 1
32
l2CABC
AB ´ 1
8
DAD
ARrqs
´1
4
DADBN
AB ` 1
4
CABDADBl ` 1
4
BpAlDBqCAB ` 1
8
lDADBC
AB “ 0,
(6.2.69)
in agreement with (4.50) of [6]. As a conclusion, in Bondi gauge (6.2.18) with fall-
off condition (6.2.22) and boundary gauge fixing (6.2.49), the general solution to
Einstein’s equations is entirely determined by the seven free functions of pu, xAq for
the case Λ ‰ 0: qAB with fixed area ?q¯,M , NA and trace-free JAB whereM and NA
are constrained by the evolution equations (6.2.68) and (6.2.54). This contrasts with
the asymptotically flat case Λ “ 0 where an infinite series of functions appearing
in the radial expansion of gAB have to be specified to parametrize the solution (see
e.g. [6]).
6.2.3 Dictionary between Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges
In appendix D, we establish a coordinate transformation between Fefferman-Graham
and Bondi gauges, which extends the procedure used in [167] to a generic spacetime
3The Bondi news tensor is defined in [6] as N thereAB “ BuCAB ´ lCAB while we define NhereAB “BuCAB .
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metric. The boundary metric in the Fefferman-Graham gauge is related to the
functions in the Bondi gauge through
g
p0q
tt “ Λ3 e
4β0 ` UC0 U0C , gp0qtA “ ´U0A, gp0qAB “ qAB, (6.2.70)
where all functions on the right-hand sides are now evaluated as functions of pt, xAq.
The parameters tσ, ξt0, ξA0 u of the residual gauge diffeomorphisms in the Fefferman-
Graham gauge (6.2.2) and (6.2.3) can be related to those of the Bondi gauge ap-
pearing in (6.2.21) through
ξt0 “ f,
ξA0 “ Y A,
σ “ 1
2
pDAY A ` fl ´ UA0 BAf ´ 2ωq,
(6.2.71)
where all functions on the right-hand sides are also evaluated as functions of pt, xAq.
The boundary gauge fixing (6.2.49) described in section 6.2.2 can now be under-
stood as a gauge fixation of the boundary metric to
g
p0q
tt “ Λ3 , g
p0q
tA “ 0, detpgp0qq “
Λ
3
q¯. (6.2.72)
For Λ ă 0 (resp. Λ ą 0), this is exactly the temporal (resp. radial) gauge for the
boundary metric, with a fixed area form for the 2-dimensional transverse space.
Let us develop the constraint equations (6.2.6) after boundary gauge fixing. First,
the tracelessness condition determines the trace of TAB to be
qABTAB “ ´ 3
Λ
Ttt. (6.2.73)
We define T TFAB as the trace-free part of TAB, i.e. TAB “ T TFAB ´ 32ΛTttqAB. The
conservation equation Dp0qa T ab “ 0 reads as
pBt ` 3
2
lqTtt ` Λ
3
DATtA ´ Λ
6
BtqABTABTF “ 0,
pBt ` lqTtA ´ 1
2
BATtt ` Λ
3
DBT TFAB “ 0.
(6.2.74)
Pursuing the change of coordinates to the Fefferman-Graham gauge up to fourth
order in ρ, it can be shown that the stress tensor is given, in terms of Bondi variables,
by
Tab “
a
3|Λ|
16piG
«
´4
3
M pΛq ´2
3
N
pΛq
B
´2
3
N
pΛq
A JAB ` 2ΛM pΛqqAB
ff
, (6.2.75)
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whereM pΛqpt, xAq andN pΛqA pt, xBq are the boundary fields defined as (6.2.55)-(6.2.56)
and JAB is precisely the tensor (6.2.57), all evaluated as functions of t instead of u.
The conservation equations (6.2.74) are, in fact, equivalent to (6.2.68) and (6.2.54)
after using the dictionary (6.2.75) and solving BtqAB in terms of CAB using (6.2.45).
Moreover, we checked that the transformation laws (6.2.58)-(6.2.60) are equivalent
to (6.2.9). We therefore identified the Bondi mass aspect M pΛq and the Bondi
angular momentum aspect N pΛqA as the components Ttt and TtA of the holographic
stress-tensor, up to a normalization constant.
6.2.4 Symmetries and flat limit
In contrast to the three-dimensional case discussed in subsection 6.1.5, the BMS
group in four dimensions is not readily obtained by taking the flat limit of the
asymptotic symmetry group associated with Dirichlet boundary conditions in AdS.
In the following, we discuss the technical issue of finding a version of BMS in AdS,
which reduces to the BMS group in the flat limit. Then, we present our new set of
boundary conditions in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime that leads to the
Λ-BMS4 algebra bmsΛ4 . We show that in the flat limit, this reduces to bms
gen
4 .
The problem to obtain BMS in the flat limit
In this subsection, mimicking the three-dimensional case discussed in subsection
6.1.5, we consider Dirichlet boundary conditions defining asymptotically AdS4 space-
times in the Fefferman-Graham gauge:
g
p0q
ab dx
adxb “ Λ
3
dt2 ` q˚ABdxAdxB, (6.2.76)
where q˚AB is the unit sphere metric (see definition (AAdS2) given in equation
(2.2.23)). It has been shown in [15] that the asymptotic symmetry algebra is given
by sop3, 2q and the associated charges are finite, integrable, and form a representa-
tion of sop3, 2q without central extension. Therefore, we obtain a finite-dimensional
algebra, which already ends any hope of obtaining BMS in the flat limit.
Using (6.2.70), we can translate the Dirichlet boundary condition (6.2.76) into
the Bondi gauge as
β0 “ 0, U0A “ 0, qAB “ q˚AB (6.2.77)
(this is the four-dimensional analogue of (6.1.64)). The residual gauge diffeomor-
phisms preserving these constraints are given by (6.2.21), where the parameters
satisfy
Buf “ 1
2
DAY
A, BuY A “ ´Λ
3
q˚ABBBf, ω “ 0,
LY q˚AB “ pDCY Cqq˚AB,
(6.2.78)
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where the last equation tells us that Y A is a conformal Killing vector of the unit
2-sphere metric. One can show that these conditions imply that f and Y A are the
parameters of the sop3, 2q asymptotic symmetry algebra, as it should be [24, 166].
Therefore, we conclude that, despite the conditions being interpreted as asymptoti-
cally flat boundary conditions (AF3) (see equation (2.2.15) together with (2.2.18))
in the flat limit Λ Ñ 0, we recover the Poincaré group instead of the BMS group
[24,166]. In particular, the supertranslations cannot be recovered through this pro-
cess.
The Λ-BMS group and its flat limit
We now circumvent this issue by proposing a new set of boundary condition in
asymptotically locally (A)dS4. We require that
β0 “ 0, U0A “ 0, ?q “
a
q˚, (6.2.79)
where q˚ is the determinant of the unit sphere metric (this last condition leads to
δ
?
q “ 0). Several comments can be made about these boundary conditions. They
are very similar to (6.2.77), except that we allow some fluctuations of the two-
dimensional boundary metric qAB with fixed determinant. These boundary condi-
tions are inspired by those investigated in the asymptotically flat context in chapter
4 (see equation (4.1.3)). Furthermore, the boundary conditions (6.2.79) are pre-
cisely the conditions imposed in the boundary gauge fixing (6.2.49) (with q¯ “ q˚) to
write the evolution equations of the Bondi mass and the angular momentum aspect
with respect to the u coordinate. Finally, we notice that the boundary conditions
(6.2.79) are valid for both Λ ą 0 and Λ ă 0. Indeed, as discussed around equation
(6.2.49), every solution written in the Bondi gauge and satisfying the preliminary
boundary conditions gAB “ Opr2q, can be transformed through a diffeomorphism to
satisfy (6.2.79). Therefore, this does not constrain the Cauchy problem in dS4. This
contrasts with the Dirichlet boundary conditions (6.2.77) that do not make sense to
impose in dS4 since they would strongly constrain the Cauchy problem.
The residual gauge diffeomorphisms (6.2.21) preserving the boundary conditions
(6.2.79) have the following constraints on their parameters:
Buf “ 1
2
DAY
A, BuY A “ ´Λ
3
qABBBf, ω “ 0. (6.2.80)
Note that the solutions of these equations admit three integration “constants” SpxAq,
V ApxBq, though these are difficult to solve explicitly for an arbitrary transverse
metric qAB in terms of these functions (see appendix C of [193] for an explicit
solution in the case qAB “ q˚AB). We call the vectors generated by SpxAq and
V ApxBq the supertranslation and superrotation generators, respectively. The use
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of this terminology will be justified below. In the Fefferman-Graham notation, the
equations in (6.2.80) are equivalent to
σ “ 1
2
D
p0q
A ξ
A
0 ,
Btξt0 “ 12D
p0q
A ξ
A
0 , BtξA0 “ ´Λ3 g
AB
p0q BBξtp0q.
(6.2.81)
As already discussed in one of the examples in subsection 2.2.4, the asymptotic
Killing vectors satisfy the following commutation relations with the modified Lie
bracket (2.2.57):
rξpf1, Y A1 q, ξpf2, Y A2 qsA “ ξpfˆ , Yˆ Aq, (6.2.82)
where
fˆ “ Y A1 BAf2 ` 12f1DAY
A
2 ´ δξpf1,Y A1 qf2 ´ p1 Ø 2q, (6.2.83)
Yˆ A “ Y B1 BBY A2 ´ Λ3 f1q
ABBBf2 ´ δξpf1,Y A1 qY A2 ´ p1 Ø 2q. (6.2.84)
In the asymptotically flat limit Λ “ 0, the functions Y A, f reduce to Y A “ Y ApxBq,
f “ T pxAq ` u
2
DAV
A and the structure constants reduce to the ones of the gener-
alized BMS4 algebra bmsgen4 (see equations (4.1.12) and (4.1.18)). For Λ ‰ 0, the
supertranslations do not commute and the structure constants depend explicitly on
qAB. We therefore find the structure of a Lie algebroid [146, 170, 172, 229]4. We
call it the Λ-BMS4 algebra and we write it bmsΛ4 . This algebroid gives an infinite-
dimensional algebra at each point of the solution space. Indeed, it always contains
the area preserving diffeomorphisms given by ξ “ ξpf “ 0, Y A “ Y ApxBqq, where
DAY
A “ 05.
When the transverse metric qAB is equal to the unit round sphere metric q˚AB, we
are back to the Dirchlet boundary conditions (6.2.77) and, therefore, bmsΛ4 reduces
to sop3, 2q for Λ ă 0 and the sop1, 4q algebra for Λ ą 0 (see [24] and appendix A
of [166]).
6.3 Holographic renormalization and surface charges
In this section, we reproduce the holographic renormalization in asymptotically lo-
cally (A)dS4 spacetime in the Fefferman-Graham gauge [144, 154, 222]. In this pro-
4The existence of the Λ-BMS4 Lie algebroid is not in contradiction with recent no-go results [230]
that were obtained for Lie algebra deformations. Here, we have a field-dependent Lie algebroid
deformation of the BMS Lie algebra in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes.
5These vectors are called area preserving diffeomorphisms since, for a diffeomorphism on a two-
dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric qAB , the determinant transforms infinitesimally as
δY
?
q “ DAY A. Therefore, the divergence-free vectors fields Y A generate diffeomorphisms that
preserve the area.
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cess, we assume only the preliminary boundary condition γab “ Opρ´2q (see (6.2.4)).
This allows us to obtain the renormalized presymplectic form, from which we ex-
tract the charges for the most general solution space of asymptotically locally (A)dS4
spacetime in the Fefferman-Graham gauge. Then, we compute the charge algebra
and show that it closes under the modified bracket, without central extension.
6.3.1 Presymplectic structure and its ambiguities
In what follows, we will see that the counter-terms brought to the presymplectic
form by the holographic renormalization process can be interpreted as ambiguities
from the point of view of the Iyer-Wald procedure discussed in subsection 2.3.4. Let
us mention two possible sources of ambiguities in the procedure that will appear in
this process.
A first ambiguity is the one discussed in subsection 2.3.4 (see equation (2.3.81)
and the discussion that follows) and allows us to shift the presymplectic potential
θrg; δgs by an exact pn´ 1q-form as
θrg; δgs Ñ θrg; δgs ´ dYrg; δgs. (6.3.1)
This leads to the following shift in the presymplectic form
ωrg; δg, δgs Ñ ωrg.δg, δgs ´ δdYrg; δgs. (6.3.2)
In particular, this ambiguity has already been used in section 4.2 to renormalize the
symplectic structure in asymptotically flat spacetime.
Another freedom that we have is to modify the Lagrangian Lrgs of the theory
by boundary terms,
LEHrgs Ñ LEHrgs ` dArgs. (6.3.3)
This shifts the presymplectic potential by an exact term
θrg; δgs Ñ θrg; δgs ` δArgs (6.3.4)
but leaves the presymplectic form invariant (δ2 “ 0). Therefore, this freedom does
not lead to further ambiguity in the symplectic structure.
For a non-vanishing cosmological constant, the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is
LEHrgs “ 1
16piG
pRrgs ´ 2Λq?´g d4x. (6.3.5)
The associated canonical presymplectic potential is given by
θEHrg; δgs “
?´g
16piG
´
∇νpδgqµν ´∇µpδgqνν
¯
pd3xqµ (6.3.6)
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where pδgqµν “ gµαgνβδgαβ (see equation (2.3.74)).
The radial component of the presymplectic potential can be computed as follows:
θρEHrg; δgs “
?´g
16piG
´
∇αpδgqρα ´ gρρBρpδgqαα
¯
“
?´g
16piG
´
Γρabγ
acγbdδγcd ´ gρρBρpγabδγabq
¯
.
(6.3.7)
Expanding the metric γabpρ, xcq in powers of ρ, we get
θρEHrg; δgs “
d
3
|Λ|
«
´ 1
ρ3
2Λ
3
δ
a|gp0q|
16piG
` 1
ρ
ˆ
´3
4
δLEH,p0q ` BaθaEH,p0q
˙ff
` 1
2
sgnpΛq
b
|gp0q|T abδgp0qab `Opρq. (6.3.8)
We denoted by LEH,p0q “ 116piGRp0q
a|gp0q| the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian density
for the boundary metric field gp0qab and θ
a
EH,p0q the canonical boundary term in the
variation δLEH,p0q. We observe that the presymplectic potential is radially divergent
as we approach the boundary I ” tρ “ 0u, so we need a renormalization proce-
dure to obtain a well-defined symplectic structure at I , allowing us to compute
the surface charges. The precise form of the divergence suggests that there is a
boundary-covariant way to subtract these divergences by refining the action princi-
ple of pure gravity in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes: this is the point of
the holographic renormalization [144,154,222] that we review in the next section.
6.3.2 Holographic renormalization
The action for general relativity in asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetimes is given
by [144,154,222]
S “ 1
16piG
ż
M
d4x
a|g| pRrgs ´ 2Λq ` ż
I
d3xLGHY `
ż
I
d3xLct. (6.3.9)
Here, M denotes the bulk spacetime and I “ BM its boundary. We impose
that
ş
M
d4x “ ş8
0
dρ1
ş
ρ“ρ1 d
3x. Remark that this convention sets the lower bound
of the radial integral to be the boundary. The integration measure d3x should
be understood as a measure on the hypersurface at fixed ρ “ ρ1. In particular,
consistently with the notations of appendix A, we have
pd3xqn“3 “ 1
3!
n“3abc dx
a ^ dxb ^ dxc ” 1
1!3!
n“4ρabcdx
a ^ dxb ^ dxc “ pd3xqn“4ρ . (6.3.10)
This allows us to interpret the top form on the hypersurface ρ “ ρ1 as co-dimension 1
with respect to the four-dimensional spacetime (for example, LGHY pd3xqn“3|ρ“ρ1 ”
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LρGHY pd3xqn“4ρ |ρ“ρ1). The first term in (6.3.9) is the bare Einstein-Hilbert action
SEH , the second term is the Gibbons-Hawking-York term SGHY and the third term
is the counter-term action Sct.
Let us describe the additional boundary terms in (6.3.9) and justify their pres-
ence. To have a well-defined variational principle for Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions, i.e. when all induced fields at the boundary are kept fixed (δγab|I “ 0),
the action must be completed by the usual Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term
SGHY “
ş
BM d
3xLGHY . Let us denote the outward normal unit vector by n “ nµBµ,
such that nµnµ “ η, where η “ ´sgnpΛq. Here, “outward” means that the vector
points from the inside of the enclosed region to the outside. Recall that I is defined
as the set of roots of the scalar field fpρ, xaq “ ρ. Hence nµ is collinear to Bµf and
differs only by a normalization factor and a relative sign. Since the coordinate ρ in-
creases inwards, nµ must point in the direction of decreasing f , such that nµBµf ă 0,
independently of η. We get nµ “ ´η
a|gρρ|δρµ. The knowledge of this unit normal
vector allows us to define the extrinsic curvature as the trace of the second fun-
damental form K “ γabKab “ 12γabLnγab, and build the Gibbons-Hawking-York
piece
SGHY “ 1
8piG
η
ż
I
d3x
a|γ|K “ 1
8piG
d
3
|Λ|
ż
I
d3x
Λ
3
ρBρ
a|γ|. (6.3.11)
An important observation is that the on-shell action SEH ` SGHY is divergent. In
order to deal with these divergences, we introduce an infrared cut-off ε ą 0 (called
the regulator) sufficiently small so that the Fefferman-Graham expansion is still valid
around tρ “ εu. The regulated variational principle
Sreg “ 1
16piG
ż 8
ε
dρ1
ż
ρ“ρ1
d3xpRrgs ´ 2Λqa|g| ` 1
8piG
η
ż
ρ“ε
d3x
a|γ|K (6.3.12)
possesses two divergent pieces on-shell
Sreg “ 1
16piG
d
3
|Λ|
ż
ρ“ε
d3x
„
´4Λ
3
b
|gp0q| 1
ε3
` 1
2
Rp0q
b
|gp0q|1
ε
`Opεq

. (6.3.13)
The holographic renormalization procedure amounts to supplying the regulated vari-
ation principle with a second counterterm Sct “
ş
ρ“ε d
3xLct which must obey several
requirements: Sct is a boundary action constructed from a Lagrangian Lct consid-
ered as a top-form living on the regulated hypersurface tρ “ εu. The latter is built
up from covariant objects living on tρ “ εu, but is not required to be covariant with
respect to the bulk geometry. In particular, it will involve the metric γabpε, xcq only.
The renormalization requirement imposes that Sreg ` Sct “ Opε0q after expanding
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in power series of ε. The working counterterm has been prescribed in [154,222] and
is given by
Sct “
ż
ρ“ε
d3xLctrγs, Lctrγs “ 1
16piG
c
3
Λ
„
4Λ
3
a|γ| ´Rrγsa|γ| . (6.3.14)
Indeed, it evidently satisfies the first two requirements, and we also check the last
one by expanding Lct in ε,
Lct “ 1
16piG
d
3
|Λ|
„
4Λ
3
b
|gp0q| 1
ε3
´ 1
2
Rp0q
b
|gp0q|1
ε
`Opεq

, (6.3.15)
hence Sreg ` Sct “ Opεq. For later purposes, we define the presymplectic potential
associated with Lct as δLct “ δLctδγab δγab ` Baθactrγ; δγs. It is given explicitly by
θactrγ; δγs “ ´ 116piG
d
3
|Λ|
a|γ| “Dbpδγqab ´ γabDbpδγqcc‰
“ ´ 1
16piG
ρ
a|g| “Dbpδγqab ´ γabDbpδγqcc‰
“ ´ρθaEHrγ; δγs,
(6.3.16)
where Da denotes the Levi-Civita connection with respect to γab. Therefore,
θactrγ; δγs
ˇˇˇ
ρ“ε
“ ´
c
3
Λ
ΘaEH,p0qrgp0q; δgp0qs1ε `Opεq. (6.3.17)
Now we can concentrate on the renormalization of the presyplectic potential.
On-shell, we have
δSregEH “
ż
ρěε
d4x BµθµEHrg; δgs “ ´
ż
ρ“ε
d3x θρEHrg; δgs, (6.3.18)
where the minus sign in the last equality is due to the fact that we integrate on ρ
from the boundary to the bulk, which gives the negative orientation to the Stokes
formula. The resulting integrand is only the ρ component of θEH since the outward
normal to the regulating surface is collinear to Bρ. Therefore, we can prove by a
straightforward computation that the renormalization of the presymplectic potential
works as follows [144]:
θρrenrg; δgs “ θρEH ´ δLGHY ´ δLct ` Baθact “ ´
1
2
η
b
|gp0q|T abδgp0qab `Opρq. (6.3.19)
We deduce from (6.3.19) that the modification brought to the presymplectic poten-
tial by the holographic renormalization is two-fold. The contribution of the exact
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terms with respect to δ are top-forms on the regularized boundary that can be pro-
moted as bulk co-dimension 1-forms, collectively denoted by A “ Aρpd4xqρ, with
Aρ ” ´pLGHY ` Lctq, such that θEH Ñ θ1 “ θEH ` δA after renormalization
(see (6.3.4)). The contribution of the Iyer-Wald ambiguity appears here thanks to
θact, which is a co-dimension 1-form on the regularized boundary. Again we can
promote it as a co-dimension 2-form on the bulk geometry Y “ Y ρapd2xqρa, and
Y ρarg; δgs ” θactrγ; δγs. The potential will be modified as θ1 Ñ θ1´dY (see (6.3.3)),
or in components,
θ1ρ Ñ θ1ρ ` BaY ρa “ θ1ρ ` Baθact, (6.3.20)
θ1a Ñ θ1a ` BρY aρ “ θ1a ´ Bρθact, (6.3.21)
In particular, (6.3.20) is consistent with (6.3.19), and it can be shown that (6.3.21)
renormalizes the tangent components of the presymplectic potential as well. Finally,
the renormalized presymplectic current is given by
ωρrenrg; δg, δgs “ ´12ηδ
´b
|gp0q|T ab
¯
^ δgp0qab `Opρq. (6.3.22)
6.3.3 Surface charges
Once the expression for the renormalized presymplectic potential θrenrg; δgs is es-
tablished, one can compute the Iyer-Wald co-dimension 2 form as kξ,renrg; δgs “
´δQξ,renrgs ` Qδξ,renrgs ` iξθrenrg; δgs (see equation (2.3.73)). In the present con-
text, instead of directly computing this expression, we propose an ansatz for the
co-dimension 2 form inspired by the results of [144] that were obtained for a sub-
case (σ “ 0, δξa “ 0, Λ ă 0). Our ansatz for the components ρa of the co-dimension
2 form associated with the most general asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime in
Fefferman-Graham gauge is given by
kρaξ,renrg; δgs “ ηδ
´b
|gp0q|T ab
¯
ξb0 ´ 12η
b
|gp0q| ξa0 T bcδgp0qbc `Opρq. (6.3.23)
To confirm that this proposal is the correct one, we check that it satisfies the con-
servation law (2.3.77), namely
dkξ,renrg; δgs “ ωrenrg;Lξg, δgs ñ Bakρaξ,renrg; δgs “ ωρrenrg;Lξg, δgs. (6.3.24)
The detailed computation can be found in appendix E.1. Since the co-dimension
2 form kξ,renrg; δgs is defined up to an exact co-dimension 2 form, we are certain
that the proposal (6.3.23) is the right one for the renormalized presymplectic form
(6.3.22).
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6.3.4 Charge algebra
Modified Lie bracket for residual gauge diffeomorphisms
Let us denote by ξ and χ two arbitrary residual gauge diffeomorphisms of the
Fefferman-Graham expansion which are of the form (6.2.2) and (6.2.3). We recall
that the modified Lie bracket is given by
rξ, χsA “ rξ, χs ´ δξχ` δχξ, (6.3.25)
with δξgµν ” Lξgµν (see (2.2.57)). We now provide an explicit computation of this
bracket for the present case. Since ξ and χ preserve the Fefferman-Graham gauge,
they satisfy$’’&’’%
ξρ “ ρσξpxaq, Bρξa “ 3
Λ
1
ρ
γabBbσξ, lim
ρÑ0 ξ
a “ ξa0pxbq,
χρ “ ρσξpxaq, Bρχa “ 3
Λ
1
ρ
γabBbσχ, lim
ρÑ0χ
a “ χa0pxbq.
(6.3.26)
As a result, the computation of rξ, χsρA is straightforward and gives
1
ρ
rξ, χsρA “ pξaBaσχ ´ χaBaσξq ´ δξσχ ` δχσξ. (6.3.27)
Taking a derivative with respect to ρ, and again using ρ2γabBρξb´ 3ΛBaξρ “ 0, we get
Bρ
ˆ
1
ρ
rξ, χsρA
˙
“ BρξaBaσχ ´ BρχaBaσξ “ 0, (6.3.28)
which shows that rξ, χsρ‹ “ ρσˆ, and
σˆ “ 1
ρ
rξ, χsρA
ˇˇˇ
ρ“0
“ ξa0Baσχ ´ χa0Baσξ ´ δξσχ ` δχσξ. (6.3.29)
Let us now consider the transverse components. By evaluating the commutator at
leading order, we derive that
ξˆa0 “ lim
ρÑ0rξ, χs
a
A “ rξ0, χ0sa ´ δξχa0 ` δχξa0 . (6.3.30)
Recalling that δξγab “ Lξγab “ ρσξBργab ` ξcBcγab ´ 2γcpaBcξbq and explicitly us-
ing (6.3.26) to express Bρξa and Bρχb in terms of σξ and σχ, respectively, a direct
computation yields
Bρ prξ, χsaAq “ 3Λ
1
ρ
γabBbσˆ. (6.3.31)
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We have just proven that residual gauge diffeomorphisms ξ and χ of the Fefferman-
Graham gauge satisfy
rξpσξ, ξ0q, χpσχ, χ0qsA “ ξpσˆ, ζˆ0q, (6.3.32)
where
σˆ “ ξa0Baσχ ´ χa0Baσξ ´ δξσχ ` δχσξ,
ζˆa0 “ ξb0Bbχa0 ´ χb0Bbξa0 ´ δξχa0 ` δχξa0 .
(6.3.33)
Charge algebra with modified bracket
The co-dimension 2 form derived in (6.3.23) is generically non-integrable for the
most general asymptotically locally (A)dS4 boundary conditions in the Fefferman-
Graham gauge. Therefore, the representation theorem (2.3.54) does not hold and
one has to consider the modified bracket for the charges.
The leading term of (6.3.23) („ ρ0) can be written as
kρaξ,renrg; δgs
ˇˇˇ
ρ“0
“ δJaξ rgs ` Ξaξ rg; δgs, (6.3.34)
where the integrable part is taken as
Jaξ rgs “ η
b
|gp0q| gacp0qTbcξb0 (6.3.35)
and the corresponding non-integrable part
Ξaξ rg; δgs “ ´12η
b
|gp0q|ξa0
´
T bcδg
p0q
bc
¯
´ Jaδξ. (6.3.36)
Defining the modified bracket as
tJξrgs, Jχrgsua˚ “ δχJaξ rgs ` Ξaχrg; δξgs (6.3.37)
(this is the analogue of (2.3.61)), we show in appendix E.2 that
tJξrgs, Jχrgsua˚ “ Jarξ,χsArgs ` Bb`abrgs. (6.3.38)
where Bb`abrgs (see equation (E.2.4)) is a term that will disappear once integrated
on S28. Therefore, when considering the modified bracket (6.3.37), we conclude that
the currents satisfy a consistent algebra without central extension. This contrasts
with the asymptotically flat case where a 2-cocycle appears in the right-hand side
(compare (6.3.38) with (2.3.62)). Of course, as discussed around equation (2.3.66),
modifying the split (6.3.35)-(6.3.36) between integrable and non-integrable parts will
bring a trivial 2-cocycle in the algebra (6.3.38). This situation is similar to the case
studied in [231] where the 2-cocycle could be absorbed by choosing an appropriate
split.
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6.4 Λ-BMS4 phase space and its flat limit
In the previous section, we obtained through the holographic renormalization process
the renormalized co-dimension 2 form associated with the most general asymptoti-
cally locally (A)dS4 boundary conditions in the Fefferman-Graham gauge. We saw
that the associated currents satisfy an algebra by using the modified bracket. In sub-
section 6.4.1, we particularize the analysis for the boundary conditions (6.2.79) and
obtain the symplectic structure and the surface charges associated with the bmsΛ4
asymptotic symmetry algebra. In subsection 6.4.2, we express the symplectic struc-
ture in terms of the Bondi gauge variables and perform the diffeomorphism discussed
in appendix D. As discussed in section 6.2.2, the solution space with boundary con-
ditions (6.2.79) reduces to the solution space considered in chapter 4. Similarly, in
section 6.2.4, we showed that bmsΛ4 reduces to bms
gen
4 in the flat limit. In subsection
6.4.3, after renormalization of „ 1{Λ divergences, we prove that this limit also holds
at the level of the phase space.
6.4.1 Λ-BMS4 phase space in Fefferman-Graham gauge
Using (6.2.70), the boundary conditions (6.2.79) can be expressed in the Fefferman-
Graham gauge as
g
p0q
tt “ Λ3 , g
p0q
tA “ 0,
b
|gp0q| “
c
|Λ|
3
a
q˚, (6.4.1)
where q˚ is the determinant of the unit sphere metric. The asymptotic Killing vectors
are the residual gauge diffeomorphisms given in (6.2.2) and (6.2.3), whose parameters
satisfy (6.2.81). Inserting the conditions (6.4.1) into the renormalized presymplectic
potential (6.3.19), we obtain
θρΛ-BMSrg; δgs “ ´
?
q˚
2
η
c
|Λ|
3
gABp0q δT
TF
AB `Opρq, (6.4.2)
where T TFAB “ TAB ´ 12gp0qABpgCDp0q TCDq. Similarly, the presymplectic form (6.3.22)
reduces to
ωρΛ-BMSrg; δgs “ ´
?
q˚
2
η
c
|Λ|
3
δgABp0q ^ δT TFAB `Opρq (6.4.3)
From (6.3.23), we deduce that the Λ-BMS4 surface charges are given by
δ{HΛ-BMSξ rgs “
ż
S28
2pd2xqρtkρtξ,Λ-BMSrg; δgs “ δHΛ-BMSξ rgs `ΘΛ-BMSξ rg; δgs, (6.4.4)
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where we performed a split between integrable and non-integrable parts as in (6.3.35)
and (6.3.36):
HΛ-BMSξ rgs “ ´
d
3
|Λ|
ż
S28
d2Ω
“
ξt0Ttt ` ξB0 TtB
‰
,
ΘΛ-BMSξ rg; δgs “
d
3
|Λ|
ż
S28
d2Ω
„
Λ
6
ξt0g
AB
p0q δTAB

´HΛ-BMSδξ rgs.
(6.4.5)
Here, d2Ω “ 2?q˚pd2xqρt denotes the measure on S28. As a corollary of (6.3.38), they
satisfy an algebra for the modified bracket
tHΛ-BMSξ rgs, HΛ-BMSχ rgsu‹ “ HΛ-BMSrξ,χsA rgs, (6.4.6)
with tHΛ-BMSξ rgs, HΛ-BMSχ rgsu‹ “ δχHΛ-BMSξ rgs `ΘΛ-BMSχ rg; δξgs, and rξ, χsA given by
rξpξt0, ξA0 q, χpχt0, χA0 qsA “ ξˆpξˆt0, ξˆA0 q, (6.4.7)
where $’&’%
ξˆt0 “ ξA0 BAχt0 ` 12ξ
t
0D
p0q
A χ
A
0 ´ δξpξt0,ξA0 qχt0 ´ pξ Ø χq,
ξˆA0 “ ξB0 BBχA0 ´ Λ3 ξ
t
0g
AB
p0q BBχt0 ´ δξpξt0,ξA0 qχA0 ´ pξ Ø χq.
(6.4.8)
This is a corollary of (6.3.33) and (6.3.32). Alternatively, one can obtain the com-
mutation relations (6.4.8) from those written in the Bondi variables (6.2.84), using
the dictionary (6.2.71).
6.4.2 Translation into the Bondi gauge
The next step is to perform the change of coordinates described in appendix D
between Fefferman-Graham and Bondi gauges and deduce the transformation of
the presymplectic potential. Starting from Fefferman-Graham coordinates, we first
go to tortoise coordinates pr‹, xa‹q. The presymplectic potential reads as θΛ-BMS “
θρΛ-BMSpd3xqρ ` θaΛ-BMSpd3xqa. At leading order, ρ “ ´Λ3 r‹ ` Opr2‹q and xa “ xa‹ `Opr‹q, hence θr‹Λ-BMS “ θρΛ-BMS ` Opr‹q. Therefore, the leading order of the radial
component of the presymplectic potential is not affected. Now we can reach the
Bondi gauge pu, r, xAq by a second change of coordinates
t‹ “ u` 3
Λ
1
r
`O
ˆ
1
r3
˙
, r‹ “ 3
Λ
1
r
`O
ˆ
1
r3
˙
, xA‹ “ xA. (6.4.9)
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We obtain θrΛ-BMS “ θr‹Λ-BMS ` Oprq6. Therefore, using (6.2.75), the renormalized
presymplectic potential (6.4.2) is expressed in Bondi gauge as
θrΛ-BMSrg; δgs “ Λ2
?
q˚
16piG
qABδJAB `Opr´1q. (6.4.10)
The associated presymplectic form is readily obtained
ωrΛ-BMSrg; δgs “ Λ2
?
q˚
16piG
δqAB ^ δJAB `Opr´1q. (6.4.11)
As discussed in [166], by analogy with the flat case (see e.g. (2.3.68)), this last
expression allows us to identify the Bondi news functions in (A)dS4 as the symplectic
couple pqAB, JABq.
6.4.3 Renormalization in Λ and flat limit
The Bondi gauge admitting a well-defined flat limit, nothing prevents us from con-
sidering the flat limit of the above symplectic structure. Let us recall the prescription
followed in subsection 6.2.2 when discussing the flat limit of the solution space:
1. In the Bondi gauge, we explicitly identify the dependence in Λ in the different
expressions by using the relations in section 6.2.2 (see e.g. (6.2.55), (6.2.56),
(6.2.57)), until obtaining only the functions CAB, qAB, NTFAB , M , NA and their
derivatives with respect to the angles, where NTFAB designates the trace-free
part of NAB “ BuCAB. These functions are those that admit a well-defined
interpretation in the flat limit, which contrasts with JAB, M pΛq and N
pΛq
A .
Furthermore, the relation (6.2.45) is extensively used in order to exchange
terms „ BuqAB for terms „ ΛCAB. The following identities turn out to be
useful for the computation:
BuHAB “ qACBuHCDqBD ´ 2Λ
3
CCpAHBqC ,
BupDBHABq “ DBBuHAB ´ Λ
3
”
DCpHABCBCq ` 1
2
HBCDACBC
ı
,
BuCABCAB “ 2NABCAB,
BuBARrqs “ Λ
3
DADBDCC
BC ,
(6.4.12)
where HABpu, xCq is any symmetric rank 2 transverse tensor.
6Since the field-dependence involved in the diffeomorphism (6.4.9) appears only at subleading
orders in r, we assumed that the variational operator δ is not affected at leading order and therefore
does not bring any contribution to the leading order in the transformation of θρΛ-BMS.
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2. Once this procedure is achieved, we take the flat limit by putting Λ Ñ 0. As
we later explain, this limit may require a renormalization procedure to remove
the divergences „ 1
Λ
.
Let us apply the first step of the procedure to the presymplectic potential. Start-
ing from its expression in the Bondi gauge (6.4.10) and using (6.2.57), we get
θrΛ-BMSrg; δgs “
?
q˚
16piG
” 3
2Λ
BupNTFAB δqABq ` 12
´
NABTF ` 12Rrqsq
AB
¯
δCAB
` 1
2
DAD
CCBCδq
AB
ı
`OpΛ; r´1q,
(6.4.13)
where the notation OpΛ, r´1q designates terms Opr´1q and/or OpΛq. A striking
observation is that we have a term „ Λ´1 in this expression, which does not allow
us to go to the second stage of the flat limit procedure. We have to suppress this
divergence before taking Λ Ñ 0. A way to proceed is to use the ambiguity allowed
by the covariant phase space formalism (2.3.81). Indeed, noticing that the term
„ Λ´1 can be expressed as
?
q˚
16piG
3
2Λ
BupNTFAB δqABq “ 116piG
3
Λ
Bu
„
1
2
Bup
a
q˚ CABδq
ABq

`
?
q˚
16piG
δpCABNTFAB q,
(6.4.14)
we define
Y rupΛqrg; δgs “ ´ 116piG
3
Λ
1
2
Bup
a
q˚ CABδq
ABq, (6.4.15)
and Y rA “ 0. As discussed in [193], the presence of this Iyer-Wald ambiguity
can be justified by adding corner terms in the variational principle (6.3.9). The
presymplectic potential is renormalized as
θrrenpΛqrg; δgs “ θrΛ-BMSrg; δgs ` BuY rupΛqrg; δgs
“
?
q˚
16piG
”1
2
´
NABTF ` 12Rrqsq
AB
¯
δCAB ` 1
2
´
DAD
CCBC
¯
δqAB ` δpCABNTFAB q
ı
`OpΛ; r´1q
(6.4.16)
and is finite in the limit Λ Ñ 0. The associated symplectic potential ωrrenpΛq is
explicitly given by
ωrrenpΛqrg; δ1g, δ2gs
“
?
q˚
16piG
„
1
2
δ1
ˆ
NABTF ` 12Rrqsq
AB
˙
^ δ2CAB ` 1
2
δ1
`
DAD
CCBC
˘^ δ2qAB
`OpΛ; r´1q.
(6.4.17)
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Finally, taking the flat limit Λ Ñ 0, we obtain
ωrrenpΛqrg; δ1g, δ2gs
“
?
q˚
16piG
„
1
2
δ1
ˆ
NABTF ` 12Rrqsq
AB
˙
^ δ2CAB ` 1
2
δ1
`
DAD
CCBC
˘^ δ2qAB
`Opr´1q.
(6.4.18)
This result precisely corresponds to the presymplectic form (4.2.12) obtained in
asymptotically flat spacetime. Therefore, we have shown that through an appropri-
ate renormalization process, the flat limit of the bmsΛ4 symplectic structure yields
the bmsgen4 symplectic structure in asymptotically flat spacetime.
An interesting observation is that, to obtain (4.2.12), we had to renormalize
the symplectic structure using the Iyer-Wald ambiguity (2.3.81) with a term Y ru “
´r 1
2
?
q˚
16piG
CABδq
AB to remove the „ r divergences. To take the flat limit in the
present context, we also had to renormalize the symplectic structure with a term
Y rupΛq “ ´ 116piG 3Λ 12Bup
?
q˚ CABδq
ABq to remove the „ Λ divergences. Therefore, even
if the nature of the divergences is different in both contexts, the expressions are
astonishingly very similar and may rely on deeper reasons.
6.5 New boundary conditions for asymptotically lo-
cally AdS4 spacetime
We now particularize our discussion to the case Λ ă 0. The presymplectic form
(6.3.22) obtained through the holographic renormalization procedure is generically
non-vanishing for asymptotically locally AdS4 spacetimes. Allowing some flux at
infinity leads to an ill-defined Cauchy problem [232]. Depending on the physical
context, one may be interested in studying open systems allowing flux at infinity
(see e.g. [233]) or isolated systems with a well-defined dynamics (see e.g. [232]). In
this section, we propose a new set of boundary conditions for which the symplectic
flux vanishes. The associated phase space admits the Schwarzschild-AdS4 black
hole and a stationary rotating solution distinct from the Kerr-AdS4 black hole. The
asymptotic symmetry algebra is shown to be a subalgebra of bmsΛ4 consisting of time
translations and area-preserving diffeomorphisms.
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6.5.1 Mixed boundary conditions
We start from the expression of the presymplectic form (6.3.22) that we repeat here
for Λ ă 0 (η “ 1)
ωρrenrg; δg, δgs “ ´12δ
´b
|gp0q|T ab
¯
^ δgp0qab `Opρq. (6.5.1)
In the literature, both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions have been stud-
ied to set this presymplectic form to zero. On the one hand, Dirichlet boundary
conditions [15] amount to freezing the components of the boundary metric gp0qab to
the ones of the unit cylinder while leaving the holographic stress-tensor T ab free. The
resulting asymptotic symmetry algebra is the algebra of exact symmetries of global
AdS4, namely sop3, 2q. On the other hand, Neumann boundary conditions [144]
freeze the components of T ab while leaving the boundary metric gp0qab free. The re-
sulting asymptotic symmetry group is empty: all residual gauge transformations
have vanishing charges.
We now present new mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. We first
impose the boundary conditions (6.4.1), which leads to bmsΛ4 . This is a Dirichlet
boundary condition on a part of the boundary metric, which is reachable locally by
a choice of boundary gauge. The symplectic flux at the spatial boundary is then
given by (6.4.11), which we repeat here:
ωρΛ-BMSrg; δgs “
Λ
2
?
q˚
16piG
δqAB ^ δJAB `Opr´1q. (6.5.2)
We now further impose the Neumann boundary conditions
JAB “ 0. (6.5.3)
This cancels the symplectic flux, as required. The boundary condition (6.5.3) re-
stricts the solution space.
6.5.2 Asymptotic symmetry algebra
Let us now derive both the asymptotic symmetries preserving the boundary condi-
tions and the associated charge algebra.
The boundary gauge fixing (6.4.1) is preserved by the bmsΛ4 asymptotic symmetry
algebra of residual gauge transformations as derived in section 6.2.4 (see equation
(6.2.81)). We now show that the boundary condition (6.5.3) further reduces bmsΛ4
to the direct sum R‘A, where R are the time translations and A is the algebra of
two-dimensional area-preserving diffeomorphisms. We further show that the charges
associated with this asymptotic symmetry algebra are finite, integrable, conserved
and generically non-vanishing on the phase space.
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The variation of JAB is given by
δξJAB “ pξt0Bt ` LξC0 ` σqJAB ´
4
3
”
NpABBqξt0 ´ 12NCB
Cξt0qAB
ı
(6.2.81)“
”
ξt0Bt ` LξC0 `
1
2
DAξ
A
0
ı
JAB ´ 4
3
”
NpABBqξt0 ´ 12NCB
Cξt0qAB
ı
.
(6.5.4)
We recall that DA is the covariant derivative with respect to the transverse metric
g
p0q
AB “ qAB. Imposing δξJAB “ 0 leads to the following constraint on the bmsΛ4
asymptotic Killing vectors:
BAξt0 “ 0. (6.5.5)
Therefore, the asymptotic symmetry generators satisfy the relations
Btξt0 “ 12DAξ
A
0 , BtξA0 “ 0. (6.5.6)
The second equation implies ξA0 “ V ApxBq, while the first gives
ξt0 “ S ` t2DAV
A (6.5.7)
where S is a constant by virtue of (6.5.5), and DAV A ” c, where c is also a constant.
Using Helmholtz’s theorem, the vector V A can be decomposed into a divergence-free
and a curl-free part as V A “ ABBBΦ ` qABBBΨ, where Ψ and Φ are functions of
xC . Injecting this expression for V A into this equation gives DADAΨ “ c. This
equation admits a solution if and only if c “ 0, which is given by Ψ “ 0. Therefore,
the asymptotic symmetry generators are given by
ξt0 “ S, ξA0 “ ABBBΦpxCq (6.5.8)
where S is a constant and ΦpxCq is arbitrary. Writing ξ “ ξpS,Φq, the resid-
ual gauge diffeomorphisms, the commutation relations (6.4.7) and (6.4.8) reduce to
rξpS1,Φ1q, ξpS2,Φ2qsA “ ξpSˆ, Φˆq, where
Sˆ “ 0, Φˆ “ ABBAΦ2BBΦ1. (6.5.9)
Hence, after imposing the boundary condition (6.5.3), bmsΛ4 reduces to the R ‘ A
algebra, where R denotes the abelian time translations and A is the algebra of
two-dimensional area-preserving diffeomorphisms. The latter symmetries are an
infinite-dimensional extension of the sop3q rotations.
Let us now study the associated surface charges. Starting from the bmsΛ4 surface
charges given in (6.4.4) and (6.4.5), and imposing the boundary condition (6.5.3),
one sees that the charges are integrable. The integrated charges reduce to
HAdSξ rgs “ ´
d
3
|Λ|
ż
S28
d2Ω rSTtt ` TtAABBBΦs. (6.5.10)
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From this expression, we see that the charges associated with the symmetry R‘A
are generically non-vanishing. Taking S “ 1 and Φ “ 0 gives the energy. The first
harmonic modes of Φ give the angular momenta, while the higher modes give an
infinite tower of charges. Using (6.5.9) and (6.2.74), a simple computation shows
that the charges (6.5.10) satisfy the algebra
δξpS2,Φ2qH
AdS
ξpS1,Φ1q “ HAdSξpSˆ,Φˆq. (6.5.11)
The charges form a representation of R ‘A without central extension. This result
is also a direct consequence of (6.4.6) when taking (6.5.3) into account.
6.5.3 Stationary solutions
Here, we study the stationary sector of the phase space associated with the bound-
ary conditions. In this subsection, we write Λ “ ´3{`2. The Schwarzschild-AdS4
solution is included in the phase space. Indeed, Schwarzschild-AdS4 can be set in
the Fefferman-Graham gauge, which allows to identify qAB “ q˚AB the unit metric
on the sphere, as well as Ttt “ ´ M4piG` , TtA “ 0 and JAB “ 0.
The boundary metric and holographic stress-tensor of Kerr-AdS4 are given in
the conformally flat frame by [234–236]
g
p0q
ab dx
adxb “ ´`´2dt2 ` dθ2 ` sin2 θdφ2, (6.5.12)
T ab “ T abKerr ” ´mγ
3`
8pi
p3uaub ` gabp0qq, (6.5.13)
where Ξ “ 1´ a2`´2 and
uaBa “ γ`pBt ` a
`2
Bφq, γ´1 ”
c
1´ a
2
`2
sin2 θ. (6.5.14)
The mass and angular momentum areM “ ´` ş d2ΩTtt “ mΞ2 , J “Ma “ ´` ş d2Ttφ “
ma
Ξ2
. We observe that JAB ‰ 0. Therefore, the Kerr-AdS4 solution is not included in
the phase space. However, it is possible to obtain a stationary axisymmetric solu-
tion with JAB “ 0 as follows. The most general diagonal, traceless, divergence-free,
stationary and axisymmetric T ab is given by
T ttcorr “ `2r2T θθpθq ` tan θ T θθ 1pθqs, T θθcorr “ T θθpθq,
T φφcorr “ 1sin2pθqrT
θθpθq ` tan θ T θθ 1pθqs (6.5.15)
and the other components are set to zero. We consider the sum of TKerr ` Tcorr. We
solve for T θθpθq to set JAB “ 0. The regular solution at I is unique and given by
T tt “ ´m`
3
4pi
, T tφ “ ´3am`γ
5
8pi
, TAB “ ´m`
8pi
qAB. (6.5.16)
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The mass and angular momentum areM “ ´` ş d2ΩTtt “ m, J “ ´` ş d2ΩTtφ “ maΞ2 .
It would be interesting to know whether this solution is regular in the bulk of
spacetime.
From the conservation of the stress-energy tensor T ab given by the first equation
of (6.2.6), the most general stationary solution with flat boundary metric (6.5.12)
is only constrained by the following conditions:
DAN
A “ 0 ô NA “ ABDBαpxCq, BAM “ 0, (6.5.17)
where αpxCq is an arbitrary function of xC . To obtain these expressions, we also
used equations (6.2.75) and (6.5.3). Therefore, even for stationary solutions, we see
that the charges associated with the area-preserving diffeomorphisms are generically
non-vanishing. It would be interesting to study the regularity of the general solutions
(6.5.17) in the bulk of spacetime.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
The discovery of the global BMS symmetry group at null infinity came as a surprise
in 1962. This infinite-dimensional endowing of the Poincaré group was, however,
necessary to include radiative spacetimes in the four-dimensional analysis. Since
then, the extensions of the BMS group have highlighted the richness of the asymp-
totic structure of the gravitational field.
In this thesis, we have explored the extensions of the BMS group and their
implications for the phase space of the theory. Furthermore, we have established
new relations between those symmetries and the gravitational memory effects. We
have also elaborated on the covariant phase space methods, allowing us to compute
the gravitational surface charges in a first order framework.
Before concluding this manuscript, we would like to mention some current or
future research directions that are suggested by the present work.
As discussed in chapter 2, we have always adopted the gauge fixing approach
throughout this thesis [27]. This approach allows us to eliminate the arbitrary func-
tions of the gauge transformations and therefore fix the dependence of the residual
gauge diffeomorphisms at all orders in the expansion parameter. However, even if
one can always reach a gauge by definition, the gauge transformations that are neces-
sary to reach a particular gauge might be large gauge transformations, namely, they
could be associated with non-vanishing surface charges [18,237]. Therefore, it would
be interesting to study asymptotic symmetries by considering only partial gauge fix-
ings. For example, we showed in [216, 217] that the Bondi gauge can be embedded
in the Derivative expansion, which is a partial gauge fixing admitting additional pa-
rameters in its solution space. Another example is the extended Fefferman-Graham
gauge considered, for example, in [18,238], where the Weyl transformations preserv-
ing the radial foliation are well defined.
Furthermore, it has been noted that the solution space of three-dimensional gen-
eral relativity transforms in the coadjoint representation of the asymptotic symmetry
group [175]. It would be insightful to investigate how the coadjoint patterns appear
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in the transformation of the solution space of four-dimensional gravity. Based on the
results established in section 3.3, we have already found that only a subsector of the
solution space transforms in the coadjoint representation of BMS4. This subsector
couples with the radiation to form the full four-dimensional gravitational theory.
Furthermore, it has been shown that three-dimensional gravity could be described
by a geometric action defined on coadjoint orbits [176]. It would be fascinating to
have the same construction for the coadjoint subsector of four-dimensional gravity.
These questions are part of our current research.
Moreover, we saw in this thesis that some gravitational memory effects could
be related to the BMS symmetries in asymptotically flat spacetimes. Since, in
chapter 6, we found the analogue of the BMS group in asymptotically locally (A)dS4
spacetimes, it would be worth investigating if similar relations exist with memory
effects in these kinds of asymptotics (see e.g. [125,126]).
The AdS/CFT correspondence and the associated holographic dictionary are now
clearly stated and have been checked in many situations. Surprisingly, though, the
analogous holographic correspondence in asymptotically flat spacetimes is poorly
understood. However, all the ingredients needed to clearly state the holographic
duality in flat space and its associated dictionary are now present. Indeed, from the
point of view of the bulk theory, the Bondi expansion of the metric enables us to
approach the spacetime boundary in the flat case, as the Fefferman-Graham does
in the AdS case. Furthermore, as discussed in much detail in chapter 6, the Bondi
gauge also exists in asymptotically AdS spacetimes and has been related to the
Fefferman-Graham gauge [166, 167]. Therefore, many results and interpretations of
the bulk spacetime metric obtained in AdS can be directly imported into flat space
by taking the well-defined flat limit in the Bondi gauge. For example, the process of
holographic renormalization could be adapted for asymptotically flat spacetimes at
null infinity. From the point of view of the dual boundary theory, using the geometric
action construction mentioned above which is based on coadjoint methods, one could
construct a boundary action invariant under the BMS4 symmetry. This would be
the effective action of the theory dual to the coadjoint subsector of four-dimensional
asymptotically flat gravity. Adding Hamiltonians and source terms to this action
would lead to an effective dual description of the full asymptotically flat gravity
theory.
Appendix A
Useful results and conventions
In this appendix, we establish some important frameworks and conventions. The
aim of this formalism is to manipulate some local expressions, as this is convenient
in field theory. We closely follow [27,186,239].
A.1 Jet bundles
Let M be the n-dimensional spacetime with local coordinates xµ (µ “ 0, . . . , n´ 1).
The fields, written as φ “ pφiq, are supposed to be Grassmann even. The jet space
J consists in the fields and the symmetrized derivatives of the fields pφ, φµ, φµν , . . .q,
where φiµ1...µk “ BBxµ1 . . . BBxµk φi. The symmetrized derivative is defined as
Bφiν1...νk
Bφjµ1...µk
“ δν1pµ1 . . . δνkµkqδij. (A.1.1)
In the jet space, the cotangent space at a point is generated by the variations of the
fields and their derivatives at that point, namely pδφ, δφµ, δφµν , . . .q. The variational
operator is defined as
δ “
ÿ
kě0
δφiµ1...µk
B
Bφiµ1...µk
. (A.1.2)
We choose all the δφ, δφµ, δφµν , . . . to be Grassmann odd, which implies that δ2 “ 0.
Hence, δ is seen as an exterior derivative on the jet space.
Now, we define the jet bundle as the fiber bundle with local trivialization pxµ, φ, φµ, φµν , . . .q.
Locally, the total space of the jet bundle looks like M ˆ J . A section of this fiber
bundle is a map x Ñ pφpxq, φµpxq, φµνpxq, . . .q. The horizontal derivative is defined
as
d “ dxµBµ, where Bµ “ BBxµ `
ÿ
kě0
ˆ
φiµν1...νk
B
Bφiν1...νk
` δφjµν1...νk
B
Bδφjν1...νk
˙
.
(A.1.3)
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In this perspective, the variational operator can also be seen as the vertical deriva-
tive, i.e. the derivative along the fibers. The exterior derivative on the total space
can be defined as dTot “ d ` δ. Notice that both d and δ are Grassmann odd and
they anti-commute, namely
dδ “ ´δd. (A.1.4)
On the jet bundle, we write Ωp,q for the set of functions that are p-forms with respect
to the spacetime and q-forms with respect to the jet space1.
A.2 Some operators
In this subsection, we introduce additional operators used in the text and discuss
their properties.
The Euler-Lagrange derivative of a local function f , i.e. a function on the total
space of the jet bundle f “ f rx, φ, φµ, φµν , . . .s, is defined as
δf
δφi
“
ÿ
kě0
p´1qkBµ1 . . . Bµk
ˆ Bf
Bφiµ1...µk
˙
. (A.2.1)
This operator satisfies
δf
δφi
“ 0 ô f “ Bµjµ, (A.2.2)
where jµ is a local function (for a proof, see e.g. section 1.2 of [171]).
The variation under a transformation of characteristic Q (i.e. δQφi “ Qi) is
given by
δQf “
ÿ
kě0
pBµ1 . . . BµkQiq
Bf
Bφiµ1...µk
` pBµ1 . . . BµkδQjq
Bf
Bδφjµ1...µk
. (A.2.3)
The Lie bracket of characteristics is defined by rQ1, Q2s “ δQ1Q2´δQ2Q1 and satisfies
rδQ1 , δQ2s “ δrQ1,Q2s. A contracted variation of this type is Grassmann even and we
have
δQd “ dδQ, δδQ “ δQδ. (A.2.4)
We also have the following relation between the variation under a transformation of
characteristic Q and the Euler-Lagrange derivative:
δQ
δf
δφi
“ δ
δφi
pδQfq ´
ÿ
kě0
p´1qkBµ1 . . . Bµk
ˆ BQj
Bφiµ1...µk
δf
δφj
˙
. (A.2.5)
1One often refers to a variational bicomplex structure
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Let α P Ωn´k,q. We use the notation
α “ αµ1...µkpdn´kxqµ1...µk , (A.2.6)
where
pdn´kxqµ1...µk “
1
k!pn´ kq!µ1...µkν1...νn´kdx
ν1 ^ . . .^ dxνn´k (A.2.7)
and where µ1...µn is completely antisymmetric and 01...n´1 “ 1. We can check that
dα “ p´1qqBσαrµ1...µk´1σspdn´k`1xqµ1...µk´1 . (A.2.8)
The interior product of a spacetime form with respect to a vector field ξ is defined
as
ιξ “ ξµ BBdxµ . (A.2.9)
We can also define the interior product of a jet space form with respect to a char-
acteristic Q as
iQ “
ÿ
kě0
pBµ1 . . . BµkQiq
B
Bδφiµ1...µk
. (A.2.10)
It satisfies
iQδ ` δiQ “ δQ, iQ1δQ2 ´ δQ2iQ1 “ irQ1,Q2s. (A.2.11)
The homotopy operator Ipδφ : Ω
p,q ÞÑ Ωp´1,q`1 is defined as
Ipδφα “
ÿ
kě0
k ` 1
n´ p` k ` 1Bµ1 . . . Bµk
ˆ
δφi
δ
δφiµ1...µkν
Bα
Bdxν
˙
(A.2.12)
for α P Ωp,q. This operator satisfies the following relations
δ “ δφi δ
δφi
´ dInδφ when acting on spacetime n-forms, (A.2.13)
δ “ Ip`1δφ d´ dIpδφ when acting on spacetime p-forms (p ă n). (A.2.14)
Furthermore,
δIpδφ “ Ipδφδ. (A.2.15)
Notice that the homotopy operator is used to prove the algebraic Poincaré lemma
(2.3.16).
Similarly, the homotopy operator with respect to gauge parameters f “ pfαq is
defined as Ipf : Ω
p,q ÞÑ Ωp´1,q, where
Ipfα “
ÿ
kě0
k ` 1
n´ p` k ` 1Bµ1 . . . Bµk
ˆ
fα
δ
δfαµ1...µkν
Bα
Bdxν
˙
. (A.2.16)
It satisfies
Ip`1f d` dIpf “ 1. (A.2.17)
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Appendix B
Determinant condition in Bondi
gauge
In this appendix, we discuss the determinant condition used to define the Bondi
gauge in equation (2.2.10) and repeated here:
Br
ˆ
det gAB
r2pn´2q
˙
“ 0. (B.1)
Let us emphasize that this condition is weaker than the historical one given by
detpgABq “ r2pn´2q detpq˚ABq, where q˚AB is the unit sphere metric [1–3]. The relaxed
determinant condition (B.1) is inspired by [6] and is essential if one wants to consider
Weyl rescalings of the transverse boundary metric.
To illustrate this claim, we derive the implication of the determinant condition
in the derivation of the residual gauge diffeomorphisms. The equation (B.1) is
equivalent to
detpgABq “ r2pn´2qχpu, xCq, (B.2)
where χ is an arbitrary function of pu, xCq. When the preliminary boundary condi-
tion gAB “ Opr2q ô gAB “ r2qAB`opr2q is imposed, we have χpu, xCq “ detpqABq.
From (B.2), we obtain
δξ lnrdetpgABqs “ gABLξgAB “ δξ lnχ ” 2pn´ 2qω, (B.3)
where we introduced the parameter ωpu, xAq. We deduce
ξr “ ´ rpn´ 2q
„
DAξA ´ UABAξu ` 1
2
ξuBu ln g ´ pn´ 2qω

, (B.4)
where DA is the covariant derivative with respect to gAB and g “ detpgABq. Indices
are lowered and raised by gAB and its inverse.
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In this derivation, the introduction of the parameter ω in (B.3) is somewhat
peculiar and may seem artificial. This way of introducing the parameters of the
residual gauge diffeomorphisms by hand was also used in [216, 217] to define the
additional parameters in the Derivative expansion compared to the Bondi gauge.
Let us show here that (B.4) can be deduced from the determinant condition without
forcing ω in (B.3). The condition (B.3) tells us that
δξ lnrdetpgABqs „ order r0. (B.5)
Working out the left-hand side yields
pn´ 2q
r
ξr `DAξA ` 1
2
ξuBu ln g ´ UABAξu „ order r0 (B.6)
Taking into account the other gauge conditions in (2.2.10), the preliminary bound-
ary conditions gAB “ Opr2q and the associated fall-offs imposed by the Einstein
equations, we obtain that ξr is determined at all orders, except at leading order
„ r. In other words, writing ξr “ rRpu, xAq ` oprq, the remaining free parameter is
Rpu, xAq and
ξr “ rRpu, xAq `
„
´ rpn´ 2q
`DAIA ´ UABAf˘ ˇˇˇOprnă1q, (B.7)
where IA is defined in (2.2.14) and the notation Oprnă1q means that the expression
inside the brackets is truncated for terms of order „ r or higher. Finally, doing the
following field-dependent redefinition of the free-parameter:
Rpu, xAq “ ωpu, xAq ´ 1pn´ 2q
„
DAY A ` 1
2
ξuBu ln g ´ UA0 BAf

, (B.8)
we recover the original result (B.4).
Appendix C
Further results in Newman-Penrose
formalism
C.1 Newman-Unti solution space in NP formalism
When conditions (3.3.5) supplemented by the fall-off conditions (3.3.6) are imposed,
the asymptotic expansion of on-shell spin coefficients, tetrads and the associated
components of the Weyl tensor can be determined. All the coefficients in the ex-
pansions are functions of the three coordinates u, ζ, ζ¯. In this approach to the
characteristic initial value problem, freely specifiable initial data at fixed u0 is given
by Ψ0pu0, r, ζ, ζ¯q in the bulk with the fall-offs given below and by pΨ02`Ψ¯02qpu0, ζ, ζ¯q,
Ψ01pu0, ζ, ζ¯q at I `. The asymptotic shear σ0pu, ζ, ζ¯q and the conformal factor
P pu, ζ, ζ¯q are free data at I ` for all u.
Explicitly,
Ψ0 “ Ψ
0
0
r5
` Ψ
1
0
r6
` Ψ
2
0
r7
`Opr´8q,
Ψ1 “ Ψ
0
1
r4
´ ðΨ
0
0
r5
` 2σ
0σ0Ψ01 ` 52ðσ0Ψ00 ` 12σ0ðΨ00 ´ 12ðΨ10
r6
`Opr´7q,
Ψ2 “ Ψ
0
2
r3
´ ðΨ
0
1
r4
` 2ðσ
0 ` 1
2
λ0Ψ00 ` 32σ0σ0Ψ02 ` 12σ0ðΨ91 ` 12ð
2
Ψ00
r5
`Opr´6q,
Ψ3 “ Ψ
0
3
r2
´ ðΨ
0
2
r3
`Opr´4q, Ψ4 “ Ψ
0
4
r
´ ðΨ
0
3
r2
`Opr´3q,
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ρ “ ´1
r
´ σ
0σ0
r3
`Opr´5q, σ “ σ
0
r2
` σ¯
0σ0σ0 ´ 1
2
Ψ00
r4
`Opr´5q,
τ “ ´Ψ
0
1
2r3
`
1
2
σ0Ψ¯01 ` ð¯Ψ00
3r4
`Opr´5q, α “ α
0
r
` σ
0α0
r2
` σ
0σ0α0
r3
`Opr´4q,
β “ ´α
0
r
´ σ
0α0
r2
´ σ
0σ0α0 ` 1
2
Ψ01
r3
`Opr´4q, γ “ γ0 ´ Ψ
0
2
2r2
` 2ð¯Ψ
0
1 ` α0Ψ01 ´ α¯0Ψ¯01
6r3
`Opr´4q,
µ “ µ
0
r
´ σ
0λ0 `Ψ02
r2
` σ
0σ¯0µ0 ` 1
2
ð¯Ψ01
r3
`Opr´4q, ν “ ν0 ´ Ψ
0
3
r
` ðΨ
0
2
2r2
`Opr´3q,
λ “ λ
0
r
´ σ
0µ0
r2
` σ
0σ¯0λ0 ` 1
2
σ¯0Ψ02
r3
`Opr´4q,
Xζ “ X ζ¯ “ P¯Ψ
0
1
6r3
`Opr´4q, ω “ ðσ
0
r
´ σ
0ðσ0 ` 1
2
Ψ01
r2
`Opr´3q,
U “ ´rpγ0 ` γ0q ` µ0 ´ Ψ
0
2 `Ψ02
2r
` ð¯Ψ
0
1 ` ðΨ¯01
6r2
`Opr´3q,
Lζ “ L¯ζ¯ “ ´σ
0P¯
r2
`Opr´4q, Lζ¯ “ L¯ζ “ P
r
` σ
0σ0P
r3
`Opr´4q,
where
α0 “ 1
2
P¯B lnP, γ0 “ ´1
2
Bu ln P¯ , ν0 “ ðpγ0 ` γ0q,
µ0 “ ´1
2
PP¯BB lnPP¯ “ ´1
2
ð¯ð lnPP¯ “ ´R
4
, λ0 “ 9σ0 ` σ0p3γ0 ´ γ0q,
Ψ02 ´ Ψ¯02 “ ð¯2σ0 ´ ð2σ¯0 ` σ¯0λ¯0 ´ σ0λ0
Ψ03 “ ´ðλ0 ` ð¯µ0,
Ψ04 “ ð¯ν0 ´ pBu ` 4γ0qλ0,
and
BuΨ00 ` pγ0 ` 5γ0qΨ00 “ ðΨ01 ` 3σ0Ψ02,
BuΨ01 ` 2pγ0 ` 2γ0qΨ01 “ ðΨ02 ` 2σ0Ψ03,
BuΨ02 ` 3pγ0 ` γ0qΨ02 “ ðΨ03 ` σ0Ψ04,
BuΨ03 ` 2p2γ0 ` γ0qΨ03 “ ðΨ04,
Buµ0 “ ´2pγ0 ` γ0qµ0 ` ððpγ0 ` γ0q,
Buα0 “ ´2γ0α0 ´ ðγ0,
BuΨ10 ` p2γ0 ` 6γ0qΨ10 “ ´ðpðΨ00 ` 4σ0Ψ01q,
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BuΨ20 ` p3γ0 ` 7γ0qΨ20 “ ´12ððΨ
1
0 ` 3µ0Ψ10 ` 5pΨ01Ψ01 ´Ψ00Ψ02 ´ 12Ψ
0
0Ψ
0
2q
` 5ðσ0ðΨ00 ` 3ðσ0ðΨ00 ` 52σ
0ð2Ψ00 ` 52ð
2σ0Ψ00 ` 12σ
0ð2Ψ00 ` 92σ
0σ0ðΨ01
` 12σ0ðσ0Ψ01 ` 2σ0ðσ0Ψ01 ` 152 σ
0pσ0q2Ψ02 ` 52σ
0λ0Ψ00.
C.2 Parameters of residual gauge transformations
For computational purposes, it turns out to be more convenient to determine the
parameters of residual gauge transformations by using the generating set given in
(3.2.42) rather than the one in (3.2.44).
Asking that conditions (3.3.5) be preserved on-shell yields
• 0 “ δξ,ω eu1 “ ´Brξu ùñ ξu “ fpu, ζ, ζ¯q.
• 0 “ δξ,ω eu2 “ ´eα2Bαf ` ω12 ùñ ω12 “ Buf `XABAf .
• 0 “ δξ,ω eu3 “ ´eα3Bαf ` ω42 ùñ ω24 “ LABAf .
• 0 “ δξ,ω eu4 “ ´eα4Bαf ` ω32 ùñ ω23 “ L¯ABAf .
• 0 “ δξ,ω er1 “ ´eα1Bαξr`ω2aera ùñ ξr “ ´Bufr`Zpu, ζ, ζ¯q´BAf
ş`8
r
drrωL¯A`
ω¯LA `XAs.
• 0 “ δξ,ω eA1 “ ´eα1BαξA ` ω2aeAa ùñ ξA “ Y Apu, ζ, ζ¯q ´ BBf
ş`8
r
drrLAL¯B `
L¯ALBs.
• δξ,ω p¯i “ 0 ðñ 0 “ δξ,ω Γ321 “ lµBµω41 ` Γ32aω2a ùñ ω14 “ ω140 pu, ζ, ζ¯q `
BAf
ş`8
r
drrλ¯L¯A ` µ¯LAs.
• δξ,ω pi “ 0 ðñ 0 “ δξ,ω Γ421 “ lµBµω31 ` Γ42aω2a ùñ ω13 “ ω130 pu, ζ, ζ¯q `
BAf
ş`8
r
drrλLA ` µL¯As.
• δξ,ω p´ ¯q “ 0 ðñ 0 “ δξ,ω Γ431 “ lµBµω43`Γ43aω2a ùñ ω34 “ ω340 pu, ζ, ζ¯q´
BAf
ş`8
r
drrpα¯ ´ βqL¯A ` pβ¯ ´ αqLAs.
• `¯ “ 0 “ κ “ κ¯ is equivalent to Γ211 “ Γ311 “ Γ411 “ 0, ρ´ρ¯ “ 0 is equivalent
to Γ314 ´ Γ413 “ 0 while τ ´ α¯ ´ β “ 0 is equivalent to Γ213 ´ Γ312 “ 0. On-
shell, i.e., in the absence of torsion, these conditions on spin coefficients hold
as a consequence of the tetrad conditions imposed in (3.3.5). It follows that
requiring these conditions to be preserved on-shell by gauge transformations
does not give rise to new conditions on the parameters. This can also be
checked by direct computation.
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Asking that the fall-off conditions (3.3.6) be preserved on-shell yields
• δξ,ω eA2 “ Opr´1q ùñ BuY A “ 0.
• δξ,ω gζζ “ Opr´1q ùñ B¯Y ζ “ 0 ðñ Y ζ “ Y pζq.
• δξ,ω gζ¯ζ¯ “ Opr´1q ùñ BY ζ¯ “ 0 ðñ Y ζ¯ “ Y¯ pζ¯q.
• δξ,ω Γ314 “ Opr´3q ùñ Z “ 12∆¯f .
• δξ,ω Γ312 “ Opr´2q ùñ ω140 “ pγ0 ` γ¯0qP B¯f ´ PBuB¯f .
• δξ,ω Γ412 “ Opr´2q ùñ ω130 “ pγ0 ` γ¯0qP¯Bf ´ P¯BuBf .
• δξ,ω Ψ0 “ Opr´5q does not impose further constraints.
C.3 Action on solution space: original parametriza-
tion
Besides (3.3.18), if so “ pY, Y¯ , f, ω0q, one finds
δsoσ
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` Buf ` 2ω340 sσ0 ´ ð2f,
δsoΨ
0
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf ` 2ω340 sΨ00 ` 4Ψ01ðf,
δsoΨ
0
1 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf ` ω340 sΨ01 ` 3Ψ02ðf,
δso
ˆ
Ψ02 ` Ψ¯02
2
˙
“ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf s
ˆ
Ψ02 ` Ψ¯02
2
˙
`Ψ03ðf ` Ψ¯03ðf.
(C.1)
When Ψ0 can be expanded in powers of 1{r, Ψ0 “ ř8n“0 Ψn0rn`5 , one also has
δsoΨ
1
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 4Buf ` 2ω340 sΨ10
` r´5
2
∆¯f ´ 5ðfð´ ðfðsΨ00 ´ 4σ0ðfΨ01, (C.2)
δsoΨ
2
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 5Buf ` 2ω340 sΨ20 ` r´3∆¯f ´ 3ðfð´ ðfðsΨ10
` r5ðσ0ðf ` 15ðσ0ðf ` 5σ0ðfð` 3σ¯0ðfðsΨ00 ` 12σ0σ¯0ðfΨ01, (C.3)
δsoΨ
n
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` pn` 3qBuf ` 2ω340 sΨn0
` pinhomogeneous termsq. (C.4)
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For later purposes, we also give the variations of composite quantities in terms of
free data,
δsoλ
0 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 2Buf ´ 2ω340 sλ0 ´ Buð2f ` pγ0 ´ 3γ0qð2f,
δsoΨ
0
2 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf sΨ02 ` 2Ψ03ðf,
δsoΨ
0
3 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf ´ ω340 sΨ03 `Ψ04ðf,
δsoΨ
0
4 “ rY B ` Y¯ B¯ ` fBu ` 3Buf ´ 2ω340 sΨ04.
(C.5)
C.4 Useful relations
Some useful relations for the computation of the current algebra are summarized
here.
Buf “ 1
2
pðY ` ðYq ` fpγ0 ` γ0q,
fˆ “ 1
2
f1pðY2 ` ðY2q ` Y1ðf2 ` Y1ðf2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
Yˆ “ Y1ð2Y2 ´ Y2ð2Y1, Yˆ “ Y1ð2Y2 ´ Y2ð2Y1,
ð2Yˆ “ ðY1ð2Y2 ` Y1ð3Y2 ´ p1 Ø 2q, ððYˆ “ Y1ðð2Y2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
ð3Yˆ “ 2ðY1ð3Y2 ` Y1ð4Y2 ´ p1 Ø 2q, ð2ðYˆ “ Y1ð2ð2Y2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
ðð3Y “ 2Yð2µ0 ` 4ðµ0ðY , ð2ð2Y “ 2ððµ0Y ` 2ðµ0ðY ` 4pµ0q2Y ,
ðfˆ “ 1
2
f1ðpðY2 ` ðY2q ` Y1ð2f2 ` Y1ððf2 ` 1
2
pðY1 ´ ðY1qðf2 ´ p1 Ø 2q,
ððY “ 2µ0Y , ððY “ 2µ0Y , BuðY “ 2ν0Y ,
Buðf “ 1
2
ðpðY ` ðYq ` ðfpγ0 ´ γ0q ` fν0,
Buð2Y “ 2ðν0Y ` 2ν0ðY ´ 2γ0ð2Y ,
BuððY “ 2ðν0Y ´ 2γ0ððY ,
Buð2f “ 1
2
ð2pðY ` ðYq ` ð2fpγ0 ´ 3γ0q ` fðν0,
Buððf “ 1
2
ððpðY ` ðYq ´ ððfpγ0 ` γ0q ` ðfν0 ` ðfν0 ` fðν0,
Buðσ0 “ ðλ0 ` ν0σ0 ´ pγ0 ` 3γ0qðσ0,
Buðµ0 “ ðν0 ´ 2µ0ν0 ´ 2pγ0 ` 2γ0qðµ0,
ððν0 “ ð2ν0 ´ 2µ0ν0.
If one wants to compute the current algebra from the expressions derived in the
standard Cartan formalism [181], one needs to transform the spin coefficients into
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a Lorentz connection with a space-time index in NU gauge. Using the notations of
subsection 3.3.1, together with the gauge choice for the tetrads (3.3.5) (and thus
also (3.3.12)), we have
Γ12u “ ´pγ ` γ¯q ´ τXAL¯A ´ τ¯XALA, Γ12A “ τL¯A ` τ¯LA,
Γ13u “ ´τ ´ σXAL¯A ´ ρXALA, Γ13A “ σL¯A ` ρLA,
Γ14u “ ´τ¯ ´ σ¯XALA ´ ρXAL¯A, Γ14A “ ρL¯A ` σ¯LA,
Γ23u “ ν¯ ` λ¯XAL¯A ` µ¯XALA, Γ23A “ ´λ¯L¯A ´ µ¯LA,
Γ24u “ ν ` µXAL¯A ` λXALA, Γ24A “ ´µL¯A ´ λLA,
Γ34u “ pγ ´ γ¯q ` pβ ´ α¯qXAL¯A ` pα ´ β¯qXALA, Γ34A “ pα¯ ´ βqL¯A ` pβ¯ ´ αqLA,
Γabr “ 0.
Appendix D
Map from Bondi to
Fefferman-Graham gauge
In this section, we find the explicit change of coordinates that maps a general vacuum
asymptotically locally (A)dS4 spacetime (Λ ‰ 0) in Bondi gauge to Fefferman-
Graham gauge [166]. This procedure will lead to the explicit map between the
free functions defined in Bondi gauge tqAB, β0, UA0 , EAB,M,NAu and the holographic
functions defined in Fefferman-Graham gauge, namely the boundary metric gp0qab and
the boundary stress-tensor encoded in gp3qab .
We follow and further develop the procedure introduced in [167]. We first note
that one can map the (A)dS4 vacuum metric in retarded coordinates
ds2 “
ˆ
Λr2
3
´ 1
˙
du2 ´ 2dudr ` r2q˚ABdxAdxB, (D.1)
to the global patch
ds2 “ ´
´
1´ Λr
2
3
¯
dt2 `
´
1´ Λr
2
3
¯´1
dr2 ` r2q˚ABdxAdxB (D.2)
by using u “ t´r‹, where the tortoise coordinate is r‹ ”
b
´ 3
Λ
”
arctan
´
r
b
´Λ
3
¯
´ pi
2
ı
for Λ ă 0 and r‹ ”
b
3
Λ
”
arcoth
´
r
b
Λ
3
¯ı
for Λ ą 0. The next step is to transform
the radial coordinate r into the tortoise coordinate r‹ which maps r “ 8 to r‹ “ 0.
The change of coordinates from pt‹, r‹, xA‹ q to Fefferman-Graham gauge pt, ρ, xAq can
then be performed perturbatively in series of ρ around ρ “ 0, identified with r‹ “ 0.
The general algorithm is then the following:
1. Starting from any asymptotically locally (A)dS4 solution formulated in Bondi
gauge pu, r, xAq, we perform the preliminary change to the tortoise coordinate
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system,
uÑ t‹ ´ r‹, xA Ñ xA‹ ,
r Ñ
$&%
b
´ 3
Λ
tan
´
r‹
b
´Λ
3
` pi
2
¯
if Λ ă 0b
3
Λ
coth
´
r‹
b
Λ
3
¯
if Λ ą 0
“ 3
Λr‹
` r‹
3
´ Λr
3‹
135
`Opr5‹q.
(D.3)
2. We reach the Fefferman-Graham gauge at order N ě 0 perturbatively,
gρρ “ ´ 3
Λ
1
ρ2
´
1`OpρN`1q
¯
, gρt “ 1
ρ2
OpρN`1q, gρA “ 1
ρ2
OpρN`1q, (D.4)
thanks to a second change of coordinates,
r‹ Ñ
N`1ÿ
n“1
Rnpt, xAqρn,
t‹ Ñ t`
N`1ÿ
n“1
Tnpt, xAqρn,
xA‹ Ñ xA `
N`1ÿ
n“1
XAn pt, xBqρn.
(D.5)
To obtain all the free functions in γab, we must proceed up to order N “ 3. For
each n, each gauge condition (D.4) can be solved separately and will algebraically
determine Rn, Tn and XAn respectively. Only the function R1pt, xAq remains un-
constrained by these conditions, since it represents a Weyl transformation on the
boundary metric that is allowed within Fefferman-Graham gauge. We fix this free-
dom by requiring the normalization gp0qAB “ qAB.
We use the following shorthand notations for subleading fields in Bondi gauge:
V
r
“ Λ
3
r2 ` r Vp1qpt, xAq ` Vp0qpt, xAq ` 2M
r
`Opr´2q,
UA “ UA0 pt, xBq ` 1rU
A
p1qpt, xBq ` 1r2U
A
p2qpt, xBq ` 1r3U
A
p3qpt, xBq `Opr´4q,
β “ β0pt, xAq ` 1
r2
βp2qpt, xAq `Opr´4q.
(D.6)
whose explicit on-shell values can be read off in (6.2.44) and (6.2.41). That will state
the equations in a more compact way. All the fields are now evaluated on pt, xAq
since the time coordinate on the boundary can be defined as t as well as u. We
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also define some recurrent structures appearing in the diffeomorphism as differential
operators on boundary scalar fields fpt, xAq:
P rf s “ 1
2
e´4β0pBtf ` UA0 BAfq,
Qrf ; gs “ P rf s ´ 2P rgsf,
BArf s “ 1
2
e´2β0pBA ´ 2BAβ0qf.
(D.7)
P nrf s denotes n applications of P on f , for example P 2rf s ” P rP rf ss. Now we can
write down the perturbative change of coordinate to Fefferman-Graham gauge:
R1pt, xAq “ ´ 3
Λ
,
R2pt, xAq “ 9
2Λ2
e´2β0Vp1q,
R3pt, xAq “ 3
2Λ
βp2q ´ 3
Λ2
´
1` 3
4
e´2β0Vp0q
¯
` 27
2Λ3
´
QrVp1q; β0s ´ 3
8
e´4β0V 2p1q
¯
,
R4pt, xAq “ 3
Λ2
e´2β0
´
M ` 2e4β0P rβp2qs ´ 5
2
Vp1qβp2q
¯
´ 9
Λ3
!
QrVp0q; β0s ` 1
4
e´4β0
”
UAp1qBAVp1q ´ 2Vp1qUAp1qBAβ0 ´ 3Vp1qp2e2β0 ` Vp0qq
ı)
` 27
Λ4
e2β0
”
P 2rVp1qs ´ 2Vp1q
´
P 2rβ0s ` 1
2
e´4β0QrVp1q; β0s ´ 3
32
e´8β0V 2p1q
¯
´ 2P rβ0sP rVp1qs
ı
,
T1pt, xAq “ p1´ e´2β0qR1pt, xAq,
T2pt, xAq “ p1´ e´2β0qR2pt, xAq ´ 18
Λ2
´
P rβ0s ´ 1
4
e´4β0Vp1q
¯
,
T3pt, xAq “ p1´ e´2β0qR3pt, xAq ´ 3
Λ2
e´2β0p1` e´2β0Vp0q ´ 2BAβ0BAβ0q
` 9
Λ3
e´2β0
´
QrVp1q; β0s ´ 4e4β0P 2rβ0s ´ 1
2
e´4β0V 2p1q
¯
,
T4pt, xAq “ p1´ e´2β0qR4pt, xAq
` 9
2Λ2
”
e´4β0
´
M ´ βp2qVp1q ´ 1
3
UAp2qBAβ0
¯
´ 1
2
pP rβp2qs ´ 8βp2qP rβ0sq
ı
´ 27
Λ3
!1
8
e´2β0
´
3QrVp0q; β0s ´ 8
3
P rβ0sVp0q ´ 2e´4β0Vp1qVp0q
¯
` 1
3
e´2β0
´
P rUAp1qsBAβ0 ` 32U
A
p1qBAP rβ0s
¯
´ 1
12
e´4β0
”
UAp1qBArVp1qs ` 6Vp1q ´ 2pVp1qBAβ0 ` 2BBβ0BAUB0 qBAβ0
ı)
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` 81
Λ4
!
´ 2
3
e4β0
´
P 3rβ0s ` 2P rβ0sP 2rβ0s
¯
` 1
4
´
P 2rVp1qs ´ 2Vp1qP 2rβ0s
¯
` 1
6
P rβ0s
”´13
4
e´4β0Vp1q ´ 8P rβ0s
¯
Vp1q ` P rVp1qs
ı
´ 1
16
e´4β0Vp1q
´
5P rVp1qs ´ e´4β0V 2p1q
¯)
,
XA1 pt, xBq “ pT1 ´R1qUA0 ,
XA2 pt, xBq “ pT2 ´R2qUA0 ´ 32Λe
´2β0UAp1q ` 9Λ2P rU
A
0 s,
XA3 pt, xBq “ pT3 ´R3qUA0 ` 1Λe
´2β0UAp2q
´ 6
Λ2
”
QrUAp1q; β0s ` 12B
ArVp1qs ` 1
4
e´4β0pUBp1qBBUA0 ´ Vp1qUAp1qq
ı
` 18
Λ3
e2β0QrP rUA0 s; β0s,
XA4 pt, xBq “ pT4 ´R4qUA0 ´ 34Λe
´2β0
”
UAp3q ` 12e
2β0pBAβp2q ´ 8βp2qBAβ0q
ı
` 9
2Λ2
”
QrUAp2q; β0s ´ 12e
´4β0
´
Vp1qUAp2q ´ 13U
B
p2qBBUAp0q
¯
´ 2βp2qP rUA0 s
` 1
4
BArVp0qs ` 1
2
CACBCrVp1qs ` 1
2
e´2β0UCp1qBCrUAp1qs
ı
´ 27
Λ3
!
e2β0
´
P rQrUAp1q; β0ss ` P rBArVp1qss ´ 12q
ACP rBCrVp1qss
¯
´ 1
2
e´2β0
”
Vp1qP rUAp1qs ´ 23
´
P rUCp1qs ` 12B
CrVp1qs ´ 5P rβ0sUCp1q
¯
BCUA0
` 1
2
P rVp1qsUAp1q ´ 23pVp0q ´ 8e
2β0BBβ0BBβ0qP rUA0 s ´ UBp1qP rBBUA0 s
` 1
2
pBAUC0 qBCrVp1qs
ı
` 3P rβ0sVp1qBAβ0
´ e´4β0
” 3
32
´
BApV 2p1qq ´ 203 B
Aβ0V
2
p1q
¯
` 1
6
pVp1qBBβ0 ´ BCβ0BCUB0 qBBUA0
ı)
.
` 81
Λ4
!1
3
e4β0P 3rUA0 s `
”1
4
e´4β0V 2p1q ´ 13QrVp1q; β0s ´
4
3
e4β0pP 2rβ0s ` P rβ0s2q
ı
P rUA0 s
)
.
Several consistency checks can be performed at each stage of the computation.
The boundary metric in Fefferman-Graham gauge must be equivalent to the pulled-
back metric on the hypersurface tr Ñ 8u in Bondi gauge, up to the usual replace-
ment uÑ t:
g
p0q
ab “
„
Λ
3
e4β0 ` UC0 U0C ´UB
´UA qAB

. (D.8)
At subleading orders, gp1qab and g
p2q
ab must be algebraically determined by g
p0q
ab and its
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first and second derivatives, which turns out to be the case. The constraint (6.2.45)
forces gp1qab “ 0 while the annulation of DABpt, xCq (6.2.46) results in
g
p2q
ab “
3
Λ
”
R
p0q
ab ´
1
4
Rp0qg
p0q
ab
ı
. (D.9)
We do not give the full general form of gp3qab , but it can be proven that this tensor is
traceless with respect to gp0qab , and that the equations of motion in Bondi gauge are
necessary and sufficient to show its conservation Dp0qa gabp3q “ 0, as we argued in the
main text.
After boundary gauge fixing β0 “ 0, UA0 “ 0, the expressions of each coefficient
in the diffeomorphism simplify drastically:
R1pt, xAq “ ´ 3
Λ
,
R2pt, xAq “ 9
2Λ2
Vp1q,
R3pt, xAq “ 3
2Λ
βp2q ´ 3
Λ2
´
1` 3
4
Vp0q
¯
` 27
2Λ3
´1
2
BtVp1q ´ 3
8
V 2p1q
¯
,
R4pt, xAq “ 3
Λ2
´
M ` Btβp2q ´ 5
2
Vp1qβp2q
¯
´ 9
Λ3
”1
2
BtVp0q ´ 3
4
Vp1qp2` Vp0qq
ı
` 27
Λ4
´1
4
B2t rVp1qs ´ 14BtV
2
p1q ` 632V
3
p1q
¯
.
T1pt, xAq “ 0,
T2pt, xAq “ 9
2Λ2
Vp1q,
T3pt, xAq “ ´ 3
Λ2
p1` Vp0qq ` 9
2Λ3
´
BtVp1q ´ V 2p1q
¯
,
T4pt, xAq “ 9
2Λ2
”
M ´ 1
4
pBtβp2q ` 4Vp1qβp2qq
ı
` 9
Λ3
”
´ 9
16
BtVp0q ` 3
2
Vp1qp1` 1
2
Vp0qq
ı
` 81
Λ4
´ 1
16
B2t Vp1q ´ 564BtV
2
p1q ` 116V
3
p1q
¯
.
XA1 pt, xBq “ XA2 pt, xBq “ 0,
XA3 pt, xBq “ 1ΛU
A
p2q ´ 32Λ2B
AVp1q,
XA4 pt, xBq “ ´ 34Λ
´
UAp3q ` 12B
Aβp2q
¯
` 9
2Λ2
´1
2
BtUAp2q ´ 12Vp1qU
A
p2q ` 18B
AVp0q
¯
´ 27
16Λ3
qAB
´
BtBBVp1q ` 1
2
Vp1qBBVp1q
¯
.
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Appendix E
Detailed computations in
Fefferman-Graham gauge
E.1 Check of the conservation law
We explicitly check that the ansatz (6.3.23) satisfies (6.3.24). We start by computing
the right-hand side of (6.3.24). The variations δξ
a|gp0q| and δξT ab are given by
δξ
b
|gp0q| “ 1
2
b
|gp0q| gabp0qδξgp0qab “
b
|gp0q|pDp0qa ξa0 ´ 3σξq, (E.1.1)
δξT
ab “ Lξ0T ab ` 5σξT ab. (E.1.2)
Recalling that Tab obeys T aa “ 0 and Dp0qa T ab “ 0 on-shell, we get
δθρrenrg;Lξgs “ ´ηδ
´b
|gp0q|T ab
¯
Dp0qa ξ
0
b ´ η
b
|gp0q|T abδ
`
Dp0qa ξ
0
b
˘
, (E.1.3)
´δξθρrenrg; δgs “ 12η
b
|gp0q|
`
Dp0qc ξ
c
0T
ab ` Lξ0T ab
˘
δg
p0q
ab ` η
b
|gp0q|T abδpDp0qa ξ0b q.
(E.1.4)
The left-hand side reads as
Bakρaξ rg; δgs “ ´ηδ
´b
|gp0q|T ab
¯
Dp0qa ξ
0
b ´ η
b
|gp0q|T abδgp0qbc Dp0qa ξc0
` 1
2
η
b
|gp0q|Dp0qa ξa0T bcδgp0qbc `
1
2
η
b
|gp0q|ξa0Dp0qa T bcδgp0qbc .
(E.1.5)
Using Lξ0pT abq “ ξc0Dp0qc T ab ´ 2T cpaDp0qc ξbq0 , we have
Bakρaξ rg; δgs ` ωρrenrg; δg,Lξgs
“ 1
2
η
b
|gp0q|
´
Lξ0T abδgp0qab ` 2T abδgp0qbc Dp0qa ξc0 ´ ξc0Dp0qc T abδgp0qab
¯
“ 0,
(E.1.6)
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which finishes the verification.
E.2 Charge algebra
Here, we write the explicit computations leading to the result (6.3.38).
The computation is on-shell, so in particular gabp0qTab “ 0 and Dp0qa T ab “ 0. Let us
start by computing δχJaξ rgs. The computation is direct and takes benefit of (E.1.1)
and (E.1.2):
δχJ
a
ξ rgs “ η
b
|gp0q|Dp0qd pχd0T abqgp0qbc ξc0 ´ η
b
|gp0q|T bdDp0qd χa0gp0qbc ξc0
` η
b
|gp0q|T abpDp0qc χ0bqξc0 ` Jaδχξrgs.
(E.2.1)
To obtain the second term is just a matter of replacement, so
Ξaχrδξg, gs “ ´η
b
|gp0q|χa0T bcDp0qb ξ0c ´ Jaδξχrgs. (E.2.2)
Summing both contributions and using the fact that T ab is divergence-free, we get
δχJ
a
ξ rgs ` Ξaχrδξg, gs
“ η
b
|gp0q|T ab
`
ξcDp0qc χ
b
0 ´ χc0Dp0qc ξb0
˘` Jaδχξ ´ Jaδξχ ´ 2ηBb ´b|gp0q|χra0 T bscξc0¯
“ η
b
|gp0q|T abrξ, χsb ` Jaδχξ ´ Jaδξχ ´ 2ηBb
´b
|gp0q|χra0 T bscξc0
¯
“ Jarξ,χs ` Jaδχξ ´ Jaδξχ ´ 2ηBb
´b
|gp0q|χra0 T bscξc0
¯
“ Jarξ,χsA ´ 2ηBb
´b
|gp0q|χra0 T bscξc0
¯
.
(E.2.3)
The last term exhibits the exterior derivative of a 2-form,
` “ `abpd2xqab, `ab “ ´2η
b
|gp0q|χra0 T bscξc0. (E.2.4)
Therefore, we have shown that the charge algebra represents the vector algebra
without additional 2-cocycle,
tJξrgs, Jχrgsua‹ “ Jarξ,χsArgs ` Bb`abrgs. (E.2.5)
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